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PRESBYTERIAN DISCIPLINE 

  

INTRODUCTION 

  

PURPOSE AND PERSPECTIVE 

  

Racks and thumbscrews aside, a major injustice of the Inquisition was an unnatural union of 

pastor and prosecutor in one person: 

  

As a judge, he was vindicating the faith and avenging God for the wrongs inflicted on him by 

misbelief. He was more than a judge, however, he was a father-confessor striving for the 

salvation of the wretched souls perversely bent on perdition. In both capacities he acted with an 

authority far higher than an earthly judge. If his sacred mission was accomplished, it mattered 

little what methods were used.
[1]

 

  

Presbyterian discipline contends with an analogous dilemma. Pastoral counseling or informal 

action is the type of Church discipline every normal church officer prefers. It bears a remedial 

purpose and readiness to forgive. But what happens when the member refuses to change or 

denies committing sin? Either the church officer has been mistaken or the church member has a 

much greater problem requiring attention. A wall goes up between the confronter and 

confronted. The vulnerability necessary to receive grace hardens into defense. The pastoral bond 

of trust begins to unravel and an adversarial relationship may develop. Discovery of the truth 

becomes the order of the day. Absent miraculous revelation this is not always easy.  

  

Much published material exists on the informal ministry of correction in the Church– particularly 

counseling. This is a salutary emphasis. Something needs to be said about what needs to be done 

when informal counsel is rejected, however. Though much of the present work is devoted to 

formal procedures, it should not be understood to suggest that formal trials are the essence of 

Church discipline. Church trials happen when everything else has failed. Why bother then? 

Because a church without the means of correcting its membership risks its identity as a faithful 

congregation called out of the world. For this reason, Presbyterians have long recognized 

discipline as a third mark of the Church.
[2]

  Though formal discipline is a stressful and unhappy 

affair, its importance cannot be ignored. Is fair and credible formal church discipline possible 

without becoming inquisitorial? Perhaps not in the mind of modern man.
[3]

 Yet it must be 

possible if the Church is to perform the totality of her mission. 

  

Formal discipline, to be fair, must adopt a different posture than that assumed during informal 

discipline. Process itself becomes more important because a dispute has replaced conversation. 

The burden of a disciplinary situation may seem to be enough for the Presbyterian officer 

without adding procedural hoops to jump through. Yet the need for fair and credible discipline 



calls for some decent and orderly procedure. Due process is not a purely American idea or civil 

concern. In 1537 at Smalcald, a treatise was adopted by Lutheran reformers that included the 

following: 

  

…it is evident that the officials (as they are called) have exercised intolerable arbitrariness and, 

either on account of avarice or on account of other evil desires, have tormented men and 

excommunicated them without the due process of law.
[4]

 

  

The necessity of due process does not justify every tradition or procedure. Yet this necessity 

cannot be met without for some fair method of proceeding. Answers, to the extent they are 

suggested here, are offered with trepidation. More than answers, what is offered is historical 

context to foster a better appreciation and understanding of the principles of Presbyterian 

discipline. These principles are occasionally mentioned in Presbyterian digests or commentaries 

on the Church Order. Yet such manuals often are focused on interpreting a given law or case by 

precedents. It is easy to loose sight of the big picture and how present practice came about. 

  

Historical perspective helps illuminate whether the Church is blindly following tradition or the 

tradition has merit. It helps identify core concerns often lost sight of later. Those early concerns 

may hold the key to interpreting what is now an arcane procedure or term. When problems arise, 

as they inevitably do, with implementing some Presbyterian canon law, the reflexive instinct of 

some is to blame the church constitution and to proceed by nullification.  If asked to frame a 

better provision, the critics rarely have one to offer. Sometimes the solution would be found in 

better historical awareness and perspective. For this reason, the topics discussed here, though 

adapted from the topics found in Presbyterian books of discipline, are treated in a larger 

historical perspective. 

  

The sufficiency of Scripture to order discipline and other church business does not justify simple 

proof-texting. One of the perspectives offered here, is that Scripture presents the church in 

a kingdom context. This general context is the reason for not only church discipline, but the 

need for orderly government procedure in the Church. Proof texts like Matthew 18 or 1 

Corinthians 5 help the initiate see a biblical warrant for church discipline. Only when such  texts 

are related to the larger context of Scripture, does a proper kingdom perspective on discipline 

emerge. An isolated text is analogous to a single mountain slope. We need to stand on the 

summit to see the whole terrain. The Kingdom teaching of Jesus is such a summit. It provides the 

proper perspective on Matthew 18. Church discipline is in this text, but as a part of the larger 

vista of the Kingdom. There are good books available on the Kingdom teaching of Jesus, so this 

perspective will not be closely examined here. It is mentioned because this perspective must be 

kept in mind when evaluating and reflecting on discipline policies in the Church. 

  

A final note on the importance of prayer is necessary. Any one who has faced a disciplinary 



situation that threatens his church or ministry probably needs little stimulus to pray. The church 

officer faced with personal weakness and confusion soon realizes he needs all the help, divine 

and human, that he can get. This work is intended to supply some human help. It is no substitute 

for God’s help. Prayer, not only for oneself, but even enemies, is part of new covenant life and 

discipline. Because the “already” present aspect of Christ’s kingdom addresses the hearts of 

stubborn rebels, prayer is not a super-added or foreign feature to the process of discipline. It calls 

forth the resources of the King to work with or above our procedural efforts. 

  

  

SIGNIFICANT DATES FOR PRESBYTERIAN DISCIPLINE 

  

  

1559 The First National Synod of the French Reformed Churches in Paris adopts the French 

Confession and adopts the initial acts which begin formation of the “French Discipline.” These 

acts address general governance as well as disciplinary matters. 

  

1560 Knox’s Book of Discipline and the Scot’s Confession are issued. The Belgic Confession is 

also issued in 1561. Like the Melville and Travers productions, the Book of Discipline is a 

general plan of government of which “disciplinary” process is a part. 

  

1568 The Convent of Wesel meets, followed by the Synod of Emden (1571). These lay a 

foundation for Dutch polity (the later Dort Order). 

  

1578 Melville’s Book of Discipline (the Book of Policy) is issued. 

  

1587 Travers’ shorter Book of Discipline is developed after his lengthier Explicatio of 1574. It is 

published in 1644 for the Westminster Assembly. 

  

1643-47 The Westminster Assembly works on various forms relevant to discipline. 

  

1690 Scottish Presbyterianism is officially re-established. 

  

1697 The Scottish “Barrier Act” goes in effect limiting the power of the General Assembly to 

make rules binding on presbyteries without the majority of presbyteries approving. 

  

1707 The Form of Process is adopted in the Church of Scotland which addresses judicial 

procedure. 

  

1709 Pardovan’s “Collections,” the first edition, is issued. 

  



1729 The Adopting Act helps shape constitutionalism in the American church. 

  

1788 The Constitution of the PCUSA goes into effect, including the Forms of Process. The first 

General Assembly meets in 1789. 

  

1821 The first major revision of the PCUSA disciplinary standards goes into effect. 

  

1837 The Abrogation of the 1801 Plan of Union raises questions about the constitutional powers 

of a General Assembly to excind judicatories without the color of discipline. 

  

1856-1860 Debates in print take place on a revised Book of Discipline involving Hodge, 

Thornwell, and Dabney 

  

1861 Southern Presbyterians are constituted separate from the Northern Church. 

  

1879 The Southern Church adopts a new Book of Church Order. 

  

1884 The Northern Church adopts a new Book of Discipline. 

  

1934 The Northern Church adopts a revised Book of Discipline which remains substantially in 

effect through the 1960’s. 

  

1938 The Orthodox Presbyterian Church (Presbyterian Church of America) which was founded 

in 1936, adopts a provisional Book of Discipline in 1938. It is finally adopted in revised form in 

1940. The 1940 BD is based somewhat on the 1934 BD, but is greatly simplified. Revisions 

follow from 1983 onward. 

  

1973 The Presbyterian Church in America is established and adopts a church order based on the 

1933 edition of the Southern Church order. General revisions to the Southern Church order had 

been enacted in 1925 and 1945. 



CHAPTER ONE: KINGDOM DISCIPLINE 

  

LEGALESE AND FORMS 

  

One complaint about the legal profession is its arcane terminology. Suspicion has been raised 

that difficult terms of art intentionally prevent the layman from obtaining justice without hiring 

an expert.  In like manner, the language of Presbyterian government and discipline has disturbed 

some because of its legal tone. A man off the street, having occasion to drift into a presbytery 

meeting, may be surprised to hear such terms as “charges, jurisdiction, judicatories, courts of the 

church, and judicial process.” Even the benign sounding “consistory” of the Reformed polity is 

derived from the world of the ecclesiastical court.
[5]

 Such language may seem better suited to the 

theocracy under Moses or a secular courtroom. New Testament discipline should be of a family 

affair. The very word “discipline” has a different connotation than “judgment.” The Lord directly 

chastises his children (Heb 12:5); the officers of the church are called to pastor the flock while 

the King is in heaven. Legal terminology in many minds seems foreign to the spirit of the New 

Testament. The old French Discipline had this provision: 

  

All possible care shall be taken; that those formalities and terms which are used in Courts of 

Law, may be avoided in the exercise of Church-Discipline.
[6]

 

  

This provision apparently was more than idle advice. The Synod of Montauban (1594), in 

dealing with an appeal, decided 

  

That because the said Church hath not produced the Grant of that Synod, Monsieur Esnard shall 

remain where he is at present in the Province of Poictou; and moreover the said Church shall be 

censured for having used Terms of Law in the said Appeal.
[7]

 

  

Though the language of civil law has been used by Presbyterians, arguments from civil law 

disturbed Charles Hodge when he found them employed to obscure the customary and received 

Presbyterian understanding of appeals and complaints. He stated: 

  

There is a good deal of confusion and error often occasioned by the mere designation of our 

ecclesiastical bodies as courts or judicatories. They are so called when not sitting in judicial 

capacity. We find lawyers much troubled to know what we mean by courts…. If our system and 

nomenclature trouble the lawyers, it is no less true that the lawyers trouble us. They often bring 

with them into ecclesiastical bodies modes of thinking and reasoning borrowed from their 

previous pursuits, which are entirely inappropriate to our system.
[8]

 

  

The notion of a “church court” is much older than the Presbyterian establishment which employs 

the term so freely. Anglo-Saxon history demonstrates the point: 



  

In England, besides those branches of jurisdiction that belong to the institution and deprivation 

of the ministers of the church, the law has submitted various other matters to the jurisdiction of 

the bishops. In ancient times, all matters, as well spiritual and temporal, were determined in the 

county court, where the bishop and earl sat together. But William the Conqueror separated the 

ecclesiastical from the temporal courts; and, since his days, all the causes called ecclesiastical or 

spiritual, have been tried, not in the civil courts of the realm, but in courts held by authority of 

the bishops, and according to the forms of proceeding peculiar to those courts.
[9]

 

  

This observation by Hill shows the utility of the term “church” court when used in an 

environment where confusion of civil and ecclesiastical jurisdiction is present. It also calls to 

mind an era when courts were held to exercise governmental functions other than judicial. 

Whether the term remains helpful today may be debated, but as a concept, it is not a Presbyterian 

invention or monopoly. 

  

The code by which Presbyterian discipline is regulated has occasionally had the ring of civil law 

to it. The Church of Scotland adopted a procedural code in 1707 called the Form of Process. 

This title was probably taken over from James Dalrymple of Stair’s work regarding the laws of 

Scotland. Regarding the first edition of that work (1681) it is stated that 

  

Some copies have, bound in, with a separate title-page, Modus Litigandi, or Form of Process 

Observed Before the Lords of Council and Session in Scotland (pages 1 to 44).
[10]

 

  

The establishment of Presbyterianism in 1690 in Scotland following years of persecution, no 

doubt necessitated greater attention to procedures involved in the Church’s discipline. 

Pardovan’s Collections sought to remedy the defect of forgotten detail in the administration of 

Presbyterian order (cf. Preface). The Church apparently anticipated this need in the sphere of 

discipline when it adopted the Form of Process. As a state church establishment, it is not 

surprising that terms of civil law might appear in the disciplinary code. Also, the need for a fair 

and established form of due process in church affairs must have been keenly felt, following the 

tyranny of monarchical inspired prelacy. This is noted to emphasize the historical environment in 

which the codes for early Presbyterian discipline were enacted.  When the Westminster 

Assembly proposed a disciplinary code decades earlier under the rubric of “A Directory for 

Church Government, for Church Censures, and Ordination of Ministers” a slight difference in 

historical context existed.
[11]

 Though reaction to tyrannical prelacy was a similar factor, the 

English Parliament’s wariness of church self-government in the realm of discipline may explain 

the less judicial tone of the proposed “directory.” 

  

In 1788, the disciplinary portion of the constitution of the Presbyterian Church in the United 

States of America was called the Forms of Process. The tie to the Scottish Church’s discipline is 



obvious, despite the peculiar use of the plural, “Forms,” to describe a much shorter plan of 

discipline.
[12]

 In response to a query from “the Committee of the Dutch Church,” the Synod of 

New York and Philadelphia stated in 1786 that 

  

The Rules of our discipline, & the form of process in our Church Judicatures, are contained in 

Pardovan’s (alias Stewarts) collections, in conjunction with the Acts of our own Synod, the 

power of which, in matters purely ecclesiastical, we consider as equal to the power of any Synod 

or general Assembly in the world.
[13]

 

  

When it came time to consider a draught of the proposed constitution, a motion carried in 1787 

that “the form of process in Stewart of Pardovan’s collection be read & considered as a basis of 

deliberation along with the draught.”
[14]

 

  

The Form of Process of the Scottish Church, though not found as a unit in Pardovan’s first 

edition (1709), is found as an appendix in subsequent editions. It is this document that was in 

view when the American church adopted its Forms of Process in 1788. The connection to the 

Scottish Church discipline and a perusal of the much briefer American guide is sufficient proof 

that the American Presbyterian discipline had little or no aspiration to imitate civil procedure. 

The claim is sometimes made that American Presbyterian discipline is a hybrid of Anglo-Saxon 

law and the Bible. If so, this hybrid had to develop after 1820—the year before extensive 

revision. The 1788 plan was a brief derivation from the Scottish Form of 1707, which in turn 

took its name—if little of its content—from Stair’s Institutes. The latter concerned Scottish 

rather than English law. The label “Forms of Process” would eventually yield to Book of 

Discipline or Rules of Discipline to describe the various plans of discipline in American 

Presbyterianism. 

  

KINGDOM LAW AND JUDGMENT 

  

Apart from historical context, Presbyterian terms and forms of discipline provoke an 

examination of what sort of society the Church is. Though the church is an extended family, it is 

also the center of God's special Kingdom on earth. The gospels are full of Kingdom 

proclamation. This Kingdom, though very different from other dominions, is still a kingdom. A 

kingdom has its own laws and officials who supervise or govern according to those laws. New 

Testament law differs from earthly laws by being more internally focused and God-centered. The 

word "law" probably is used more sparingly in the New Testament because of Judaistic 

connotations and the reality of an indwelling Holy Spirit who writes he laws of God on the hearts 

of believers. The more sparing use of the term in the New Testament does not mean the idea is 

absent. Paul certainly has some standard in mind when he delivers the sinner of 1 Corinthians 5 

over to Satan. In addition, the Westminster Larger Catechism makes an explicit connection 

between Christ’s Kingly office, law, and discipline: 



  

Christ executeth the office of a king, in calling out of the world a people to himself, and giving 

them officers, laws, and censures, by which he visibly governs them…[Ans. 45] 

  

This answer reflects an argument prepared by George Gillespie. Gillespie fought against Erastian 

and other misguided views of the church during his time as a Scottish commissioner to the 

Westminster Assembly. Prior to considering the catechisms, Gillespie made or drafted the 

following remarks thought to be “occasioned by Selden’s statements on 20
th

 February 1644, in 

regard to the discussions on Matthew, chap. xviiii,…”
[15]

 Note: 

  

The visible political ministerial church is the kingdom of Christ, and he is the Head, King, Judge, 

and Lawgiver thereof, Isa. ix. 6; Isa xxii. 21,22: Psal. ii.6; Luke i.33; I Cor. xv.24; Eph. i. 21-23 

….Now, in the administration or government of a kingdom these three things are necessarily 

required,— 1. Laws. 2. Officers, ministers, judges, courts. 3. Censures and punishments of 

offences. Which three being universally necessary in every kingdom can least of all be supposed 

to be wanting in he church and kingdom of Jesus Christ, who hath been more faithful in the 

execution of his kingly office, and hath provided better for the government of his church, than 

ever any kingdom or state in this world did for a civil government. I add, the laws, judicatories, 

and censures in the kingdom of Christ must be spiritual and ecclesiastical, because his kingdom 

is not of this world, and his servants cannot take the sword. John xviii.36….
[16]

 

  

The form of this argument looks like a repackaging of one offered by an opponent of the 

Presbyterian way in the previous century: 

  

Furthermore, judgment ecclesiastical we say is necessary for decision of controversies rising 

between man and man, and for correction of faults committed in the affairs of God; unto the due 

execution whereof there are three things necessary, laws, judges, and a supreme governor of 

judgments.
[17]

 

  

Whatever shaped Gillespie’s argument, he used the Kingdom idea in a powerful way. He also 

made a careful qualification regarding the spiritual or heavenly nature of this kingdom. The 

difference is important to the question of how we view discipline. The “already-not yet” 

paradigm for Christ’s kingdom was not used in those days. It was common to attribute the 

differences between the church and state to the distinction between redemption and creation. 

Christ is the mediatorial head of the Church and God, as the sovereign Creator, ordains civil 

government. The former defines church power and remedies; the latter shapes civil power and 

remedies. 

  

The latter view is helpful but can obscure the underlying unity 

between redemption and a renewed creation. Kingdom 



consummation entails ultimate coercion and violence against the wicked. Church censures are 

not different from civil punishments simply because the Kingdom of Christ is “not of this 

world.” The difference has much to do with the “not yet” phase of church kingdom power. The 

estate of Christ’s humiliation still colors the life of the church and calls forth kingdom power that 

is “spiritual.” 

  

Greater emphasis on grace in the New Covenant may seem to refute any legal framework in the 

New Testament era. The law and all its detail, seen from one perspective, was a mark of Israel’s 

servitude. The New Covenant and indwelling Spirit emphasizes our sonship status. Yet, the New 

Covenant also intensifies and shapes New Testament discipline. Covetousness can result in 

withdrawal of fellowship (1 Cor 5:11). When Ananias and Sapphira lie to the Holy Spirit, 

thinking perhaps that they are simply lying to men, they receive a startling "sentence." Whether 

their deaths are regarded as discipline or judgment, the theme of judgment is not absent from the 

New Testament. 

  

Once the reality of New Testament judgment is recognized, one must deal with legal process. 

We are not yet at that historical endpoint where the penetrating knowledge of God perfectly 

judges offenders. Yet the Church is called to render a type of judgment and this activity affects 

the final judgment. Lacking God’s omniscience, the Church requires a careful means for 

proceeding to judgment. Invocation of lawful oaths, witnesses, and orderly process are part of 

the not yet method of current judgment. Church courts presently share some of the weaknesses 

and methods of human civil courts but are distinguished by a “binding and loosing” power more 

intimately connected to the judgment of Heaven (Mt. 16:19 and 18:18). 

  

The “binding and loosing” texts of the New Testament have been a great focus of attention and 

debate. While debate has turned on who is given this authority and what relationship it has to the 

“binding and losing” of heaven, there has also been debate about what the terms mean. Some 

regard Matthew 16 as transferring to Peter a special rabbinic power to formulate correct doctrine. 

That only a doctrinal, and not a disciplinary power is in view, was argued by one commissioner 

to the Westminster Assembly, the Semitic scholar, John Lightfoot. He says with regard to Mt 

16:19: 

  

Here I urged, That we might take up the words “verbatim;” for that I saw some take the 

“kingdom of heaven” for heaven itself, others for the church; which I thought could hardly be 

made good: but that the common and proper signification of the phrase in the Scripture is the 

‘preaching of the word to the Gentiles;’ and for that I saw that “binding and loosing” was 

commonly taken among us for discipline, which I proved to mean only doctrinally, by divers 

evidences both from Scripture and the style of the Jews; but this I could not reduce us to.
[18]

 

  



Assuming that the terms frequently translated “bind and loose” are correctly translated “forbid 

and allow,” it does not follow that the authority being delegated is only doctrinal.
[19]

 The context 

of Mathew 18, where these words are repeated, is disciplinary. Furthermore, the “Great 

Confession” of Matthew 16 which occasions this delegation of authority, is a confession of 

Christ’s Messianic status. In the thinking of Peter’s time, Messianic office was profoundly 

focused on kingly office.
[20]

 According to Psalm 2, the Lord’s anointed one is a judge of nations. 

Authority to judge is the common denominator of kingly office, delegated power to Peter, 

proclaiming truth, and settling matters of offense. When Jesus delegates the power to “forbid and 

allow” it is natural to regard this as judicial—not just the “dogmatic” power of a rabbi. Use of 

the term in Mt 18:15ff confirms the judicial nature of the power Jesus is delegating. A censure is 

in view. “Forbidding and allowing” constitute a “sentence” on a concrete case and individual. 

  

CHURCH FAMILY COURT 

  

The Westminster Confession presents the church as both a kingdom and a family.
[21]

 As a 

kingdom, a power of judgment exists. Though this power ultimately belongs to God, this very 

function is given to the Church in Matt 16 and Matt 18 where the words "binding and loosing" 

are used. 

  

Despite this power, the church is a family. A healthy family does not live like a law court, 

collecting depositions and sworn testimony from its members, etc. The family is meant to nurture 

members in an atmosphere of love and trust where openness and informality rule. Since the 

church is a spiritual family, legal formalities may seem anomalous. Counseling, mediation, and 

arbitration need more consideration when disputes arise in the Church.
[22]

 Though these methods 

of reconciliation are outside the scope of this work, their potential usefulness should not be 

ignored. The 1821 Book of Discipline specified that it was when “all other means of removing 

offense have failed” that a church judicatory should hear a discipline case (IV.1). 

  

The question is how to combine the kingdom and familial aspects of the Church. The 

Presbyterian solution is covenant. The disciplinary ministry of the Church may be illustrated by a 

horseshoe or bell curve. As a person trusts in Christ and presents himself for baptism, the elders 

guide the Church in making a fallible but judicial like determination that this person should be 

treated as a child of God.
[23]

 From this point on, the church member is regarded as a family 

member and hopefully grows in grace (ascendant part of the curve), confirming the judgment of 

the Church. There may be bumps along the way where the curve becomes a bit jagged or less 

smooth. Informal admonitions become necessary. All this time discipline is primarily familial. 

When major incidents arise and wrongdoing is denied (thus in dispute), the judicial aspect of the 

Kingdom comes into greater prominence. A matter may become serious enough to require 

witnesses and testimony. 

  



If a member is not living like a child of God, a new judicial determination is required. This is 

illustrated below by the descending portion of the curve. What some have called “informal” 

discipline” corresponds to what is here described as familial training and correction.
[24]

 Formal 

discipline takes on a legal aspect because of a crisis where the consequences are important. 

Theologically and ecclesiastically, the covenant is still in view. Baptism marks one's personal 

familial identity within God's covenant. Excommunication is the Church’s mark on a covenant 

breaker.
[25]

 A judicial type of scrutiny is called for in making such a serious covenantal 

determination. 

  

                                  IN COVENANT RELATION 

  

  

 

 

             

  

                                 *BAPTISM             *REMOVAL 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

The judgment on Christ and the judgment of the Last Day are foundational judgments for the 

church and the world. They are not the only judgments of God (cf. 1 Corinthians 5:3,12,13). The 

responses of individuals to the gospel or to discipline are to be assessed in the final judgment. 

 

 
 



CHAPTER TWO: CHURCH POWER 

  

The correcting and censuring ministry of the Church involves an exercise of power. It is a power 

that has been questioned or abused throughout history and  so requires consideration in the larger 

context of general church power. May the Church impose a tax on its members? May it require 

restitution when the collection plate is robbed? May it outlaw work at a hospital where abortions 

are performed? Identification of fundamental principles is necessary in order to understand the 

lawful and proper spheres in which the Church may assert power. 

  

When the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America adopted its constitution in 1788, 

among the basic principles it affirmed was 

  

All church power, whether exercised by the body in general, or in the way of representation by 

delegated authority, is only ministerial and declarative.
[26]

 

  

GENERAL AND SPECIFIC POWERS 

  

The words “ministerial and declarative”
[27]

 are chosen as a contrast to the magisterial power 

assumed by the Roman Church which legislates new rules and doctrines binding on the 

conscience. Ministerial authority lacks wide discretion in the realm of legislating matters or rules 

for faith in practice. It must content itself with administrating and declaring God’s revealed will 

in Scripture. 

  

The church that emerged from the shadow of Rome, did not simply define church power 

negatively. It was also necessary to set forth the legitimate powers that belonged to the church. 

  

Calvin specifies the “spiritual” powers of the church in terms of doctrine, jurisdiction, and 

making laws.
[28]

 In the Reformed tradition, it became common to distinguish three types or 

categories of church power: 1) potestasdogmatikh, 2) potestas diataktikh, and 3) 

potestas diakritikh.
[29]

 These powers were understood to be derivative from Christ’s power and 

subordinate to it. George Hill added that they are limited by the liberties of Christ’s 

disciples.
[30]

 The extent of diatactic power is, in measure, related to how strictly the regulative 

principle of worship and government is viewed. Diatactic power corresponds to the wider 

meaning of the term “discipline” as it has sometimes been applied to what is called a “Church 

Order” or “Form of Government” (e.g. Knox’s, Melville’s, and Travers’ “Books of Discipline”; 

cf. also the French Discipline). 

  

MINISTERIAL AND DECLARATIVE POWERS OF THE CHURCH 

DOGMATIC DIATACTIC DIACRITIC 

Doctrine Order Discipline 



Preaching, Confessions, 

Sacraments (Turretin), etc. 

Constitutions, Laws, 

Ordinances  (Bannerman) 

etc. 

Censures, Restorations, etc. 

  

The functions subsumed under each power are not precisely the same for various theologians. 

Administration of sacraments is a dogmatic power according to Turretin. It could be argued that 

sacramental administration is just as closely related to jurisdiction and discipline. James 

Bannerman structures a large segment of his work around the idea of church power and places 

sacramental administration (ordinances) under the diatactic category: 

   

There is the “potestas diataktikh,” the power belonging to the Church in the way of administering 

ordinances and government in the Christian society. This power comprehends the right to carry 

into effect the institutions and laws which Christ has appointed within the Church: it does not 

involve the power to bind the conscience or obedience of its members to the observance of new 

or additional ordinances, enacted by itself. In regard to ordinances, the authority of the Church in 

the dispensation of them is purely administrative;…In regard to laws, the authority of the Church 

is no more than declaratory, …
[31]

 

  

Something akin to the division of church powers indicated above was used in the polity debate 

between Independents and Presbyterians at the Westminster Assembly. This is illustrated by 

application of these enumerated powers to the interpretation of Acts 15:
[32]

 

  

Mr. Rutherford said, 1. The opponents themselves hold doctrinal power in a congregation is 

church power, which agrees not to single teachers. 2. The doctrinal power and the power of 

jurisdiction in an assembly are the same power. 3. That a rebuke given out from a synod is 

juridical, and differs only gradu from excommunication. 

  

Mr. Vines said, There is here both the dogmatic and the diatactic power, and  kri,sij upon both; 

that he doubts of  evpiti,qesqai, it cannot be found for  imponi in all the New Testament.
[33]

  

  

I [Gillespie] said, there were three great evils here: heresy, which was remedied by the dogmatic 

power; scandal, remedied by the diatactic power; and schism, or sta,sij made by those that 

troubled the disciples, remedied by the synodical admonition. 

  

Independents could concede a dogmatic power beyond the local church.
[34]

 They participated in a 

quasi-Synod that formed the Westminster Confession and a few years later established their own 

confession closely based on it. This was not a local church action. As such, there is a species of 

appeal beyond the local congregation that might be allowed: 

  



…one Mr. F, a stranger in this Town came to confute you in point of Story. He left us to judge 

whether Presbytery was not an unjust Domination; but for your saying they admitted not of 

appeal, he utterly denied it before the people, and told us many stories of their synods by way of 

counsel.
[35]

   

  

The issues that most divided the Assembly concerned the 

distribution of power to ordain officers and discipline members. 

In some ways, the power to discipline was the greatest bone of 

contention because it engaged separate opposition from the 

Erastian party. This group generally denied disciplinary 

power—at least respecting excommunication—to the Church. 

Some Erastians might allow it if the state held ultimate 

supervision and appellate jurisdiction. Independents saw this 

power as belonging to the church, but recognized no distribution 

of the power beyond the local assembly. As long as higher church assemblies had 

only  “advisory” power, Independents and Erastians did not mind. To concede diatactic and 

diacritic powers to higher or broader assemblies was to concede the Presbyterian polity. Once a 

synod is allowed, distribution of power defines the polity. The disciplinary power focused the 

polity debate. 

  

This debate over distribution of power could be called, in an American sense, “pre-

constitutional.” A general theory of Presbyterianism existed which was regarded as a matter jure 

divino or of divine prescription. At the Westminster Assembly this was interpreted by some 

Presbyterians to mean that many or all of the powers of the local church also reside with the 

higher assemblies, including the power of discipline. The Form of Presbyterial Church 

Government, developed by the Assembly (under the heading “Of the power in common of all 

these Assemblies”) stated that it was “lawful, and agreeable to the word of God” for the various 

assemblies to summon people within their bounds, to “dispense church censures,” and that these 

assemblies “have power to hear and determine such causes and differences as do orderly come 

before them.”
[36]

 The Independent, Thomas Goodwin argued that 

  

Either there is the same power in all these assemblies, or different: If the same, then what good 

doth it? The Sanhedrim [sic], when one did not obey, he was put to death.
[37]

 

  

Gillespie’s answer—appended in his notes—is “they have the same power, and more also 

extensively and in degrees.” The “lawful and agreeable” formula of the Assembly product 

appears to be a compromise position, developed in the debates of early October, 1644.
[38]

 

  

Early Presbyterianism vested great power in the higher assemblies. Even at this time, however, a 

counter distributionary tendency arguably existed. Attempt to establish a “Form” or “Directory” 



for government, ordination, censures, etc. (like the earlier Scottish First and Second Books of 

Discipline) entail recognition of a constitution. This is a check on pure synodicalism. 

  

The seed of constitutionalism exists in recognition of church power to devise or adopt canons of 

government and discipline. Initially, “acts” of higher synods were constituent elements of a 

continually growing constitution. Eventually, the acts of higher synods became subordinated, 

particularly in America, to a fixed written constitution. Both the written constitution and the 

earlier acts are derivatives of a general theory concerning church power and jus 

divinum Presbyterianism. 

  

CONSTITUTIONALLY DISTRIBUTED POWERS 

  

Charles Hodge argued against perceived independent tendencies in the Presbyterian Church by 

citing the strong place of the General Assembly in the Church of Scotland and that the 

constitution of the American Presbyterians was derived from this mother church. Hodge 

states  “…our church, from the first, adopted the standards of the church of Scotland, both as to 

faith and the form of government….” and that 

  

the General Assembly in Scotland had from the beginning acted as the governing body of the 

whole Church, exercising, whenever it saw fit, original jurisdiction; acting directly on the 

presbyteries, and individual ministers, citing, trying, condemning or acquitting them, as it 

deemed right; transferring pastors from one parish to another without the intervention of any of 

the lower courts; and, in short, exercising a general and immediate jurisdiction over the whole 

church.
[39]

 

  

Hodge cites George Hill as his main authority in asserting the 

powers of the General Assembly. Yet this argument from authority 

cannot decide the wisdom or ultimate applicability of the Scottish 

polity for the American church. After 1788, the American Church 

imposed constitutional limits on its higher judicatories. Hodge 

himself recognizes the importance of constitutional regulation of 

church power. Yet in a debate over commissions, he disputes the notion that, “The General 

Assembly is vested only with defined powers, which it cannot enlarge without the original 

constituencies—the Presbyteries.” He states: 

  

All legitimate Church courts act from inherent primary powers. Neither session, presbytery, 

synod, nor Assembly derives its powers from the constitution. The constitution is of the nature of 

a treaty, or compact between different portions of the Church, as to the way in which their 

inherent powers may be exercised….It is not the true theory of our government, therefore, that 



the General Assembly has only delegated powers….Much depends on the question, whether our 

constitution is a grant, or a limitation of powers.
[40]

 

  

Too much weight should not be given to that portion of Hodge’s argument based on continuity of 

the American Presbyterian constitution with that of Scotland’s church. First, the established 

status of the Church of Scotland puts a different color on the meaning of “constitution” in that 

system and secondly, the concept of “constitution” evolved into a more fixed instrument in the 

American church.  Mair gives the following and somewhat flexible definition (or description) of 

the constitution of the Church of Scotland: 

  

The constitution of the Church of Scotland might be said to consist of those principles or laws 

which may not be departed from in its doctrine, government, discipline, or worship, without 

changing its position and character. As in other ancient institutions, its constitution is to some 

extent unwritten. Chief among the exponents of it are the Confession of Faith, approved by the 

General Assembly 1647, and ratified by Parliament 1649, and again 1690; and the act of 

Parliament establishing the Church, 1592, the body of which is given below. To these may be 

added the Larger and Shorter Catechisms (1648), spoken of as the ‘Catechetical standards of the 

Church’; the Second Book of Discipline, approved 1578, minuted 1581, ratified 1638, of which 

Principal Lee (Hist. Lect., xiv.) says: ‘The general principles which it maintains deserve to be 

kept in view as the fundamental and constitutional laws of the National Church;’ the Directory 

for Public Worship, 1645, designed as its preface says, that, the sense and scope of the part of 

public worship being known to all,…also the Form of Church Government, 1645.
[41]

 

  

The common denominator of Scottish and American Presbyterian constitutions is the concept 

of  “fundamental” law. What sets the fundamental law apart from general deliverances by each 

church may differ somewhat in each system. 

  

In the established Church of Scotland, the civil magistrate used his power to make 

the Westminster Confession and general Presbyterian order the fundamental law of the church 

(1690). A change of civil magistrate could mean the removal or weakening of this fundamental 

law as in the Act Rescissory during the Restoration.
[42]

 In disestablished America, the stability of 

fundamental constitutional law rests more exclusively in the defined process for amendment 

provided for in the Form of Government. One link exists between this process and Scotland. That 

link is the Scottish Barrier Act of 1697 and a similar provision of the early Form of 

Governmentin America regarding the General Assembly.
[43]

 These both required a majority of 

presbyteries to agree on any Assembly rules that might bind the Church. Hodge maintained that a 

virtually unfettered power of the General Assembly existed “from the beginning.” This came in 

time—at least regarding legislation—under official restraint from the “momentary impressions” 

of a single Assembly.
[44]

 

  



Thus, even the Church of Scotland developed a notion of distributed power. The 

Form of Process adopted by the Scottish Assembly in 1707 had passed through the procedure 

required in the Barrier Act. While the requirement for orderly discipline was not new in 1707, 

the method of establishing thisForm gave it a standing which, in an American Church context, 

would be recognized as essentially constitutional. As a result, a theoretical check was placed on 

the unfettered power of a General Assembly to do discipline. More importantly, the Form of 

Process becomes a precedent for the development of an American book of discipline where 

jurisdiction is increasingly well defined. Even George Hill, whom Hodge cites for his high view 

of General Assembly power, recognized a balanced distribution of power in the Church 

regarding its different functions: 

  

From this delineation of the constitution of the church of the Church of Scotland, it appears that 

the distribution of power amongst the courts of which it composed, is artificial and skilful. The 

judicial power ascends through all the courts, terminating in the General Assembly: The 

legislative both originates and ends there, with this restriction upon the exercise of it, that, 

without the concurrence of a majority of presbyteries, the general Assembly cannot enact any 

standing law: The supreme executive is lodged in the General Assembly, whose orders direct and 

control the inferior branches, until the whole body declare they are illegal….
[45]

 

  

If the Scottish General Assembly could assert original jurisdiction in judicial matters, it does not 

stand out as an ordinary power in Hill’s description. He regards the power as distributed in a 

manner “artificial and skilful” and ascending “through all the courts.” 

  

Despite the limits of Scottish precedent, Hodge’s argument on judicatory powers has weight. If 

Church power is ultimately delegated from Christ the Head, are we to assume it is only delegated 

to local churches and that these in turn further delegate their powers to larger assemblies? This is 

more akin to Reformed polity than Presbyterianism. 

  

Hodge’s distinction between “inherent primary powers” and the constitution as a type of 

compact is worth considering. The distinction cannot be perfectly clean. Primary principles and 

powers of church government, like graded assemblies, not only shape but are inevitably 

incorporated into constitutions. Assemblies do not exist in the abstract. Their membership 

requires definition and such definition inevitably entails some authorized method of 

delegation or appointment. Conversely, some proper method is necessary for credibly 

excluding individuals or groups from church assemblies. If the court is the judge of its own 

constituency (primary power), how is that judgment executed (constitutional procedure)? 

General fairness or due process, may be taken as a primary or pre-constitutional principle. 

Specific provisions incorporating and specifying how such fair proceeding will be exercised are 

constitutional in nature. 

  



EXTRAORDINARY AND EMERGENCY POWERS 

  

An interesting test case for illustrating the problems associated with constitutional and inherent 

church power came about fifty years after the formation of a distinct constitutional 

Presbyterianism in America. In 1837, an entire synod was removed from the denomination by 

the act of a single General Assembly. The excision of the Synod of Western Reserve, et al. was 

an act performed in consequence of the Abrogation of the Plan of Union of 1801. An article by 

Charles Hodge, which was reprinted in his work on church polity, gives extended arguments 

presented at the Assembly. Though it is not always clear whether arguments defending the 

excision are those of participants or those of Hodge, the impression given is that Hodge cites 

arguments of others that he approves or does not see fit to correct. His separate defense of the 

Assembly’s “right” to exclude commissioners from the Presbytery of Louisville about twenty 

five years later—though finding the decision to be unwisely grounded—shows he regarded the 

earlier excision to be a proper use of power by the General Assembly: 

  

It follows from these principles that the General Assembly, unless expressly prohibited by the 

constitution, can exercise, when emergency demands it, its power to correct abuses or evils, 

immediately in any part of the Church. It has the right, on its responsibility to God, to refuse 

seats to delegates, or to dissolve any of the lower courts, if the safety or well being of the church 

requires it.
[46]

 

  

The 1837 actions received significant attention because of the different issues that precipitated 

the Old School-New School division (e.g. slavery, New England theology, Albert Barnes, 

Missions Boards, polity, etc.). The constitutional justifications for excision appear to be the most 

strained. Hodge even finds it necessary to distance himself from those who argued that the Plan 

of Union was void because the Assembly which endorsed that plan was not so empowered to act 

by the presbyteries.
[47]

 

  

The leave of the presbyteries was required in the Form of Government before the General 

Assembly could enact any standing or constitutional rules that might bind the Church (XII.6). 

Baird indicates this provision had its roots in the Scottish Barrier Act of 1697 which imposed the 

same restriction on Scottish Assembly power. It’s importance can be measured by McCrie’s 

assertion that one factor in the Secession from the Scottish Church involved a violation in 1731 

of the Barrier Act.
[48]

 

  

It is ironical that both the formation of the Plan of Union in 1801 and the excision of 1837 are 

arguably violations of constitutional provisions requiring presbytery consent. Why Hodge 

thought the excision was not “expressly prohibited by the constitution” is unclear. The fact that 

churches and judicatories were formed under an irregular or unconstitutional plan did not render 

them non-churches. Abrogation of the plan of Union might more properly have led to a visitation 



of questionable synods with due process safeguards specified for dealing with departures from 

proper doctrine and order. That such a course was not taken is indicative of other concerns. 

  

A candid assessment of the excision suggests that due process was trumped by emergency 

considerations. The excision was said to not be judicial in nature. Thus, due process was not 

required. Yet such a dramatic act is beyond comprehension absent some negative judgment 

toward those being “excinded.” The justification for what happened in 1837 was framed in terms 

of polity, but this was apparently a convenient handle for a much more difficult set of issues 

which should have been handled judicially but could not, due in large measure to the divided 

state of the Church.
[49]

 A letter from Ashbel Green to Samuel Miller demonstrates the emergency 

and strategic nature of the case:       



                                                            Philada.  June 6
th

 1836 

My dear Sir~ 

            With my brethren in general, my anxiety has been great in regard to the proceedings of 

the General Assembly of our church now sitting. Nothing but facts would have made me believe, 

that what has taken place relative to a Board of Foreign Missions, & the change attempted in the 

Board of Domestic Missions in the class elected for the current year, would ever be seriously 

proposed and advocated in the Supreme Judicature of our church-even on the supposition that 

there should be a majority of New School men in that body. On the same supposition, I also 

thought that the book of Mr. Barnes would be condemned, although his suspension should be 

removed, & he be restored to his former standing in the church. But from the last intelligence we 

are led to apprehend, that the book will pass without censure or without any that will be the least 

practical effect—This has determined me to comply the request of a considerable number of the 

brethren, who met this afternoon, to inform you of our views & wishes, in the event of such a 

disposition being made of the case of Mr. Barnes as I have last intimated; namely, that his book 

shall not receive from the present Assembly a clear and pointed condemnation— 

First, Provided you have a majority of the House (however small) after the readmission of the 

Synod of Philadelphia, that you cut off from the Presbyterian church by a solemn & decisive 

vote, the Synod of the Western Reserve, & one or more Synods in the Western part of the State of 

New York; as being plainly & palpably composed, not of Presbyterians, but of 

Congregationalists in principle & practice—declaring, at the same time, that the decision in the 

case of Mr. Barnes could never have been made, but from the votes of the members of said 

Synods; & therefore that said decision ought to be, & shall be, regarded as a nullity. 

Secondly—Should you be a Minority after the readmission of the Synod of Philadelphia, still it is 

our opinion, that fidelity to the Great Head of the church, & a fulfillment of your ordination 

vows, will require making a solemn appeal to God the Judge of all that you formally declare that 

the fundamental doctrinal articles of the Presbyterian church, as contained in the acknowledged 

standards of this church, & solemnly assented to by every minister & elder of the same, have 

been plainly & palpably set at nought, disregarded & violated, by the members of this General 

Assembly, who have voted in the trial of Mr. Barnes on his book purporting to be a commentary 

on the Epistle to the Romans—in as much as by said votes, the numerous Pelagian & Arminian 

errors of said book have been sanctioned: and therefore that you do not, cannot & will not 

regard this decision as made by the legitimate Supreme Judicatory of the Presbyterian church; 

& further, that claiming for yourselves to be the Constitutional General Assembly of the 

Presbyterian church, you cannot & will not henceforth regard as officers & members of said 

church, those who, by their votes as aforesaid have openly & pointedly disregarded their official 

engagements. 

You will not understand us, my dear Sir, as dictating the language or manner of your act in the 

Assembly; but only as suggesting, in substance, what we think ought to be done. It is, however, 

our solemn conviction, that something tantamount to what is stated above, is demanded by 

present duty, & and will be of the last [highest?] importance in its future consequences. 



Prayer has been made without ceasing here that god may direct & overrule the proceedings of 

the present Genrl. Assembly for his glory & the eventual purity, peace & prosperity of our 

beloved Zion, & we think that in existing circumstances, [the Orthodox]* brethren in the 

Assembly, are bound to adopt some such decisive measure as is indicated in this 

communication— 

I write in haste, that I may not miss the mail. May the Lord guide & sustain you. 

  

                                                                        Affectionately Adieu 

                                                                                    Ashbel Green 

Revd. Dr. Miller
[50]

 

*[strike through] 

  

  

Greene’s outline for action provides for a separation even in case of an Old School minority. The 

outline contemplates a surgical amputation based on polity if the Old School can prevail or a 

separation based on doctrine if the Old School cannot carry the Assembly. Refusal to enforce 

doctrinal constitutionalism would justify separation or unconstitutional polity would justify 

excision. In either case, Green, is focused on nullifying a Barnes restoration. The desire to 

retroactively deal with Barnes points to a sense of emergency overriding process. 

  

EMERGENCY FALLOUT 

  

The Old School was in the majority in 1837 and carried out a version of the Green action plan. 

This created constitutional complexity that Hodge would justify by recourse to the extensive 

supervisory powers of a General Assembly, particularly in emergency conditions. Though Hodge 

does not argue for outright constitutional nullification (note: “unless expressly prohibited by the 

constitution”), he mentions emergency conditions that justify the exercise of immediate power by 

a General Assembly. The excinding of a whole synod is either explicitly unconstitutional or not. 

Refusal to seat commissioners is either unconstitutional or not. If it is not unconstitutional, then 

how is the General Assembly defined? The 1839 edition of the Form of Government (XII.2 and 

XXII) give explicit criteria in this regard without providing for fiat removal of Assembly 

constituents. 

  

It is more candid and less hurtful to a church’s constitution to admit when its provisions have 

been violated. An argument can even be made that certain emergencies may call for violating the 

constitution. It is a very dangerous argument because one man’s pressing emergency is another 

man’s victimization by tyranny and breach of faith. Any open breach with a church’s 

constitution, exposing a party to hardship, is likely to create an open division and split. Such a 

cost needs to be included in the calculation of asserting an emergency. Emergency measures that 

traduce the constitution also can easily become a standard operating procedure. The expulsion of 



Congregationalism and the split that followed saved the Presbyterian confession and polity for a 

time. As such, a severe straining or breaking with the Form of Government arguably saved the 

constitution in its basic principles. Self-preservation is one of several arguments Hodge uses to 

justify immediate action.
[51]

 A clear setting forth of primary and constitutional principles is 

required if emergency power is asserted. It can be argued that exercise of emergency power 

entails reversion to pre-constitutional conditions and principles in order to reassert the 

constitution. 

  

            The Southern Church 

  

The precedents of the 1830’s invited later tyrannies by the General Assembly, however. As 

America moved toward Civil War, the Church was divided. One source of division was the 

General Assembly’s intrusion into civil affairs as manifested by its adoption of the Gardiner 

Spring Resolutions. This led certain ministers still in the Church to actively protest the stance of 

the General Assembly by signing the Declaration and Testimony. Among other things, this 

instrument included a resolve to withhold benevolence from domestic (but not foreign) missions 

because the domestic board improperly promoted a civil agenda through the Church. The 

Assembly responded by summoning the signers to its bar and refusing their seating in any court 

higher than session. It further specified that any presbytery disregarding this act “shall ipso 

facto be dissolved.” 
[52]

 

  

Hodge supported the Assembly’s right—but not the wisdom—to refuse seats to commissioners 

or dissolve a presbytery deemed supportive of the active protest. In this context, the Southern 

Church—ironically Old School in its orientation—developed a very defined notion of 

constitutional limits on Assemblies. This is illustrated in Thomas Peck’s analysis of the Southern 

Assembly’s actions regarding worldly amusements. He presents a different view of jurisdiction 

or power than Hodge: 

  

This is the principle of the Assembly’s paper: that the courts of original jurisdiction cannot be 

directly interfered with by the General Assembly in their power of judgment as to law or fact; 

that to these courts must be left the occasion, the mode, the degree, and the kind of discipline 

under the checks and restraints of the constitution.
[53]

 

  

Peck would acknowledge that prior to the formation of the General Assembly in 1788 and its 

formal adoption of constitutional standards, that 

  

 …the highest court…seems to have been practically omnipotent or practically impotent, 

according to the temper of ministers, elders, or congregations.
[54]

 

  



This admission minimizes Hodge’s argument for direct General Assembly jurisdiction in 

disciplinary matters because it recognizes significant discontinuity in American Presbyterian 

development. This undercuts Hodge’s use of Scottish precedent for a freewheeling General 

Assembly. For Peck, the year 1788 was a new beginning with normative force because it marked 

the beginning of constitutionalism. Hodge’s concern is with maintaining an Assembly powerful 

enough to deal with disorderly judicatories under it. Peck reflects the Southern concern about 

tyranny and constitutional restraint. 

  

            J. Gresham Machen 

  

During the 1920’s and 1930’s a battle was waged in the Northern Presbyterian Church (and other 

denominations) sometimes called the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy. When J. Gresham 

Machen helped form an Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign Missions to counteract 

Modernism in the denominational board, the General Assembly issued a mandate against 

membership on the new board as well as directions to presbyteries to enforce the mandate with 

church discipline. 

  

The relevant portion of the Assembly mandate is: 

  

That the Presbyteries having in their membership ministers or laymen who are officers, trustees, 

or members of  “The Independent Board for Presbyterian for Foreign Missions,” be officially 

notified and directed by this General Assembly through its Stated Clerk to ascertain from said 

ministers and laymen within ninety days of the receipt of such notice as to whether they have 

complied with the above direction of the General Assembly [i.e. to dissolve their connection to 

the Board], and in case of refusal, failure to respond or non-compliance on the part of these 

persons, to institute, or cause to be instituted, promptly such disciplinary action as is set forth in 

the Book of Discipline.
[55]

 

  

Prosecuting this mandate in the name of constitutional Presbyterianism, the denomination 

arguably acted unconstitutionally in several ways. First, there was failure to maintain 

confessional and doctrinal integrity—the essential origin of the controversy. In terms of 

emergency power, the action of Machen and others attempted to restore the most important 

aspect of constitutional order to the missionary enterprise, i.e. fundamental Christianity. Whether 

this restoration effort was within or without the Church is a dilemma for both parties. If outside 

the Church, then the Assembly’s jurisdiction in the affair is disputable. By what power may the 

church issue a mandate concerning private membership in an organization—not criminal or 

opposed to Christianity—which is not under its authority? On the other hand, what power do 

individuals have to perform ecclesiastical functions independently of the judicatories of the 

Church? Subsequent actions taken by the Orthodox Presbyterian Church demonstrate that the 



Independent Board was understood by some, if not all board members, as a justifiable 

irregularity or emergency measure. 

  

A further question concerns what power an Assembly has to direct presbyteries or sessions to 

initiate discipline. A mandate to presbyteries that they initiate discipline in a certain case might 

be interpreted to be a “standing or constitutional rule” binding the Church. Such an argument 

was used to oppose the Plan of Union of 1801. In 1934 the constitution specified that “when a 

lower judicatory neglects or is unable (emphasis supplied) to exercise discipline in a particular 

administrative or judicial case” that jurisdiction might be assumed (BD II.1). Directions might 

then be issued to the lower court or the higher court could conclude the matter. But even if this 

provision is invoked in the Machen case, the “emergency” condition that puts this provision into 

force is not apparent. Neglect or inability to discipline is one required condition. The existence of 

a judicial case without prior charges is another question raised by the provision.   

  

In American Presbyterianism, the origins of constitutionally distributed power are found in the 

first Form of Government of 1788, Chapter XI, section VI: 

  

Before any overtures or regulations, proposed by the Assembly to be established as standing 

rules, shall be obligatory on the churches, it shall be necessary to transmit them to all the 

Presbyteries, and to receive the returns of, at least, a majority of the Presbyteries, in writing, 

approving thereof. [page 148] 

  

The term “standing rules” created some confusion but was eventually amended to “constitutional 

rules.” There was no specific provision for amending the constitution in its earliest existence. 

  

By Machen’s time, Presbyterian constitutionalism had long held a clear conception of distributed 

power by constitution. Ironically, constitutional limitation is the very concept that signers of the 

Auburn Affirmation appealed to several years earlier in order to evade the force of Assembly 

declarations unfavorable to their sympathies.
[56]

  A singular deliverance or constitutional 

interpretation was correctly seen to not be identical to the constitution. 

  

As the Presbyterian Church constitution evolved, the rule restricting unilateral power in the 

General Assembly was retained for a while in the chapter dealing with the Assembly. A final 

chapter was added describing the amendment process (e.g. the 1910 edition of the constitution) 

that co-existed with the provision limiting the Assembly (FG XII.VI). Eventually an important 

distinction evolved between how the secondary or doctrinal standards were to be amended as 

opposed to the tertiary standards, i.e. Church Order. At this point the rule fell away which 

addressed limits on Assembly power— presumably because a chapter on amendments was 

clearly established and seemed sufficient. The idea was certainly well understood when the 

Auburn Affirmationists used it. 



  

When the Orthodox Presbyterian Church came about in the wake of the Machen experience, it 

re-clarified limitations on General Assembly power in the strongest of terms
[57]

, in addition to 

defining the amendment process: 



  

Early OPC Rule on GA Power Revised OPC Rule on GA Power 

FG XI.6 Although the deliverances, 

resolutions, overtures and other actions of 

the general assembly are to be accorded the 

weight which is proper in view of the 

character of the body as representing all of 

the particular churches, yet whenever such 

deliverances, resolutions, overtures and 

other actions are additional to the specific 

provisions of the constitution, they shall 

not be regarded as binding unless they have 

been approved by the general assembly and 

presbyteries in the manner provided in this 

Form of Government for the amendment of 

the constitution. 

FG XV.8 The general assembly is not 

invested with power, by virtue of its own 

authority, to make pronouncements which 

bind the conscience of the members of the 

church. Yet the deliverances of the general 

assembly, if declarative of the Word of 

God, are to be received with deference and 

submission not only because of their 

fidelity to the Word of God but also 

because of the nature of the general 

assembly as the supreme judicatory of the 

church. Deliverances, resolutions, 

overtures, and other actions which have the 

effect of amending or adding to the 

subordinate standards shall not be binding 

unless they have been approved by the 

general assembly and presbyteries in the 

manner provided in this Form of 

Government for the amendment of the 

constitution. 

  

  

In addition to binding lower church judicatories to performance of discipline in a manner 

potentially injurious to the constitutionally distributed powers of the constitution, the 1934 

Assembly mandate had the quality of an in thesi judgment. The issue of in thesi pronouncements 

will be considered more fully in connection with the chapter on charges, but the basic unfairness 

of such actions is that they tend to promote verdicts before due process is rendered. 

  

The Orthodox Presbyterian Church, well after the Machen trial, revised its earlier Form of 

Government. The expansion made to chapter XXIV of the earlier standard reinforces the idea of 

an emergency power justification for erection of an independent board. The current Form of 

Government has a unique provision (Chapter XXX), viz. that “under ordinary circumstances” 

church members with a general office associated together “shall not assume the prerogatives or 

exercise the functions of the special officers of the church.” Section two goes on to state: 

  

When a church fails to perform its divinely given task, church members should seek remedies 

through biblical procedures of government and discipline. In the event that remedy cannot be 

obtained, or if the church is unable to work in a particular situation, Christians may organize to 



carry on activities that would more normally be conducted under the appropriate judicatory of 

the church, until these unusual circumstances are overcome. 

  

These provisions are a tacit admission that the Independent Board arrangement was unusual and 

irregular.
[58]

They also indicate that the Great Commission is more basic law than the canons of 

any denomination (cf. Acts 4:19). 

  

In summation, the actions taken by the Assembly in the old church speak to a special abuse of 

church power. To the degree they acted on an emergency, it was not an emergency of doctrinal 

integrity but of revenue flow and administrative control.
[59]

 To the degree due process was 

observed, it prejudiced constitutional discipline by its mandate and neglected the biblical and 

confessional doctrine of the constitution. The specific directing of this process by the 

Assembly—as opposed to a lawful general exhortation to practice discipline regarding various 

issues—raises the type of constitutional concern Thomas Peck addressed. By the 1930’s 

constitutionalism of the nature plead by Auburn Affirmationists was a luxury not to be afforded 

to Old Schoolers like Machen. 

  

The ironies here abound. It was the 1837 Old School, motivated in large measure by concern for 

doctrinal integrity that felt a need for its own church boards that it could supervise. Failure to 

remove or discipline doctrinal Modernists in the 1930’s led latter day Old Schoolers like Machen 

to the formation of an independent board. The emergency for the minority in the 1930’s was 

doctrinal defection well beyond the defection from confessional Calvinism a century earlier. This 

entailed the essentials of Christianity. On a lesser note, the Assembly of 1934 also denied to 

three board members their seats at that Assembly.
[60]

 The ironies show that emergencies 

measures generally create bad precedents. 

  

  



CHAPTER THREE: JURISDICTION 

  

During Jesus’ earthly ministry he was asked to settle an inheritance dispute (Luke 12:13ff). 

When he refuses we see that Jesus is acting out of a different set of priorities than the aggrieved 

party. The form of Jesus’ refusal, however, suggests a denial of his jurisdiction in the matter: 

“Who made me a judge or divider over you.” This question is not so easily answered. Certainly 

Paul implies that believers have a more basic jurisdiction or ability to police their own disputes 

than unbelievers (1 Corinthians 6:1). If anyone were qualified to settle the matter it would seem 

to have been Jesus. 

  

The redemptive-historical reasons for Jesus’ refusal to take official cognizance of this case are 

not an issue here. Taken in combination with Paul’s admonition to the Corinthians, the case 

illustrates the challenge that has faced the Church in understanding its jurisdiction. A power of 

judgment belongs to the Church which is ministerial and declarative. It cannot judge or 

discipline for breaking rules of its own making which lack a foundation in Scripture. Yet 

defrauding one of his inheritance rights is not an issue outside of the revealed will of God. Theft 

is sin. 

  

More precisely, jurisdiction typically refers to the power to judge certain people, certain 

territories, certain matters, and/or certain specially developed cases. The Church judges only 

those people who belong to it. The Church in the United States only has jurisdiction over 

members holding membership in an American Church. Presbyterians have no jurisdiction over 

Methodists. The Church should judge only offenses committed against the Word of God. It 

should not meddle with business outside its sphere of authority. Finally, an appellate church 

court will not ordinarily exercise jurisdiction over a discipline case which should first be heard 

by the local body having original jurisdiction. 

  

MATERIAL JURISDICTION 

  

It is not possible here to consider all the complicated issues of Church and State and their 

respective jurisdictions. A few brief observations are offered here on the “material” nature of 

their jurisdictions. The Westminster Confession XXXI.5 teaches that “Synods and councils are to 

handle, or conclude nothing but that which is ecclesiastical….” Though this article has in view 

matters wider than corrective discipline, it is safe to assume that disciplinary cases are not 

excluded. 

  

The Reformation challenged a supreme church and canon law in which even matters of 

testamentary law were matters of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Ironically, appointment of clerics 

was frequently a civil affair.
[61]

To the degree marriage was regarded as a sacrament and affected 

the disposition of property when death or divorce occurred, it might have seemed a legitimate 



sphere for canon law. To the degree marriage is viewed as a contract, it supplies a justification 

for civil jurisdiction.
[62]

 

  

The tension between canon and civil law was greatly pronounced in the Church’s assertion of a 

benefit of clergy. Rather than allowing for overlapping jurisdiction, clerics were exempt from 

civil law until deposed. The Reformation countered some of these tendencies by expanding civil 

power at the expense of canon law. Marriage was not a sacrament but a creation ordinance 

binding on all. Fornication was punishable by Church censures but adultery, in John Knox’s 

view, deserved execution.
[63]

 

  

 A notion of Christendom survived during the Reformation because the magistrate was deemed 

officially Christian and capable of administering punishments which the Church could not inflict. 

This does not imply that adultery was a “non-spiritual” issue of no concernment to the 

Church.
[64]

 A similar issue exists when George Gillespie argues for a “wholesome severity” 

against heresy.
[65]

 The jurisdictional mechanics require Church-State cooperation. The Roman 

Church achieved this by handing heretic over to the state after it made the judicial determination 

of heresy. 

  

The American free-church environment excludes a cozy Church-State relationship.
[66]

 This does 

not imply that each institute has a mutually exclusive material jurisdiction. The state has nothing 

to do with punishing heresy, but both state and church have a rationale for asserting jurisdiction 

in matters of theft, violence, divorce, etc. There is no difference in material jurisdiction but there 

is some distinction in personal jurisdiction and the type of disabilities imposed. To define 

jurisdiction by the type of disability that seems appropriate tends to ignore the greater discretion 

and remedial purpose of the church in its administration of censures. 

  

  

MEMBERSHIP JURISDICTION 

  

            The New Testament 

  

Under the Old Testament economy, Phineas carried out a summary judgment against Zimri and 

Cosbi (Numbers 25). The Midianite citizenship of the woman did not exempt her from this 

judgment. When Paul judges an incestuous man in 1 Corinthians 5, no mention is made of the 

female involved. It is worth asking why. Further commentary in 1 Corinthians 5 shows that Paul 

maintained a definite boundary between the Church and the world. Unlike the old economy, 

however, Paul carefully stays within the sphere of the Church when he judges. Within this sphere 

he has clear jurisdiction. In the other he does not. Jurisdiction involves the authority and 

responsibility to oversee or judge a person or issue. Paul admonishes the church at Corinth for 

not fulfilling its responsibility in this affair. 



  

Beyond confining his jurisdiction generally to the Church, Paul’s statements imply a more 

specific jurisdiction.  The church at Corinth, not Ephesus or Antioch, had responsibility and 

jurisdiction in the matter. When Corinth fails to exercise immediate jurisdiction, Paul assumes 

jurisdiction in the case. 

  

In a subsequent letter to Corinth, Paul focuses his own sphere of ministry. He makes it clear that 

he does not intervene in the affairs of others arbitrarily (2 Corinthians 10:13-18). There is a 

measure of the rule (canon) that he has. It includes Corinth but not everywhere. As an apostle he 

has great freedom to minister, but he does not wish to intrude on the work of others. Such 

ministerial focus is the logic behind the concept of jurisdiction. 

  

Accountability 

  

Personal jurisdiction becomes important for more than reasons of good management. When a 

discipline case arises, it is not proper or orderly for a member to have two different equal 

judges. While one is baptized into the universal church, this action is performed in a single 

congregation which is responsible to do its ministry properly.
[67]

 Discipline brings the whole 

subject of jurisdiction immediately forward because the selection of the proper court or judge is 

often very important. Denominationalism and church hopping are destructive to the good 

order of discipline because they facilitate shopping for the “right” ecclesiastical judge. In 

order to limit this disorderly practice, the notion of proper transfer is part of the government of 

most churches. 

  

In the ancient church a “letters canonical” were used for such purposes as opening the door of 

hospitality to traveling Christians and admitting them to communion.
[68]

 The canon limiting 

discretion to grant such letters implies jurisdiction and authority backed these instruments: 

  

Let not country presbyters give letters canonical, or let them send such letters only to the 

neighboring bishops. But the chorepiscopi of good report may give letters pacifical.
[69]

 

  

The Presbyterian position on church membership is defined by the Westminster 

Confession’s statement (25.2) that outside the visible church there is “no ordinary 

possibility of salvation.” To go out from the assembly voluntarily (1 Jn 2:19) or to be expelled 

is a major issue in the New Testament. This means that erasure from the roll without some other 

church connection being established is a very serious matter. It is not a minor matter of 

administration. Hence, renunciation of jurisdiction of a church body, without some new tie being 

established, is also very serious. A Presbyterian judicatory faces a dilemma when it receives a 

letter from someone asking that his membership be dropped. If such a request comes as a matter 

of evading discipline, the judicatory no longer has a basis for proceeding with judicial process. 



The person is saying they no longer want oversight and to force it on them can amount to 

persecution.
[70]

 It may also open the door to civil action.  Another person, for very different 

reasons, may want to discontinue membership. Church membership to them is akin to 

membership in a club. They are upset by something and wish to cease being a member. In both 

cases, renunciation of jurisdiction ought to be very clearly stated before being acted upon. In the 

latter case, extra time should be given to the counseling and 

teaching process if possible. 

Presbyterian rules concerning jurisdiction are not new in 

concept or simple borrowings from civil law. The Council of 

Nicea, Canon VI, addressed the jurisdiction of the Bishop of 

Alexandria.
[71]

In Tudor England, attendance at one’s own 

parish church was enforced.
[72]

 Geography, once the major 

determinant of a jurisdiction and church membership, has 

yielded somewhat to the modern factors of better 

transportation, numerous denominations, and free association. 

These new factors make clear membership policies important 

if the church is to provide oversight for its members.
[73]

 

  

The idea of jurisdiction was not explicitly set forth in the 1788 Forms of Process, but receives 

implicit recognition about half way through in a single article regarding transfer testimonials 

(I.17). It receives greater attention in the 1821 Book of Discipline, but is found very near the end 

of that standard (Chapt. X). This arrangement carried over to subsequent books without much 

critical reflection. In 1934, the PCUSA adopted a new Book of Discipline which moved the 

chapter on jurisdiction near the front of the book. When the OPC came into existence it adopted 

similar positioning of its chapter on jurisdiction. Logically, jurisdiction must exist and precede 

any disciplinary process. Even God’s providential discipline is directed towards his 

children (Heb 12:7,8).   

  

BAPTIZED CHILDREN 

  

One of the issues the Presbyterian Church struggled with over the years is the status of non-

communicant members when it comes to church discipline. In the 1788 Forms of Process, the 

opening section of the first chapter states 

  

Inasmuch as all baptized persons are Members of the Church, they are under its care; and subject 

to its government and discipline: and, when they have arrived at years of discretion, they are 

bound to perform all the duties of Church-Members. 

  

The special interest this subject held for the Church is partially attested by the fact it is presented 

at the beginning of the various editions of the disciplinary standards. It had been omitted in a 



1786 draught just prior to the 1788 plan.
[74]

 In 1812 a General Assembly committee on the 

subject (James Richards, Samuel Miller, and John Romeyn) presented a report amounting to 

more than fifty pages.
[75]

 

  

One might expect the issue of children to be addressed under the treatment of jurisdiction, but as 

noted, jurisdiction was addressed near the end of the discipline standard until 1934. The 1934 

(Northern church) revision addresses children in the chapter immediately before the chapter on 

jurisdiction under the subheading “Subjects of Discipline.” The 1934 revision added another 

novelty by revising its position on children in a direction similar to that of the Southern Church. 

It asserted that children were only subject to administrative, not judicial discipline. When the 

earlier formula stated that children were subject to “government and discipline” [emphasis 

supplied] it was natural to assume that no distinction was in view. The sharp distinction between 

administrative and judicial discipline only emerged from the mid-nineteenth century onward. 

  

The 1812 report makes absolutely clear that baptized children are subject to discipline—

preventive and corrective—in a very full sense. Of the church’s responsibility, it states: 

  

Her duty then, as a mother, possessing the authority of a mother over them, as children, owing to 

her the subordination of children, consists—I. In preventing transgressions, by affording them 

instruction. II. In correcting transgressions, by administering to the transgressors the necessary 

censures.
[76]

 

  

The propriety of censures is affirmed in this outline of the report which takes up the questions 

related to this aspect in the last sixteen pages. Censures are not confined to admonition but 

include exclusion. The latter is deemed appropriate when at years of discretion the child is 

culpable in the following ways (p. 55): 

  

1. For not improving their religious education. 

2. Slighting warnings administered by parents, teachers, and ministers. 

3. Neglecting to fulfill the vows which baptism imposes. 

4. For irreligion, breaking the covenant of their God. 

  

The mainline Presbyterian Church did not sustain this position in later years as can be 

ascertained through comparison of its developing standards. 

  



BAPTIZED CHILDREN AND DISCIPLINE 

Southern Church-

1879  Authorized pub. 1883 

GA 

Northern Church-1884 Northern Church-1934 

Ch. I, 144-II. In one sense, 

all baptized persons, being 

members of the Church, are 

subject to its discipline and 

entitled to the benefits 

thereof; but in the other, it 

refers only to those who 

have made a profession of 

their faith in Christ. – 

Ch. II, 149.-III. When the 

children of the Church 

arrive at years of discretion 

they are bound to discharge 

all the duties of church 

members. If they give 

evidence of saving faith in 

Christ, together with a 

correct walk and 

conversation, they should 

be informed that it is their 

privilege and duty to make 

a profession of faith in 

Christ and to come to his 

table. If they exhibit a 

wayward disposition and 

associate themselves with 

the profane, the church 

should still cherish them in 

faith, and ought to use all 

such means as the Word of 

God warrants and the 

Christian prudence of 

church officers shall dictate 

for reclaiming them, and 

bringing them to appreciate 

their covenant privileges 

Ch. I, 6. All children born 

within the pale of the 

visible Church are members 

of the Church, are to be 

baptized, are under the care 

of the Church, and subject 

to its government and 

discipline; and when they 

have arrived at years of 

discretion, they are bound 

to perform all the duties of 

church members. 

Ch. I, 7. Subjects of 

Discipline.—All baptized 

persons, being covenant 

members of the Church and 

under its care, are subject to 

administrative discipline, 

and entitled to the benefits 

thereof. Judicial discipline 

relates only to those who 

have been received into 

communicant membership, 

and are charged with an 

offense. 



and to discharge their 

covenant obligations. 

  

The Southern Church position establishes a virtual two tier membership in the body of Christ. 

James Thornwell, who functioned on the revision committee immediately prior to the split into 

Northern and Southern churches, noted: 

  

The change which has provoked most opposition is that in relation to the baptized, non-

communicating members of the Church. A hue and cry has been raised against us as though we 

had ruthlessly turned the lambs of he flock head and heels out of the fold, and sent them to 

wander on the mountains, and left them a prey in the wilderness. We are denounced as having 

struck a blow at the root of infant baptism more terrible and fatal than any which our Anabaptist 

brethren have been able to administer….We think it can be shown that the new rule has put the 

children in a better condition than it found them…The core of the question is, whether church-

membership necessarily involves subjection to judicial prosecution. It is admitted, on all hands, 

that these baptized persons are members, bona fide members, of the Church….It is not a question 

whether they are under the government, guardianship and training of the Church, or whether they 

are under its discipline, in the wide and comprehensive sense of that term….If exclusion, on the 

contrary, from the Lord’s Table does not contradict church-membership, why should exclusion 

from discipline contradict it?
[77]

 

  

This apology provides an interesting commentary on what became a uniquely Southern position 

until the 1934 Northern revision. It does little to resolve the dilemma caused by children who 

grow to maturity without making public profession of faith. An anomalous state of affairs 

receives official recognition. The notion of covenant, inherently non-neutral and fitted to the 

dynamic interaction of God and his servant-child, is allowed to become a stagnant refuge for 

indecision. 

  

The precise significance of baptism for children and meaning of the covenant has caused a 

number of debates among Presbyterian and Reformed churches in addition to the perennial 

disputes with Baptists. An eruption over “presumptive regeneration” as the basis for baptism in 

the Reformed Churches of the Netherlands in the 1940’s created a significant split.
[78]

 The 

Thornwell approach to handling mature non-communicants is burdened with even more dubious 

implications for infant baptism: 

  

The thing to be aimed at is, as we have said, their conversion, and whatever power is exerted 

must be exerted with reference to that end. From the circumstance that they are not professors of 

religion, their irregularities bring no scandal upon the Church. They do not claim to be in Christ, 

and their excesses are consequently no reproach to His name…. They can plead the promises as 

an unbaptized sinner cannot plead them. God is nigh to them for all that they call upon him for. 



The Scriptures evidently distinguish unbelievers into two great classes—those who are nigh, and 

those who are afar off.
[79]

 

  

The lack of scandal and reproach asserted by Thornwell is an audacious defense. It is difficult to 

refute only because it so brazenly trivializes baptism. The sanctifying expectations of baptism are 

ignored (cf. Romans 6). The larger question is why Thornwell regards a covenant breaker as 

better off than one outside the covenant (cf. Sietsma, footnote, supra). While a session faces 

great difficulty in dealing with the mature non-communicant, erasure from the church roll is an 

appropriate act of discipline under certain circumstances (cf. OPC BD V.2). The fact that there 

can be no excommunication from a sacrament does not imply that erasure is meaningless. 

Whether withdrawal of other modes of fellowship is appropriate—as implicit in conventional 

excommunication—requires further reflection. It might not be possible to determine this in the 

abstract. One of the features of the so-called “half-way covenant” was to allow presentation of 

children for baptism by baptized non-communicants. By discarding his practice, the church 

seemed to reject the  “nearness” theory Thornwell set forth.
[80]

 

  

Excursus on Full Communion and Children 

  

Full communion is generally thought of in terms of access to the Lord’s Supper. A caveat is 

needful when applying this line of thought to Presbyterian tradition. Good standing is not 

necessarily equivalent to full communion. Covenant children subject to the discipline of the 

Church do not lack good standing for their inability to take communion. Conversely, members 

under process may have current access to the Lord’s Table, but are only in good standing in 

some limited sense (e.g. OPC BD II.A.3 precludes simple transfers).  

  

In recent times, some have caricatured the policy of keeping very young children from the Lord’s 

Table as de facto censure. This is graphically illustrated in the pamphlet title  “Daddy, Why was I 

Excommunicated?”
[81]

Without addressing the subject of child communion in detail, it should be 

noted that a major distinctive the New Testament sacraments is their character as covenant 

seals.
[82]

 Some theologians have called them sealing ordinances (of the covenant of grace). Both 

the Old Testament and the law of man recognize the importance of moral discernment when it 

comes to sealing or contracting covenants (Nehemiah 10:28,29). While lack of discernment does 

not disqualify a minor from that covenant inclusion and blessing which is sealed by circumcision 

or baptism at the behest of an appropriate sponsor, such a lack does prevent the one so sealed 

from renewing the covenant at their own behest through active communion. 

  

Original Jurisdiction, In Transit, and Standing 

  

In the Presbyterian system, jurisdiction over members is not general but specific. Original 

jurisdiction over a member is held by a session or presbytery (in the case of ministers). The issue 



of jurisdiction and membership became important in the prosecution of a discipline case against 

J. Gresham Machen for his membership on the Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign 

Missions. On March 5, 1934 the Presbytery of Philadelphia voted to receive Dr. Machen into 

their presbytery.
[83]

 Subsequently, in May of the same year, the General Assembly directed 

presbyteries to prosecute members of the Independent Board who did not resign.
[84]

 The issue of 

whether Dr. Machen was “in transit” or had already been received into the Presbytery of 

Philadelphia had a vital bearing on which presbytery (if any) would try Dr. Machen for violating 

the Assembly mandate to resign from the board. 

  

When a judicatory votes to dismiss a member and give him a letter of transfer, he is considered 

“in transit” and still under its jurisdiction until the body to which he is transferred actually 

receives him. At the point of reception, he comes under the original jurisdiction of the receiving 

body. It seems confusion about the difference between the judicatory act (voting to receive a 

properly dismissed member) and the clerical act (reporting the reception and updating the roll) 

was a major aspect of this case. 

  

Ultimately charges were drafted and prosecuted by New Brunswick Presbytery. In theory, 

individual members of New Brunswick Presbytery could have drafted and prosecuted charges 

against Machen before the Philadelphia Presbytery. The manner of proceeding, however, implied 

a presumption on the part of New Brunswick Presbytery that it had original jurisdiction over Dr. 

Machen.
[85]

 The power or authority to bring a charge is not the same as jurisdiction. A private 

person under proper circumstances, has “standing” to bring a charge. Standing, or the ability to 

initiate discipline through a written charge, is not confined to a judicatory having jurisdiction. 

Jurisdiction refers to the authority to hear a case and decide it. The power to accuse or prosecute 

is separate. Because judicatories in most Presbyterian systems are given standing to prosecute, 

they are potentially able to function as prosecutor, judge, and jury. Such an arrangement seems 

peculiar to those familiar with western civil jurisprudence. Our civil system separates functions 

and works on the basis of an adversarial system of case presentation. The Church, while 

preserving some features of adversarial justice, does not institutionalize faction as a principle of 

ascertaining truth and justice. 

  

It is debatable whether a judicatory without jurisdiction has standing to bring a charge “in” 

another court of original jurisdiction. One purpose of granting standing to a judicatory of original 

jurisdiction is to facilitate its oversight. The 1934 BD, while not absolutely clear, appears to take 

this stance. The current OPC BD III.1 can be read to given general standing to all judicatories, 

but BD III.8a appears to qualify this.
[86]

 Private accusers from other judicatories have standing in 

both the 1934 BD and the OPC standard. The OPC standard can easily be read to give standing 

to any individual at all, regardless of his church connection. The 1934 BD limits standing to a 

member of the denomination subject to some judicatory thereof. Significant license exists if 

private persons are free to petition judicatories, without jurisdiction over a target of accusation, 



to bring charges against an individual. A similar license exists when an accuser, by himself, can 

bring charges, without being subject to a connected judicatory. Protection for an accused by the 

prospect of reciprocal justice against rash accusers under either case is remote or nonexistent. 

  

It has been previously noted that the General Assembly of the PCUSA directed presbyteries to 

initiate discipline against members of the Independent Board to the prejudice of the constitution. 

In such an environment it might have not seemed important which presbytery held original 

jurisdiction in the case. Conversely, the importance of leaving discretion with the presbytery of 

original jurisdiction whether to become a prosecutor is an important means of limiting exposure 

to rash accusers. If individuals find they can launch discipline cases by General Assembly 

resolutions they may find it more convenient to choose this path than to undertake their own 

prosecution. 

  

            Other Denominations 

  

Denominationalism creates peculiar difficulties in maintaining consistent polity principles. 

Baird’s Digest indicates that as early as 1839, Presbyterians distinguished between a “certificate 

of Christian character” and a letter of dismission. The former was given to those seeking 

membership in another denomination. An 1848 deliverance clarified that this was not a censure 

on the person or church they were joining.
[87]

 Conversely, good Presbyterian discipline requires 

judicatories not to receive fugitives from discipline from other denominations without proper 

investigation, including consultation where appropriate. Consultation with the previous church is 

especially appropriate when the ground for discipline is not misguided on its face. 

  

  

  



CHAPTER FOUR: ADDRESSING OFFENSES 

  

DISCOVERY AND FOLLOW-UP 

  

One major challenge of church discipline is proper discovery and confrontation of offenses. This 

is an unpleasant business for people with normal sensibilities. Such unpleasantness, combined 

with the equal standing of presbyters under Presbyterian polity, can make it easy to avoid taking 

initiative. What is everybody’s business is nobody’s business. When an unpleasant rumor 

reaches the ears of a Pastor who knows the matter has just become his business, the source of the 

rumor may be dismissed for not following proper procedure. 

  

The commendable concern of scrupulous churchmen to avoid gossip and slander must not 

hamstring the church officer from taking action when rumor of serious sin reaches him. 

Obviously a Pastor may have his ears filled with evil reports if he is not careful. The gossip and 

slanderer needs to be addressed directly in such situations. At the same time, Scripture indicates 

specific information was reported to Paul about the condition of the church at Corinth. Paul also 

acted on this information in his letters. Such information was categorized as “common fame” in 

the old Presbyterian Church and was not dismissed for failure to follow the Matthew 18 

procedure. 

  

An elder confronted with an informal report of wrongdoing has to make one or more of the 

following decisions: (1) Rebuke the informer, (2) Direct the informer to follow he course 

outlined in Matthew 18, (3) Ask further clarifying questions, and/or (4) Tell the informer that 

he—the elder—will follow up the matter, while directing that there be no further spreading of the 

report. The elder, in this case , will urge the informer to be willing to appear as a witness if 

necessary. 

  

The very term “informer” is laden with ignominy. Though sinful motives exist for hating a 

“snitch,” the history of both church and state supplies reason for concern in regard to informers. 

Bishop Burnet wrote that in reaction to perceived laxity by justices of the peace “in regard to 

“the matters of religion” during the reign of Queen Mary that 

  

…instructions were sent thither (which will be found in the Collections) requiring the justices to 

divide themselves into ten or twelve districts, that they might more narrowly look into all 

particulars: that they should encourage the preachers sent to instruct that county, and turn out 

such as did not come to church or conform in all things, but chiefly the preachers of heresy: that 

the justices and their families should be good examples to the rest: that they should have one or 

two in each parish to be secretly instructed, for giving information of everything in 

it; [emphasis supplied] and should look strictly to all vagabonds that wandered about, and to 



such as spread false reports. This was thought to have so much of the inquisition in it, that it was 

imputed to the counsels of the Spaniards.
[88]

 

  

This is one example from history. Others might be adduced where secret denunciation was a tool 

for revenge or profit. 

  

Despite abuses, it is not responsible to dismiss every rumor without an investigation. There must 

be a willingness to put rumors and rumor mongers to the test. Slander or gossip is not inferred in 

every situation where a matter is brought to a church officer before Mathew 18 is followed. 

Some of the following examples  (names changed) may illustrate the point or at least provide 

food for thought and discussion: 

  

INITIAL REPORTS 

  

CASE 1:  Peter is about 55 years of age and was recently released from prison. Through the 

efforts of a lady engaged in prison ministry was referred to a local church that seeks to minister 

to him. He claims to be a Christian, but has not yet joined the church nor has he at this time been 

urged to do so. Alice has attended for some time and has also not yet joined the church. Her 

husband is Greek Orthodox and she is struggling with what to do about membership. In the 

meantime, she has attended Bible studies with the Pastor’s wife. Peter speaks to Alice in private 

on one or more occasions. The last time he made some very indecent and inappropriate remarks 

that disturbed Alice. She is not sure she wants to continue coming to church where Peter is 

regularly present. This problem is discovered because she confides in the Pastor’s wife during 

Bible study. 

  

The Pastor’s wife informs her husband of the situation. The Pastor knows he should not expose 

either Alice or his wife to a volatile situation by insisting that either of them confront Peter alone. 

He must either speak directly to Peter first or Alice. If his wife misunderstood Alice, he may 

cause unnecessary harm by speaking to Paul first. Alice is really ready to leave the church. He 

needs to speak to her and 1) confirm the incident, 2) encourage her to not give up on the church, 

3) encourage her to cooperate with a confrontation of Peter if that becomes necessary, 4) ask her 

to avoid further contact with Peter (not hard to convince her of this) and, 5) ask her to not share 

details of what was said between her and the Pastor. 

  

While confirming the incident, details need to be nailed down because the Pastor will confront 

Peter next. He does not need to lay all the cards on the table at once. A full and free confession is 

desirable based on a basic outline of the problem. 

  

CASE 2: Pam owns a Christian bookstore and attends a Wesleyan church. She has various 

friends in the Christian community including Kathy and Ruth who attend the Presbyterian 



Church. Ruth mentions an upset in her church because some people did not like a recent sermon 

on Christian liberty. Pam without thinking blurts out that what the Preacher should be talking 

about is the sin of adultery.  She immediately bites her lip and tells Ruth nothing more. Ruth just 

knows from what happened that adultery is a problem in her church. She has no facts but reports 

what she heard to her Pastor. The Pastor seeks out Pam and asks her about the matter. Pam has 

tried to avoid the Pastor but he comes to her bookstore. They find a reasonably secluded place to 

talk. The Pastor seeks as much information as he thinks he can get and is relevant. How does 

Pam know there is a problem, when and how did she find out, who else might be aware of the 

problem? The Pastor learned that Kathy gives music lessons to Pam and broke down one day in 

front of her. She confesses to feeling guilty about an affair with a man who is a church officer. 

Pam also is able to tell the Pastor that she thinks Kathy’s friend Janice, a member of the 

Reformed church, knows about the affair. After gentle but persistent prodding, Pam gives the 

name of the officer. 

  

OBSERVATIONS: In these cases, jurisdiction and authority over people is limited. The ability 

or willingness of the parties to initiate a Matthew 18 confrontation is limited. The Pastor in both 

cases would love for someone else to fix the problem or do the heavy lifting. It is not going to 

happen. Neither case is a matter of public scandal. “Common fame” as the old books of 

discipline put it, is not an accuser. It is tricky to know how much detail a male pastor should 

solicit from embarrassed women, but some details are absolutely necessary. Peter, not being a 

member, cannot be charged or put on trial. Still, he can never properly become a member until 

the matters concerning Alice are cleared up. Even if he has no expressed interest of joining any 

church, he needs to be evangelized on this matter before the Pastor addresses his ecclesiological 

standing. If Peter is unjustly accused, Alice needs to be “evangelized” with specific attention to 

the false report. Further, no matter how uninterested either person is in church membership, the 

Pastor must find out if he has a serious trouble maker attending church who might destroy the 

congregation. Getting details or stories from witnesses and potential parties may seem like gossip 

to some. In fact it is necessary to establish the truth of the situation. Gossip prefers rumor and 

innuendo. It avoids confrontation. The Pastor is gathering information for the purpose of further 

confrontation. The people he is speaking to know this is “official.” They know they better be 

accurate. Most of them would rather not be sharing their information. 

  

At this stage of information gathering there are two things to be remembered. First, the 

information, accurate or not, is precious. It should be treated as such. It is precious because it is 

given to the Pastor based on trust. It is generally assumed, whether stated, that the information 

will not be publicized. The information is also precious because the accused person does not 

know what the Pastor now has in his database. If a church trial becomes necessary, the accused is 

entitled to know more details. At the investigation stage, ignorance of what a Pastor has heard 

enables a valid test of true confession of sin (provided this is called for). The uncertainty factor 

in the mind of the accused is an inducement to full and free confession as opposed to tailored 



explanations (e.g. Ananias and Sapphira, Acts 5). If a false accusation has taken place, the 

accused will justly want to know who accused him and what was said. Yet, divulging all details 

at this point, even if the Pastor believes the accused—and one can be fooled—is premature. It 

may even taint the possible testimony the accused will be called on to give against a false 

accuser. 

  

Collecting information under such circumstances as described may involve reluctant people. As 

such it is important not only to be professional and pastoral; it is important to be thorough. There 

may be no second chance to get the information. Some thought to what questions will be asked 

should be given. The phrasing of delicate questions and location of the interview are important. 

The interview needs to be as thorough, brief, confidential, and relevant as possible. A pastor 

needs to think about how to keep his wife and family out of the knowledge loop if they are not 

already in it. 

  

CONFRONTATIONS 

  

CASE 1: When the Pastor confronts Peter he denies everything and hints that Alice has some 

sort of a problem. In the Pastor’s judgment, there are some rather dubious statements made by 

Peter. The Pastor makes a point of pressing for clarity on those statements. He also asks if Peter 

ever brought up anything that might remotely be construed to be of a sexual nature with Alice. 

He answers, “absolutely not.” 

  

The Pastor arranges a separate discussion with Alice. She indicates Peter had engaged her in 

conversation, speaking of his life before prison. He said he used to meet women in bars and that 

he sometimes “took it from them whether they wanted to or not.” He also described an attack in 

prison where he was nearly raped and told Alice the words he spoke that kept the gang from 

completing the assault. The Pastor told Alice to not tell him or anyone else what those words 

were. Peter had told the Pastor the same prison story a few weeks earlier. Including the words 

which stopped the gang attack. 

  

The Pastor arranged a second meeting with Peter, this time with witnesses. The witnesses were 

Christian people the pastor earlier asked to help Peter and had willingly done so. Peter again 

vehemently denied everything indicating Alice was a liar. The witnesses seemed persuaded by 

Peter’s sincerity. 

  

The Pastor arranges a group meeting of Peter, the witnesses, and Alice. At the meeting he 

explains that he will be controlling the discussion. He addresses Peter who maintains his basic 

denial, but does do so less vehemently, and suggests it might be a misunderstanding. The Pastor 

has to raise his voice to keep Peter from running on and taking over the meeting. He gets Alice to 

repeat the two matters elicited in his discussion with her. He keeps Peter from interrupting when 



the prison incident is related. He asks her to relate the words Peter had spoken that stopped the 

attack. They are the same words Peter related to the Pastor weeks earlier: “May God put this on 

you if you do this.” Peter turns to the Pastor and says, “Where have you heard that before?” The 

Pastor says, “From you, Peter.” 

  

CASE 2: When the Pastor learned that Pam had identified Adam as the man Kathy was having 

an affair with, his anxiety reached a new level. Adam was a new officer. He was friendly and 

supportive and had been with the church since childhood. The sermon on Christian liberty had 

sown controversy in the church. Now a discipline case loomed involving a supportive officer 

with general popularity in the church. It was hard to imagine a happy ending. Perhaps the matter 

should have been taken straight to Adam. But this was a volatile situation. The Pastor went first 

to Janice and confirmed the basic truth of the story.  Apparently only Janice and Pam were party 

to the story. The Pastor’s wife knew something was wrong but he could not tell her. He knew he 

had to either speak to Adam or Kathy next. Who first? He also was unsure how to form the first 

sentence of the confrontation. He wanted advice, but the secret had to be kept. During a Bible 

conference he sought out an older minister from another 

denomination who lived far from the area and did not know the 

parties. The younger Pastor was fortunate to have known this 

Pastor from previous years and to have confidence in his 

godliness, wisdom, and personal experience. 

  

The older man told him three things: 1) Keep the secret; 2) 

Speak with the officer first because he is the more responsible 

party; 3) Begin by saying something like, “I have heard 

something that I need to investigate.” 

  

It was not comfortable and Adam tried to avoid answering the question directly. He was not 

angry. But he felt trapped. In about five minutes he confessed the basic truth of the allegation. 

This was a major relief but not a total relief. There was still Kathy. The young Pastor felt sorry 

about having to confront Adam so he settled for as few details as possible. This was not 

ultimately to be adequate. Kathy sensed something was up. She avoided situations that would 

make confrontation easy. When a confrontation finally was achieved, she denied the sin in clear 

terms. When a second confrontation took place with a second elder present, she maintained she 

was very confused one evening, was being comforted and held by Adam. In her confusion and 

turmoil she just did not remember what happened. It was time to call Adam again. He confirmed 

that this was not a one- night arrangement. Kathy’s “confession” was also not very consistent 

with what Janice and Pam reported. They witnessed enough clarity in Kathy’s thinking about 

what happened that she was able to confess to them and had broken down before Pam with a 

stricken conscience.  

  



CASE 3: Rachel and Grace were in their late sixties and had been long time friends. They 

regularly attended the opening ceremony for Sunday School each Lord’s Day. They sometimes 

whispered to each other in a manner that seemed critical of the leader, but no one was sure what 

was said so the matter was ignored. One Sunday Rhonda, an African-American woman in her 

thirties, started attending. A few weeks later the small group was going to sing Happy Birthday 

to her. Something was said between Rachel and Grace while Rhonda was standing before the 

group. The Pastor’s wife noticed that Rhonda’s smile quickly vanished. She was crest-fallen. 

  

Shortly later, Rhonda told the Pastor’s wife she was no longer interested in membership classes. 

Asked why, she said that one of he ladies—she identified Rachel—had muttered something 

about how she was not going to sing Happy Birthday. Rhonda had been surprised by this and 

could not help but wonder if here was a racial attitude involved. 

  

The Pastor’s wife told the Pastor. He tried to get he facts as clearly established as possible. 

Because Rhonda wanted to just leave the church and was not a member, there was little prospect 

of getting her to pursue a Matthew 18 confrontation with Rachel. The Pastor decided to visit 

Rachel and clarify the matter.   

  

The Pastor visits Rachel at her home. He explains the problem as it was related to him. He 

explains that he wants to hear Rachel’s explanation. Rachel says she did not say what was 

attributed to her. She also seems upset that the Pastor is raising the matter with her. She does not 

deny that she and Grace were talking with each other or that they sometimes expressed 

displeasure to each other at how Sunday School was being conducted. The Pastor indicates he 

will look into the matter further but that he thinks it is a misunderstanding. He also says that the 

whispering habit opened the door to misunderstanding and should be avoided. 

  

OBSERVATIONS: There are offenses that harm the Church and its ministry which preclude 

sending the person most immediately offended to do confrontation. It is almost always preferable 

that the immediately offended party take the initiative. In addition to limiting the knowledge of 

offense, the affected party knows the facts or what they perceived most directly. The offense is 

not needlessly spread or misconstrued with the common evil of parties being recruited for 

support. However, offenses such as described above, cannot be ignored when an offended party 

or witness is inclined to avoid their unpleasant duty. In the case of Rachel, it might have been 

better to have the Pastor’s wife—as a more immediate witness to the event—take the initiative of 

visiting Rachel. Still, the responsibility and authority of office should be recognized and 

appreciated by church members when a Pastor seeks to clarify misunderstandings. The danger is 

that such a visit can be misunderstood as a guilty verdict on hearsay evidence. If someone is 

obstinate, however, no “right” way will guarantee success.  

  

MATTHEW 18 REVISITED 



  

The classical text for due process in church discipline is Matthew 18:15ff. This New Testament 

revelation has roots in earlier Old Testament provisions for due process in cases brought before 

the governors of the old order. In both testaments, a requirement for two or three witnesses is set 

forth. Deuteronomy 19:15 reads: 

  

One witness shall not rise against a man concerning any iniquity or any sin that he commits; by 

the mouth of two or three witnesses the matter shall be established. [NKJV] 

  

General matters of offense against the law of God or the Church do not appear to be the central 

issue in Matthew 18. The provision is set in the context of a personal offense. However it is 

premature to assume that the provision does not have a more general applicability. In 2 

Corinthians 13:1 there is an idiosyncratic employment of the Old Testament provision. Paul 

regards his third appearance at Corinth as in some way satisfying the provision requiring two or 

three witnesses. This suggests some larger or reformulated understanding of the Old Testament 

requirement is in view. 

  

The larger context in Matthew 18 has more to do with forgiveness and restoration than rigorous 

judgment. What begins as a commentary on offences in verses six and seven is seen to focus on 

the spiritual well being of the “little ones” through verse 14. Beginning with verse 15 and 

through verse 35, Jesus teaches the necessity of forgiveness. 

  

As the dominant emphasis of Jesus falls on gracious dealing, it is necessary to consider Matthew 

18:15ff in a proper redemptive-historical context. The object of the process is not successful 

prosecution but successful restoration. The provision for expulsion is an exceptional emphasis in 

the chapter. It points back to the larger emphasis on forgiveness by refocusing the basis of 

expulsion. The Mosaic administration, as Paul would have it, leads to condemnation. It is 

characterized by greater externalism. The new covenant administration is characterized by 

greater grace and internalized holiness. Thus Matthew 18:15ff does not focus on proving the root 

offense but addresses verification of repentance. Even the seriousness of the root offense appears 

to be less at issue than contumacy or failure to repent. Expulsion is grounded in the response to 

admonition. 

  

It must be remembered that the context of the Matthew 18 process is one of personal injury. 

Because the emphasis in the section is on forgiveness and restoration, the matter of a more 

general sin against God and the church is not precisely in view. Rather than eliminating 

discipline for any offense except contumacy, this section is adding a new offense against God, 

i.e. failure to forgive. Whether a general offense against God and the Church is prosecutable by 

Church courts is outside the immediate concern of Jesus. 

  



This probably explains the idiosyncratic reference of Paul to the multiple witness provision in 2 

Corinthians 13. The new covenant discipline outlined in Matthew 18 affords an offender 

opportunity to repent. Even the New Testament incarnation of Jezebel is given this gracious 

opportunity (Rev 2:21). Thus, Paul can regard his multiple admonitions and visits to Corinth as 

fulfilling one major burden of Matthew 18.
[89]

 The need for verifying witnesses to sin at Corinth 

is a matter that either is established fact or will admit of easy proof when Paul arrives in person. 

  

Paul’s discipline approach at Corinth is also unusual in the 1 Corinthians 5 case. He does not 

have to be present to render judgment. Beyond this curiosity, 1 Corinthians 5 demonstrates a 

concern for offences other than personal. New Covenant discipline does not mean that 

forgiveness extended by an offended individual removes serious sin from the scrutiny of the 

Church. Furthermore, verse 11 lists sins which deserve censure but are not in every case, apt to 

bring personal injury to a believer. The inclusion of covetousness in the list is interesting because 

it is the sort of attitudinal sin that might be hard to prosecute. Yet Paul mandates withdrawal 

from such individuals. 

  

The new covenant shift in emphasis does not abrogate the principle of verifying charges by 

adequate evidence and testimony. Paul certainly finds the principle applicable in cases involving 

a charge against an elder (1 Tim 5:19). It is misleading to say, based on Matthew 18, that 

verifying lack of repentance is the only issue. In a case where an offense is disputed, two or three 

witnesses can hardly be expected to verify repentance before the facts are known and properly 

understood. In such a situation there are two possible matters to be determined: 1) Is there a root 

offense and, 2) Is repentance present? 

  

  

CHAPTER FIVE: CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS 

  

REGULAR PROCESS AND IN THESI DELIVERANCES 

  

A formal charge is called for when sin is suspected and informal means have failed to rectify the 

situation. Occasionally ecclesiastical bodies have tried to circumvent formal charges and trials by 

some half-way measure. One such measure is the adoption of resolutions. Resolutions may be 

more or less specific, but fall short of the safeguards and credibility derived from adjudication of 

a formal charge. 

  

The term in thesi, pertains to addressing an abstract case as opposed to something specific. The 

term was used during the New Side-Old Side controversy regarding the propriety of demanding 

an account of conversion experiences from ministerial candidates. Because there were scruples 

about judging the experience of another one compromise offered was that 

  



They shall desire that the candidate declare in thesi what he thinks to be the experience of a real 

convert, and then they may ask him whether he believes that he has experienced this saving 

change.
[90]

 

  

Hodge indicates that the old Synod, prior to 1788, “was sometimes called upon to decide 

questions either in thesi or with reference to some special case.”
[91]

When R.J. Breckinridge 

wanted an in thesi question addressed, viz. the propriety of laying on hands to ordain ruling 

elders, the judicatory did not take it up. In response to his complaint and a protest, the Assembly 

said, inter alia 

  

…we believe it cannot be proved, that any General Assembly of our church ever entertained a 

complaint as the one in question—a complaint for refusing to decide a constitutional question in 

thesi, or to overture a higher judicatory.
[92]

 

  

There has been a long history in the Presbyterian family of churches of church courts addressing 

cases of conscience or rendering constitutional advice. This is quite normal until such in 

thesi reports or deliverances are rendered in close connection with some pending or probable 

judicial process. 

  

Zebulon Crocker, in his work defending the legitimacy of the Plan of Union of 1801 and its New 

School adherents, states that special expedients were initially used to secure a condemnation of 

the teaching of Albert Barnes: 

  

The progress of reputed error must be arrested, or consequences would follow greatly to be 

deprecated by a party in the Presbyterian Church. No one was yet prepared to come forward 

directly, in the manner prescribed in the constitution, as the accuser of his brethren. The object 

aimed at was to obtain a condemnation of the theological opinions of such men as Mr. Barnes, 

through their published writings, public sentiment not now being prepared to sustain a process of 

discipline against the individuals themselves.
[93]

 

  

If Crocker has stated things correctly, it is a classical case of seeking judicial ends through the 

unfair expedient of what has been termed in thesi deliverances. Such condemnation of specific 

views with out reference to a judicial case regulated by rules of process, easily turns discipline 

into a process of politics and propaganda. 

  

Though Barnes lacked Old School orthodoxy, he had a greater support than Machen did a 

century later. It is precisely for those who have less political support that the due process 

safeguards of a constitutional trial are most important. When the 1934 Assembly made a 

determination that the Independent Board amounted to a constitutional offense, and mandated a 

judicial remedy without the prior safeguards of judicial procedure, it passed a virtual attainder on 



board members. It is this abuse that makes in thesi determinations particularly objectionable. 

Such declarations short circuit the sobriety and deliberation of a judicial process that is less 

prone to majoritarian impulses.
[94]

A verdict of sorts is given first. No accusers are warned. No 

judicatory is admonished to conduct itself properly. Considerations like these motivated the 

Southern Church to state that such in thesideliverances “do not require judicial prosecution 

expressly, and could not require it, without violating the spirit of our law.”
[95]

 Occasion, mode, 

degree, and type of discipline are issues for the court of original jurisdiction to decide.
[96]

 

  

Had the Assembly mandate been a general exhortation to presbyteries to prosecute schism or 

disruption, the Church’s dogmatic teaching power or diatactic ordering power might legitimately 

have been employed. Discretion would have remained with the lower judicatory or private 

parties to initiate discipline. No “rule” would have been handed down to the prejudice of 

constitutional discipline. Not all diatactic functions require the amendment procedure (e.g. 

allocation of time for debate on issues, judicial or otherwise) or unduly prejudice judicial 

process. Yet the prejudicial effect of such advice must be weighed when a pending or potential 

case exists. 

  

  

THE FOCUS OF DISCIPLINE 

  

It is sometimes maintained that what brings about censure is not sin itself, but failure to repent. 

There is a large measure of truth in this, however the statement needs to be qualified. There is a 

distinction between private personal offenses such as are in view in Matthew 18 and other 

offenses requiring discipline. It is also important to distinguish between a root offense and the 

consequent offense of obstinacy. It is not certain that in the case of major scandal which is 

repented of that the church must simply drop the whole matter without further censure. A scandal 

may harm many and require public profession of repentance. Generally, to avoid the appearance 

of doing penance, this should end the matter. On the other hand, if the case involves relapse or 

some such aggravating circumstance, suspension from the Lord's Table for a period after 

professed repentance would be a salutary measure for both the Church and the offender. 

Matthew 18 only speaks to such a case inferentially, because the matter we are speaking of is not 

simply one of personal injury. 

  

The sin of 1 Corinthians 5 was public and so the Matthew 18 procedure was not required. 

However it is not simply the public nature of the sin that makes the Matthew 18 process 

somewhat beside the point. Mathew 18 specifically addresses a personal offense. The incest of 1 

Corinthians 5 certainly had a personal injury connected. But had the incestuous relationship not 

been publicly known, it would not thereby have been simply as matter for the offended parties to 

work out in any mutually agreeable way. The love or indifference of the proper father-husband in 

this case would not be a proper basis for ignoring the sin on the part of some knowledgeable 



church official. This seems to be the reason our forefathers labeled certain sins as "crimes." 

General crimes against God and the church are not directly addressed by the Mathew 18 

procedure. Therefore we should assume that Matthew 18 does not abrogate the Old Testament 

equity principle that the trial of disputed facts calls for two or three confirming witnesses. The 

text is simply introduces a new use for multiple witnesses, viz. to verify repentance in a personal 

injury case. The new covenant law of Jesus’ Kingdom satisfies a tort with verified repentance 

rather the demand for the law of reciprocity, i.e. an eye for an eye. 

  

Because of this factor, it is still important in discipline to address the factuality of the root 

offense. This is particularly true if the "crime" should become publicly known. The facts do not 

have to be tried if there is confession and that confession seems credible. In such a case the 

person is in the same condition as being his own accuser. If there is serious discrepancy about the 

root offense and something is being contested by he alleged offender, a properly drafted 

accusation to be evaluated in a trial becomes absolutely necessary. 

  

DRAFTING THE ACCUSATION 

  

In Scottish polity, charges and specifications are defined as a libel. Walter Steuart of Pardovan 

provides the following summary: 

  

§1. A Libel is a Law Syllogism, consisting of the Proposition or Relevancy, which is founded 

upon the Laws of God, or some Ecclesiastical Constitution agreeable thereto, as, whosoever is 

absent from publick Divine Service on the Lord’s Day, ought to be Censured. The second Part 

consists of the subsumption or probation, which contends on matter of Fact, viz. But such a 

person did, upon such or such a Lord’s Day, absent unnecessarily from the publick Worship of 

God. The third Part consists of the Conclusion or Sentence, which contains a Desire, that the 

Profaner of the Lord’s Day, according to the Laws and Customs mentioned in the first Part, may 

be Censured.
[97]

 

  

  

Formal discipline relies on written accusations. What is called a libel here has also been called a 

complaint before the latter term came to be associated with the concept of petitioning a 

judicatory for correction of errors made by judicatories. Other early ways of describing the act of 

bringing charges include “bringing articles against” or “entering process against.” 

  

The syllogism set forth by Pardovan has two parts that require testing. The first and major part is 

the charge proper. It should identify an offense in terms sufficiently general to help the judges 

see that if the charge is true, it is truly an offense. It takes the form of accusing a person of some 

breach of God's Word, directly or by clear inference. 

  



The second part of the accusation involves specifications of fact. The requirement of the 

1788 Forms of Process, in agreement with Pardovan, states that certain factual features should be 

set forth which might allow an accused to demonstrate innocence by an alibi. As such, the factual 

or minor proposition of the syllogism should be stated in terms that are theoretically capable of 

being disproved by facts. 

  

Two tests exist for validating the first part of an accusation. First, is the charge really something 

that the Bible regards as a sin? If not, then the case is out of order at the outset. Second, is the 

offense considered chargeable in view of the general standards and guidelines of the Church. 

This test opens the door to debate concerning what function the secondary (faith statements) and 

tertiary (polity rules) standards of a church have in discipline. If a church's Confession teaches 

Calvinism, then it is hardly good faith and order to discipline a member for maintaining those 

doctrines. On the other hand, if a member teaches something that is not addressed in the 

confessions or catechisms of the church, but a hearer believes the teaching is seriously wrong 

based on Scripture, is this a chargeable matter? Is the Confession a catalogue of all that is 

required for orthodoxy, or a bare minimum, or both? This is a big question that needs to be 

addressed separately.   

  

The second major part of the written accusation, the specification of facts, should set forth the 

time, place, and details concerning the offense. One of the chief problems in drafting the case is 

to make sure the specifications are specific to relevant facts. If someone is accused of teaching 

heresy in the first part of the accusation, i.e. the charge, then the specific time, place, and words 

used need to be given as much as possible in the specifications. Some paraphrasing or 

summarizing may be necessary. However, the evidence and witnesses will have to be able to 

support the specifications. If a broad charge like heresy is made, it is not very helpful to list as a 

specification that sometime a year ago the offender taught Arianism. Both the charge and 

specification are too general.  The judicatory trying the case will be forced to do much of the 

work of the prosecution by supplying necessary connections between facts and charge. It would 

be better to mention Arianism in the charge and quote or closely paraphrase the offending 

statements that tend to prove the charge. 

  

The foundation and test for specifications will be evidence and witnesses. The reliability of 

witnesses and their relevancy should be considered primarily in the course of trial. However, 

preliminary investigation may show such a muddled connection between the specifications and 

the proffered evidence that the case still might be declared out of order. 

  

In drafting charges and specifications, the Church confronts a dilemma regarding her calling to 

challenge certain sins that disrupt the Church. The Bible often speaks of sin in terms of attitudes 

and patterns of behavior. Legal formulation of such sins into an accusation is not as easy as cases 

of heresy or crimes against the civil order. Such is the case with covetousness, bitterness, or 



contentiousness. The de facto remedy is to practically write these sins out of discipline. In deed, 

some matters are better left to patience and prayer. The heart is God's domain and if the offender 

challenges the root offense, how does one prove a case? Still, certain attitudes need to be 

confronted. The use of informal but strong admonition, like the procedure of Matthew 18, 

becomes important even though no personal private offense is involved. If discipline is to 

proceed further in such pattern offenses, it is probably best to frame a charge in terms of 

contentious behavior or bitter actions rather than in terms of attitude alone. Because isolated acts 

may not seem to merit a charge, some provision should be considered for formulating a single 

charge based on closely related patterned behavior. 

  

The 1821 Book of Discipline VI.VI stated the latter principle this way: 

  

The testimony of more than one witness is necessary in order to establish any charge; yet if 

several credible witnesses bear testimony to different similar acts, belonging to the same general 

charge, the crime shall be considered as proved. 

  

The 1934 revision (VIII.5) creates a potential loophole by allowing two specifications, each 

attested by one person, to confirm a matter. Guidance for what constitutes a valid specification is 

necessary. A proven single specification, particularly in an elaborate circumstantial case, may 

have probative value, without being sufficient to establish the charge. The same could be true of 

several specifications. The OPC BD IV.B.3 forbids one witness to establish any specification 

without corroborating evidence. 

  

  

  

  

FORMAL ACCUSATION (Libel ) AND ANALGOUS CONCEPTS 

MAJOR PREMISE MINOR PREMISE CONCLUSION 

THE LAW THE FACTS VERDICT/SENTENCE 

THE CHARGE SPECIFICATIONS JUDGMENT 

  

  

TESTS OF A PROPER ACCUSATION 

  

Relevancy of the Charge 

  

Charges and specifications must be relevant. The first question to be asked should be, “Is the 

major premise ‘analytically’ valid?” 

  



EXAMPLE: John is charged with the crime of evangelizing without being an ordained officer or 

possessing a certificate showing the same. This is contrary to a recent opinion expressed at a 

synod about who should do evangelism. Is the "offense" properly an offense?  No Scriptural 

support was given or inferred by the synod. 

  

            Singularity of the Charge 

  

A charge should focus on one alleged offense. If more than one offense is alleged, a separate 

charge is called for. An implication of this principle is that a charge should be somewhat 

specific. Though a charge should be phrased in terms of “law” so that it presents an analytically 

valid statement of offense, it should not be so general as “X committed sin” or “Y broke one of 

the commandments.” Since American Presbyterianism has no statutory code of canon laws 

designed for discipline, the party bringing a charge needs to be sensitive to issues of fairness 

when framing a charge. Distinct offenses call for distinct charges. If a man is alleged to be 

insubordinate in one area of life where he should submit to lawful authority and is also alleged to 

be a harsh parent, it is probably unfair to bring a single charge of violating the fifth 

commandment (per the interpretation of theLarger Catechism). A case framed in this way 

absolves the accuser of liability for making out two charges while enabling a prosecutor to make 

his case by sustaining one or the other specification of fact. 

  

Relevancy of the Specified Facts 

  

Would alleged facts, if proven true, relate to the premise? 

  

EXAMPLE: John, the defendant in our example above, was at the mall on Tuesday when some 

people have been known to show up and hand out gospel tracts. Is there a nexus between the 

Charge and Specifications? No necessary or probable connection is established between being at 

a mall and evangelizing at a mall. 

  

  

  

  

Seriousness of the Charge 

  

Is the alleged offense a chargeable offense? Different church denominations have addressed the 

question in different ways. In earlier Presbyterianism a chargeable offence went beyond an 

express violation of Scripture. By 1788, when the constitution of American Presbyterianism was 

in place, a chargeable offense was more exclusively confined to Scriptural definition: 

  

1707 Form of Process-Scotland 1788 Forms of Process-America 



Ch I, §4. Nothing ought to be admitted by 

any church judicatory as the ground for a 

process for censure, but what hath been 

declared censurable by the word of God, or 

some act of universal custom of this 

national church agreeable thereto: and the 

several judicatories of this church ought to 

take timeous notice of all scandals; but it is 

judged, that if a scandal shall happen not to 

be noticed in order to censure for the space 

of five years, it should not be again 

revived, so as to enter in a process 

thereanent, unless it be of an heinous 

nature, or become again flagrant, but the 

consciences of such persons ought to be 

seriously dealt with in private to bring them 

to a sense of their sin and duty.  

  

I.2. No accusation shall be admitted, as the 

foundation of a process before an 

ecclesiastical Judicatory, but where such 

offences are alleged, as appear from the 

Word of God, to merit the public notice 

and censure of the Church. And in the 

accusation, the times, places, and 

circumstances, should be ascertained, if 

possible; that the accused may have an 

opportunity to prove an alibi; or to 

extenuate or alleviate his crime. 

  

  

James Thornwell, in defending the proposed revised Book of Discipline, introduced confessional 

considerations into what ought to be properly considered a chargeable offence: 

  

It strikes us as an incongruity in the old Book, that it makes no allusion to the Westminster 

Standards in determining what constitutes a matter of offence, whether in reference to faith or 

practice. It refers us at once and exclusively to the Bible, as if we had not already settled as a 

church what the Bible teaches on these points, and solemnly agreed to walk together according to 

this interpretation.
[98]

 

  

A Confession rooted basis for defining chargeable offenses has acquired some sympathy in 

Presbyterian circles. Morton Smith’s exposition of the PCA Book of Church Order relative to 

chargeable offences (29-1) states: 

  

The Westminster Confession and Catechisms are the agreed upon formularies as to what the 

Presbyterian Church believes the Scripture teaches. These then become the particular guide to 

the courts of how an offence is to be judged.
[99]

 

  

This approach has the ring of Reformed orthodoxy about it. The good reputation of its advocates 

inspires confidence that the standards will be interpreted faithfully.
[100]

 The standards, however, 

can be twisted as readily as the Bible. The approach suffers from the fact that the standards, in 

addition to lacking the biblical attribute of infallibility, lack the attribute of sufficiency. 



  

It must be conceded that the interpretation the standards give of the Scriptural system of doctrine 

is part of the official constitution and must be consulted in disciplinary matters. As such, a 

member of the church may not properly be charged with a heresy or sin which the standards 

explicitly teach or advocate. In this sense, the standards become a potential defense basis. 

  

The problem occurs when the standards are treated as an exhaustive or sufficient statement of all 

disciplinary matters. Thornwell addressed this objection but not convincingly: 

  

…the Westminster standards are no more at fault, upon this particular point of a complete 

enumeration of all offenses, than the Scriptures themselves. How, then, do the Scriptures become 

a perfect rule? The brother tells us, and tells us very correctly. It fixes general principles, 

illustrates them by appropriate examples, and gives us the key to the discovery of duty in the 

complicated relations of life….If the general principles of the Bible, as found in it, are 

exhaustive, what prevents the same principles from being exhaustive when they are transferred to 

the Larger Catechism?…But it seems we are at liberty to deduce necessary inferences from 

Scripture, but not from the Confession of Faith!
[101]

 

  

Thornwell may equate good and necessary consequences with analytically true necessary 

inferences. Whether this is the meaning of that formula is not necessary to determine here. The 

question raised by Thornwell’s answer concerns the disciplinary value of a confession that 

requires further exegesis. The issue of women’s ordination as elders is illustrative. 

  

If one chooses to ordain a woman elder, the defense might go like this: “The standards do not 

explicitly forbid the practice, so there is Christian liberty to proceed.” The answer: “The 

Confession gives us a regulative principle of both worship and government. Scripture is not only 

not silent about women elders; it forbids them.” Counter response: “That is your interpretation of 

Scripture and what is does or does not teach about women elders. The Confession and 

Catechisms say nothing to support you. I am free.” 

  

Whether this is the best argument against women elders from the standards is not at issue. The 

point is that Scripture may address certain issues more explicitly than our standards. One might 

argue that the Apostles Creed should be used as the basis for chargeable offenses because we 

have the option of drawing necessary inferences from it. Yet the issue of Pelagianism required 

reflection on Scripture rather than the Creed. One major function of creeds and confessions is to 

explicitly express the meaning of Scripture on a specific issue or problem of the day. The fact 

that the Westminster standards are more comprehensive than the Apostles Creed does not imply 

they are sufficiently explicit on all the disciplinary issues the Church may ever face. 

  



When new permutations on old sins or errors appear, the Church may find it necessary to draft a 

new confession. This is not because older formulas did not condemn the error by implication. It 

is because welfare of the Church requires a fresh examination of Scripture and a translation of its 

teaching into the contemporary context. The church has long condemned abortion. But many 

issues of bioethics related to it could not be anticipated in earlier centuries. Greater sensitivity to 

the sin of racism exists today. Imposing a requirement that all offenses be derived from the 

secondary standards invites the practice of imposing meanings on those standards that might 

have been foreign to their drafters. 

  

Amendment or revision of the standards is rightly approached with caution. History shows the 

need for new confessions from time to time. In the meantime, the Church has no option to ignore 

Scriptural discipline. 

  

Thus far, little difference is shown between an offense and an offense serious enough to warrant 

trial. John Murray raised this issue when the first Book of Discipline for the Orthodox 

Presbyterian Church was being drafted: 

  

In concluding I want to draw attention to something that constitutes the greatest difficulty of all 

in framing a Book of Discipline. It concerns the definition of an offense. It is defined in this book 

as “anything in the doctrine or practice of a member of the church which is contrary to the Word 

of God.” This of course is a correct definition of an offense. But is every such 

offense judicially censurable? If so then every one of us would be judicially censurable. Is it not 

therefore necessary to make some qualification so as to distinguish between those offenses that 

are worthy of judicial ecclesiastical censure and those which, though truly offenses against the 

law of God, do not fall within this category.
[102]

 

  

A refined definition of a chargeable offense did not make it into the first OPC Book of 

Discipline. In 1978 a proposed revision was rejected which read: 

  

In doctrine, judicial accountability for an ordained officer of the church is limited to the 

Confession of Faith and Catechisms as containing the system of doctrine taught in the Holy 

Scriptures, which confessional standards are the legal standards of orthodoxy…. 

  

In expressing dissatisfaction with is proposed revision, the Assembly “urged 

the committee to develop a formulation that will better express the place of our secondary 

standards in discipline.”
[103]

 The formulation that became part of the revised Book of 

Discipline became something in between the 1978 proposal and the earlier form. It defines what 

an offense “serious enough to warrant a trial” is, without specifying that all other possible 

offenses are not serious enough to warrant a trial. 

  



Basic Plausibility of Sources for the Case’s Specified Facts 

  

Are the witnesses or evidence relevant or competent? Part of the answer to this should be 

deferred for consideration under trial. EXAMPLE: Both witnesses who say they saw John 

evangelizing at the mall are legally blind and deaf and brought spurious charges against John last 

month for parking in a handicapped spot at the mall. How will these witnesses be able to offer 

relevant testimony? An investigating committee should address this before finding the case in 

order (apart from the other problems with the case). 

  

Other Technical Tests of Admissibility 

  

Was this a private personal offense? If so, has Matthew 18 been followed? Was the charge filed 

timely? Was it within two years of the alleged offense? Is the charge filed in proper form? Was it 

filed with the correct judicatory? Is it against an elder? If so, are there two accusers or a 

judicatory bringing the charge? Is the accused still a member of the church? 

  

The specific questions asked here may not be relevant to all Presbyterian denominations. Still, 

there are usually technical rules in every church that require attention. Some of these may not be 

found in the ordinary constitutional documents. Depending on the discretion allowed outside the 

explicit constitution, a judicatory might require charges to be type written in English and mailed 

to some special officer in quadruplicate. Before charges are formally adjudicated, there is 

normally some process for determining if they are in order. This determination may involve 

everything from questions of constitutional order to the postmark on the envelope in which the 

charges were mailed. 

  

If an accusation satisfies the minimal threshold of the above tests, the case can be found in order 

and a trial will begin. If these tests are not met, the accuser becomes immediately liable for 

censure. Older Presbyterian made a distinction between the burden encountered when charging a 

private person as over against charging a minister. In theory, it was not enough to have a charge 

found admissible if brought against a minister. The accuser also needed to prevail at trial to 

avoid liability for censure. 

  

  

  

UNWARRANTED CHARGES 

  

Most Presbyterian denominations make provision for censuring individuals who bring rash or 

frivolous charges. There has been some development in this safeguard against unwarranted 

litigation over time. Initially, the provision was primarily directed toward preserving ministers 

from the indignity of wrongful prosecution. The accuser of a minister initially had to sustain a 



conviction to avoid liability for censure. In time, three separate grounds became possible bases 

for censuring an accuser: 1) violation of the peace of the church, 2) slandering the gospel 

ministry, or 3) slandering a brother. When an accusation was deemed inadmissible at the outset, 

it was considered a violation of the peace of the church. When reputation was at stake because of 

a charge, the injury caused by slander became a ground of censure. 

  

Because a determination is made, after due consideration, that charges may not be brought, the 

censure of the accuser appears to follow of course without need of a trial. Yet, such 

determinations must be made with great care. An appeal of such a summary censure tends to 

bring the unwarranted case back to life. Any attempt to deny the right to appeal such a censure is 

also fraught with danger. 

  

MACHEN REDUX:  Charge, Specifications, Support 

  

To illustrate the material we have been considering, the case against Dr. Machen is set forth here, 

in brief. The first of several charges brought against Dr. Machen, per the trial transcript, follows: 

  

The Presbyterian Church in the United States of America charges you, Reverend  J. Gresham 

Machen, D.D., being a minister of said Church and a member of the Presbytery of New 

Brunswick, with disapproval, defiance and acts in contravention of the government and 

discipline of the Presbyterian Church of the United States of America, contrary to the word of 

God and to the rules and regulations of this Church, founded thereupon. 

  

See Exodus XX:12, as interpreted by the Larger Catechism in the answers to questions 124, 127 

and 128 thereof; Form of Government, Chapter XV, Section XII, Question 3;  Confession of 

Faith, Chapter XXXI, Section IX.. 

  

Specification 1. That in a pamphlet entitled ‘The Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign 

Missions – a statement as to its Organization and Program’ with the name of the Rev. J. Gresham 

Machen, D.D., appearing thereon as one of the members of the said Board, which pamphlet has 

been circulated throughout the Presbyterian church in the United States of America, it is 

disclosed that the purpose of the said Board is to commission and send out missionaries, to 

establish mission stations, and to divert the missionary offerings of said Presbyterian churches 

from the Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America 

to the said Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign Missions. 

  

Evidence: Pamphlet entitled ‘the Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign Missions – a 

statement as to its Organization and Program,’ and also a pamphlet entitled ‘Sidelights upon its 

Work and Witness, by the General Secretary. 

  



Witnesses: Rev. W. Glenn Harris and J. Warren Covert. 

  

Specification 2. That in the Charter of ‘The Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign 

Missions’ in which the name of the Reverend J. Gresham Machen D.D., is inserted as a member 

of the said Board, it is stated that one of the purposes of its establishment is ‘to encourage 

Presbyterian Churches and individuals to support this Board.’ 

  

Evidence: Charter of ‘The Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign Missions’, recorded 

March 12, 1934, and issued under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania by the Court of Common 

Pleas No. 1 for Philadelphia County. 

  

Specification 3. That the Reverend J. Gresham Machen, D.D., on or prior to December 12, 1934, 

did not resign from the Independent Board for Presbyterian Foreign Missions’ as directed by the 

146
th

 General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in he United States of America meeting in 

Cleveland, Ohio, May, 24-30, 1934. 

  

Evidence: Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of 

America, 1934, pages 115-116. 

  

Letter from Reverend J. Gresham Machen, D.D., to the Presbytery of New Brunswick, dated July 

25, 1934. 

  

Letter from Stated Clerk to Reverend J. Gresham Machen, D.D., sent in accordance with 

instructions of 1934 General Assembly. 

  

Report of the committee of he Presbytery of New Brunswick in the Presbyterian church in the 

U.S.A., which was appointed by the Presbytery at its meeting on Tuesday, September 25, 1934, 

to confer with the Reverend J. Gresham Machen, D.D. 

  

Statement of the Reverend J. Gresham Machen, D..D. to the aforesaid committee. 

  

Witness: Reverend Elmer K. Walker.
[104]

 

  

  

  

            Observations 

  

Only one of the six charges contained in the trial manuscript is given here. The New York 

Times on December 21, 1934 indicated that nine charges had been adopted on December 20, 

1934. On close inspection, the precise nature of the offense in charge 1 is not given in the charge 



but must be deduced from the specifications. The first two specifications are nearly the same 

except that different sources are cited. Specification 1 provides more detail on the purpose of the 

Board, including an inflammatory statement that one purpose is to divert funds.
[105]

 Specification 

2 is more brief in purpose and less interpretive. The third specification appears to be most 

relevant to the essence of the charge as it focuses on the Assembly mandate. 

  

Specification 3 focuses Charge 1 on defiance of the Assembly mandate thereby revealing the 

essence of the case. In all the remaining charges the same three specifications are given. They are 

not even written out in full but presented with the following or like formula: “Specification 1 of 

Charge 1 is herein repeated in support of Charge 2, with the same evidence.”
[106]

 Only in charge 

2, which accuses Machen of  “not being zealous and faithful in maintaining the peace of the 

Church…” is a fourth specification added, viz. that the peace of the church has in fact “been 

greatly disturbed.” No evidence is listed but three individuals are cited as witnesses. 

  

The fact that numerous charges were brought all relying on the same specifications is interesting. 

In purely analytical and mathematical terms, there are more alleged offenses than specifications 

of fact. When the close similarity of specifications 1 and 2 is considered, the “piling on” appears 

even more manifest. Though any single act may entail multiple offenses, the use of the same 

three specifications for the bulk of the case demonstrates that the lynchpin of the case is the 

Assembly mandate. The remaining charges (3-6) involve refusing subjection to your brethren in 

the Lord, violation of ordination vows, rebellion against superiors, and breach of lawful 

promises. All of these are pinned to defiance of the mandate. 

  

If all or most of the charges are reduced to defiance of the Assembly mandate, then the charges 

themselves would arguably not set forth an offense. But when we examine the first charge, it 

sounds like it entails a chargeable offense. The chief difficulty is that the charge is not simply 

stated. Is it setting forth only one offense? It mentions “disapproval, defiance, and acts.”  Such 

phraseology would better be reserved for specifications of charge and rendered with active verbs 

since the wording tends to make the charge multiform. The distilled charge appears to be 

contravention of the government and discipline of the Presbyterian Church. 

  

It is appropriate that a charge be general as long as it specifies a real offense. The charge of 

sexual immorality, for example, is somewhat general but is by definition an offense. The 

problem with a charge of contravening the government and discipline of the Church is that it is a 

bit too general to be an ipso facto offense. Martin Luther comes to mind. The problem is not 

entirely relieved with the word “schism,” but the term at least implies an unlawful breach. More 

significantly, the “government and discipline” of the Church evidently refers more to Assembly 

edicts on the constitution rather than the constitution itself (cf. the supporting standards cited). If 

so, then the charge itself is arguably defective as not setting forth an offense. 

  



In like manner, close attention needs to be paid to specifications. Assuming a specification is 

true, what does it prove? It may prove defiance of a single Assembly’s mandate, but is that all 

there is to the meaning of the words “contravention of government and discipline.” 

  

In one case, part of a specification was challenged as to its truth rather than relevance, viz. that 

the purpose of the Board was to divert funds. It could be argued this is a possible or probable 

consequence of the new board. But a purpose and consequence are morally different. Also, if 

some Church members were not giving at all to the denominational board because of modernist 

missionaries, then their contributions to the new board might be deemed non-diversionary. This 

highlighted a problem for the denomination. It wanted to argue that the Church imposed no tax, 

but that there was an obligation to support their board. This obligation was enforced by removal 

of potential competition through the use of disciplinary process. 

  

In 1982, a report to the General Assembly of the PCUSA was made by a special committee 

entitled, “Historic Principles, Conscience, and Church Government.” In one of several 

illustrations on the relation of conscience to the obligations of polity it states 

  

The church cannot compel its officers to support the overseas missionary program of the 

denomination. But it can prohibit them from becoming members of an “independent” board of 

foreign missions. Whether it is wise to do so is beside the point. The church could not compel 

Professor J. Gresham Machen’s conscience in the 1930’s on this point. But it could discipline 

him for his refusal to resign his membership on the independent mission board.
[107]

 

  

It is not clear that discipline was confined to officers, however.
[108]

It certainly was not confined 

to ministers where presbyterial calling and oversight of ministerial activity might have afforded a 

different basis of control. In fact, obligation to support the denominational boards was argued to 

be on a level with participating in the Lord’s Supper. The studies supporting the case speak of 

“missionary offerings” being a church ordinance. This is appears to be a paraphrase of the Form 

of Government ordinance list which includes  “making collections for the poor and other pious 

purposes.”
[109]

 

  

It is questionable how free Machen’s conscience was in the case cited. Perhaps the actions of the 

1930’s were so unjustified that many details of that prosecution are happily forgotten in the 

report. The 1982 report, wittingly or not, equates the Assembly mandate with its constitution. 

  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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STRUCTURE OF A JUDICIAL CASE 
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A specification is a concise and accurate summary of a probative fact which can be supported by 

evidence and testimony. Books of discipline generally provide little guidance on how a 

specification should be framed. In the diagram above, specification #1 is an illustration of a 

specification which all by itself would prove the charge. Specifications #2 and #3 (illustrated by 

triangles), illustrate factual assertions which in isolation might not adequately prove the charge. 

Taken together, such specifications might adequately support the charge. Circumstantial cases 

often rely on an accumulation of related facts. It is desirable to avoid multiplication of 

specifications when a single concise summary statement of fact is possible. 

  

Evidence or witnesses are used in a trial to support the specifications. The OPC Book of 

Discipline (IV.3) forbids the testimony of one witness as sufficient to establish a specification. 

Some variations on this rule exist in older Presbyterian and ecclesiastical law: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

               Charge 

  

 

 

      

   



Two witnesses were usually assumed to be necessary for the condemnation of a man of good 

repute, though some authorities demanded more. Yet when a case threatened to fail for lack of 

testimony, the discretion of the inquisitor was the ultimate arbiter; and it was agreed that if two 

witnesses to the same fact could not be had, single witnesses to two separate facts of the same 

general character would suffice. (Henry Lea’sHistory of the Inquisition, Vol I, p. 434) 

  

The testimony of more than one witness is necessary in order to establish any charge; yet if 

several credible witnesses bear testimony to different similar acts, belonging to the same general 

charge, the crime shall be considered as proved. (The 1821 PCUSA Book of Discipline, VI.6; cf. 

1934 BD VIII.5 which allows for one witness to a specification when another witness supports 

another specification) 



CHAPTER SIX: THE TRIAL 

  

DUE PROCESS 

  

The practice of discipline through ecclesiastical trials is not unique to Presbyterianism nor a 

cavalier borrowing from civil procedure. An article by Kenneth Pennington argues that the 

secular courts of medieval times followed the ecclesiastical courts in adopting rules of judicial 

procedure.
[110]

 Centralization of power in the Papacy helped bring about changes in which 

Roman influenced Canon law challenged crude customary legal processes such as trial by 

ordeal.
[111]

 Rather than appealing to Roman law, the new class of jurists tried to justify their 

procedure with the Bible: 

  

Around 1150 Paucapalea was the first canonist to connect the form of procedure used in 

ecclesiastical courts with a biblical model. The Bible provided evidence of the ordo iudicarius’s 

antiquity and its legitimacy. He noted that the ordo originated in paradise when Adam pleaded 

innocent to the Lord’s accusation. When Adam complained to God that “My wife, whom You 

gave to me, gave [the apple] to me, and I ate it,” he responded to God’s summons.”
[112]

 

  

Some jurists believed that the Papacy itself was limited by due process rights in the exercise of 

its judicial office. Due process meant that a defendant needed to be present in court. Citations 

were necessary as well as sentences even where summary process might be used.
[113]

 Justice 

should be public. It is ironical that concern for due process and public justice on the part of the 

Church would so soon lead to the secretive practices of the Inquisition. 

  

Rather than looking for isolated proof texts or natural law arguments for the necessity of due 

process, it is important to focus on the deeper theological reasons for our procedures. The fact 

that God follows an orderly process in the Garden does not imply his inability to render valid 

justice without such a process. The process He follows implies grace and ultimately paves the 

way for a redemptive promise. God’s infinite knowledge makes him a perfect judge, trial or no 

trial. It is man’s limited knowledge, both of his own guilt and that of others, that calls forth the 

need for a fact-finding and convicting process. This is not to say process concerns are irrelevant 

as long as the verdict is proper. Only of God may it be said his justice is perfect. The very 

imperfection of human courts means process is important even when the proper verdict seems 

obvious. Credibility of imperfect courts is further eroded when consistent judging standards are 

not employed. 

  

Church courts, having an acknowledged moral foundation, ought to be more credible than 

secular courts. Church courts judge only members voluntarily joined to them. Proper church 

courts have no power to alienate wealth to themselves by their judgments. Church courts have a 

pastoral interest beyond retributive justice. For such reasons, a church court may act as both 



prosecutor and judge when occasion demands.
[114]

 Such an arrangement is attended with greater 

danger in secular courts. Due process in church courts must be thought of in terms of fair 

methods of discovering the truth. The truth is the goal. In theory this is the goal of secular courts 

as well, though process rights and concerns often seem to assume innate value in civil law. 

  

Due process not only serves a truth seeking function. Church courts must also be concerned to 

demonstrate fairness to a wider audience. A congregation will be asked to support any censures 

adopted by a Presbyterian court. Consciences must be clear. Whole denominations have split 

where the process or judgment of a church court was not seen by one party to be proper (e.g. the 

churches connected with J.G. Machen and Klaas Schilder). Discipline cases may have an effect 

on constitutional construction. Since disciplinary cases are generally resolved by a majority vote 

in the judicatory, rigid adherence to due process is necessary to avoid the majoritarian 

impulsiveness. This concern is behind the more cumbersome amendment process imposed on 

constitutional revision and needs to be reflected in the different but still important process of 

discipline. 

  

FACT FINDING PROCESS 

  

The main purpose of a full trial is to determine the facts of a case. When the facts of a matter are 

well known and not in dispute, the bulk of the trial will involve making sure the facts are 

properly recorded and deliberating over the meaning of those facts. This is often true in the trial 

of a doctrinal case. 

  

Since law and facts are the key elements of a judicial case, the key to a fair process is to make 

the process serve getting the facts and a fair interpretation of the law and application of it to 

those facts. If, for example, a person has absented themselves from church for months and has 

not presented a valid excuse, there is little point to calling numerous witnesses to prove they 

have not attended church unless that fact is being disputed. For this reason, many churches 

utilize erasure as a censure without full process. It is not because neglecting public worship is a 

small sin. 

  

If the person has absented himself from worship but presents a dubious excuse and wishes to 

remain on the church roll, then a trial may become necessary. The case should be framed, 

however, with some focus on the excuse. The excuse constitutes an admission of the primary 

fact, viz. absence from worship. Thus, numerous witnesses to prove his specification, albeit a 

vital specification, are unnecessary. More witnesses and evidence should be introduced to 

establish why the excuse is not valid. 

  

EXAMPLE: The excuse is Jim has been sick the past year. Specification: Jim’s alleged illness 

has not prevented him from travel, dining out, and attending concerts through the week—thus no 



bona fide excuse exists. Witnesses and evidence: Joe the waiter, Fred the cook, Al the ticket 

seller, Bob, the ticket taker, Mike the baggage handler, airline ticket stub from last week with 

Jim’s name on it, etc. 

  

Prior to the trial proper, a charge with related specifications should have been found in order. 

The trial itself seeks to establish relevant facts that may be in dispute. The charge and 

specifications help define what a relevant fact is. If Jim is only told he is on trial for sin, he will 

not know what he should have repented of or how to respond. Jim needs opportunity to know 

where he stands so he can repent or secure witnesses and evidence relevant to his defense. 

Knowing what witnesses he will face is important to choosing his own witnesses and defense. He 

needs time to contact witnesses and gather his own evidence; he needs leverage in the form of 

citations to help convince a reluctant church member witness to appear for him; he may 

need counsel to help him organize his defense and to apply provisions in the Book of 

Discipline properly to his case. If he just hears he will be on trial for sin sometime in the coming 

year, he will not know what he needs to repent of or how to defend himself. 

  

The trial, to be fair, must examine exactly what each witness has to say, possible explanations, 

alternate meanings or invalidation of the evidence, and possible rebuttal witnesses (e.g. Jim’s 

doctor who has him on dialysis Friday afternoons). A full and accurate transcript of the trial 

proper needs to be kept so the judicatory can properly determine the facts during deliberation and 

so an appellate judicatory can properly review the case. The Machen case produced a 

stenographic record. Modern cases often rely on accurate and full summaries backed with tape 

recordings. 

  

The interests of the Church and justice require that some ability to regulate the trial in a 

purposeful fashion be accorded to the judicatory. Frequent trial delays (e.g. Jim is sick again) and 

absences by witnesses need to be stopped as much as is possible. Most systems of church 

discipline have no detailed compendia on process. The Moderator will have to make rulings and 

judgments based on existing rules and Christian prudence. Without explicit rules, his decisions 

should consider what seems most fair and advantageous to getting at the facts and their correct 

interpretation. Selecting a good moderator may be the most important decision a judicatory 

makes when a trial is under way. Because the church and the accused is entitled to have all those 

voting on his case be at each regular trial session, and because lengthy trials often harm the work 

of ministry, attention needs to be paid to weeding out the extraneous and irrelevant factors that 

will delay the resolution of a case and potentially reduce the number of qualified voters. 

  

The Machen case is interesting to consider from the viewpoint of his prosecutors in this regard. 

Machen’s Counsel challenged the right of most or all members of the judicial commission to sit 

on his case. This probably appeared obstructive. The core of the case in their view, was not 

doctrinal, but submission to lawful order and authority. Since members of the commission were 



considered in good and regular standing, they did not want to countenance putting commission 

members on trial. 

  

From the standpoint of Machen’s Counsel, the Book of Discipline (V.10) entitled him to 

challenge any member who might be prejudiced against Dr. Machen. “He may file objections 

and be heard….” The objections were filed but the central basis of the objections was not heard. 

A preliminary injunction against consideration of matters related to the Auburn Affirmation or 

the denominational mission board was issued before the trial proper began. As such, the 

injuunction trumped the Book of Discipline and ultimately deprived Machen’s counsel of 

framing a defense on his own terms, which involved doctrinal issues. 

  

Putting the court on trial is an extraordinary defense. Even if the court in the course of trial 

deems it necessary to limit seeming diversions, some discretion should be allowed to an accused 

to frame his own defense without having it unduly shaped by rulings from the chair. In the 

Machen case, the court should have been on trial, but by 1935 it was too late. 

  

DELIBERATION 

  

After witnesses are heard and evidence presented, closing arguments are heard, and a judicatory 

deliberates. This is analogous to sitting as a jury, except that questions and debates about law 

tend to be interwoven with trying facts. The judicatory is both judge and jury. In some cases the 

judicatory is judge, jury, and prosecutor. A record of deliberation is not necessary except where 

special points of law or other significant rulings are decided. 

  

If the charge and specifications were initially found admissible, part of the legal deliberation has 

already transpired. Certain issues of relevance and constitutionality may already be settled. For 

example, if the charge is broadly framed, like “heresy,” then there is little debate about the legal 

sufficiency of the charge itself, though the breadth of such charge might be subject to further 

scrutiny and deliberation. Much of the case deliberation is apt to focus on the specifications and 

whether they were proven by trial. In cases that turn on the constitution itself (e.g. doctrinal 

charges) the case should probably be found admissible if bare technical requirements are met 

(e.g. timeliness). This allows the court to deliberate on the doctrinal or constitutional issues more 

freely in a trial and deliberative context. Otherwise the trial and deliberation become a 

superfluous appendage to the preliminary findings. The limits of Robert’s Rules for deciding a 

points of order may or compliance with Standing Rules may assume a disproportionate 

importance in such a constitutional case. 

  

PHASES OF TRIAL 

  



In order to secure the rights of the church and the accused to fully exhibit the relevant factors of 

a judicial case, the trial process is broken into distinct phases and order of proceeding. An outline 

of the trial process of the PCA (based on F. Ramsay’s 1898 Exposition) is provided in Morton 

Smith’s Commentary (re BCO 32-15, pg 309-310). The first head of that outline addresses 

investigation before a charge is actually drafted and is based on the judicatory acting on a report 

or rumor. The following outline is based on the OPC Book of Discipline and presupposes that 

Matthew 18 requirements, if relevant, have already been satisfied: 

  

Presentation of Charge to Judicatory: This phase formalizes the disciplinary process. It 

determines whether to go to trial and gives structure to the issues the trial will decide. 

  

            Warning 

            Preliminary investigation 

  

            Insuring proper form of charges and specifications 

            Statement of case facts and chronology is prepared 

            Date, time, place of trial is set 

            Citation of accused to appear 

  

First Trial “Meeting” (cf. Smith’s “II. Process Before the Trial”): This phase enables the 

accused to know how to prepare for his defense. 

  

            The charges and specifications are read to the accused 

(cf. Smith’s trial phase and plea) 

            Information of witnesses and evidence given to accused 

            Date, time, and place of second trial session is set 

            Citations for accused to use to summon witnesses are provided 

  

Second Trial “Meeting” (cf. Smith’s “III. The Trial”):
[115]

This phase contests the legal and/or 

factual assertions in the charge and specifications. 

  

            Accused enters objections concerning the case 

            Judicatory acts on objections 

                        Possible dismissal of case 

                        Possible limited amendment of charges and specifications 

                        Possible decision to proceed with trial 

            Accused enters plea of guilty or not guilty 

                        If guilty, judicatory moves to censure     

                        If not guilty or refusal to plead, the trial proceeds 

            Opening statements at the discretion of the judicatory 



            Prosecution presents it case: witnesses and evidence 

            Cross-examination by accused (redirect and recross at discretion of judicatory) 

            Right to move dismissal of charges 

            Accused presents his case: exculpatory witnesses and evidence 

  

Conclusion of Trial 

  

Closing arguments on fact and law (order discretionary; church courts may allow  

the accused to go last; it is so stipulated in Smith’s outline) 

            Deliberation by judicatory (corresponds to jury phase) 

            Vote by judicatory (separate votes) 

                        Specifications 

                        Charge 

            Proposal of Censure (corresponds to judge’s sentencing phase) 

            Allowance for appeal prior to pronouncement of censure 

            Pronouncement of Censure 

  

  

COUNSEL, TRIAL IN ABSENTIA, ETC. 

  

Early in judicial process it is desirable for the accused to have competent counsel. Good counsel 

helps not only the accused but the court by bringing focus to the main issues in dispute. Prolixity 

and disorganization hurt the case of an accused and cause judicatories much confusion and time 

expenditure. This costs the accused in terms of credibility. Good counsel also can help in cases 

tried in absentia. 

  

Presbyterians have struggled over the problem of an accused who fails to appear for trial. Hodge 

states: 

  

It has been often a matter of dispute among Presbyterians, whether it is proper to proceed with 

trial of an accused person in his absence, or the decision of a case in the absence of one of the 

parties. Some have maintained that if the accused refused to attend after due citation, or 

withdrew during the progress of the trial, the proper method was to censure, either by rebuke, 

suspension, or deposition as the case might demand, for contumacy, but not to proceed with trial. 

This method of proceeding, it has been supposed, sufficiently protects the church, as unworthy 

members or ministers may be cut off though they refuse to submit to discipline, while it avoids 

the apparent violation of the principles of justice in trying a man in his absence. The practice of 

our church on this point does not appear to be uniform.
[116]

 

  



Since a major purpose of trials is to establish facts, an argument can be made that trials in 

absentia may be necessary where delay is apt to hinder later fact gathering. Where a judicatory 

has discretion, it should weigh the competing concerns raised by trials in absentia. 

  

  



CHAPTER SEVEN: CENSURES 

  

The Old Testament theocratic system combined the state’s concern for justice with the church’s 

concern for purity. As such, it is difficult to make simple applications from the Old to the New 

Testament. The power to impose capital and corporal punishment existed under Old Testament 

law and Paul experienced the 39 lashes of Jewish law even after he had become a Christian. We 

see no hint of carrying this method of punishment over into the post Pentecost Church, however. 

  

The character of New Testament correction is ultimately non-judicial, though the term judicial is 

used in a qualified sense. Christ has made all the judicial satisfaction that can be hoped for. Thus, 

New Testament discipline is primarily admonitory and exclusionary. It reflects the wisdom of 

Proverbs in the power of admonition to correct the teachable. The Westminster divines 

found  the priestly code concerning uncleanness (e.g. exclusion from the camp or Passover) a 

convenient parallel for the exclusionary aspects of discipline found in the New Testament.  

  

The Old Testament laws not related to ceremonial cleanness generally mingle provisions we tend 

to separate under the rubrics of civil and moral, and generally fell outside priestly jurisdiction. 

Besides the hierarchical and ceremonial nature of the priesthood, this mingling of civil and 

religious provisions tends to limit the utility of anything but the broad principles of equity in OT 

discipline. 

  

Old Testament theocratic government was not taken over whole by Calvin’s Geneva and its 

satellites. While holding high theocratic aspirations, Geneva maintained a reasonably clear 

distinction between church discipline and state justice. Calvin argues for the ordinance of 

excommunication in 1537 via his "Articles Concerning the Organization of the Church and of 

Worship at Geneva."
[117]

 This treatise illustrates the fact that church censures were not 

automatically an acceptable part of church life during the Reformation. An Erastian strain 

developed in some quarters and considered the Christian State adequate protection against 

disorder. The abuses of Roman excommunication no doubt led some to skepticism about 

censures emanating from the Church. 

  

The reformation of church discipline is a natural development from a reinvigorated appreciation 

for the finished work of Christ. This satisfaction means church censures have a remedial function 

rather than a strictly judicial purpose. The censures of Christ’s Kingdom are built on justice 

rather. They do not create it. 

  

ADMONITION AND REBUKE 

  

Some Presbyterian books of discipline list five basic censures:  admonition, rebuke, suspension, 

deposition, and excommunication. Others have four, omitting rebuke. In the case of the PCA, 



there are four, but two different modes exist for inflicting the censure, viz. public and private 

(less public). The 1821 BD (IV.17) mentions the guilty being “admonished or rebuked, or 

excluded from church privileges….” 

  

In the Bible, admonition appears as a term to describe general informal correction and warning. 

Even rebuke is done without due process. Peter in one of his bold moments ventured to take 

Jesus aside and rebuke him (Matthew 16:22). When Paul publicly rebukes Peter, the context is a 

public offense  (Galatians 2:14) rather than a sentence administered following formal process. In 

Titus 3:10, a connection is made between multiple admonition and shunning. Whether formal 

discipline is in view here is not clear. It is possible, from the context, that the one being 

admonished is a false teacher or troublemaker trying to insinuate himself into the life of the 

church rather than an existing member. In any case, the factual reality of sin is presupposed. The 

multiple admonition is for pastoral rather than probative reasons. The issue of pastoral rather 

than due process moves Paul to issue a rule that simultaneously limits exposure to 

contentiousness while giving more than a single opportunity for the sinner’s reformation. 

  

The Scottish church had a standing practice of delivering a privy censure to individuals and 

judicatories without formal process. This brotherly censure has a counterpart in the Dort Order 

and amounts to a routine rather than exceptional censure. Though it amounts to a censure of 

admonition, it lacks the judicial color of formal admonition. 

  

It appears that in early times, formal admonition was more closely integrated with a process 

pointing toward suspension or excommunication. The First Book of Discipline, Head VII, 

assuming that guilt is known, describes a process of admonition and confrontation leading 

gradually to public revelation of the sin and then exposure of the sinner to the congregation. 

Excommunication appears to be the inevitable result of obstinacy in the face of such 

exposure.
[118]

 

  

Steuart of Pardovan, citing the Scottish General Assembly of 1707, reports a similar process 

enacted in his day: 

  

§9. By the 11. Act  Assem. 1707 Cap. 3. In Offences, such as Swearing, Cursing, Profaning of 

the Lord’s Day, Drunkenness, and other Scandals of that nature, ordinarily the guilt for the first 

Fault would be spoken to in private by the Minister or an Elder, and on promise (from a sense of 

Guilt) to amend after Admonition, they may sist there; but if the Person Relapse, he should be 

called before the Session, and if found guilty, may be there judic[i]ally Rebuked, where the 

Session on promise, from a due sense, to amend, may again sist; but if the person amend not 

after that, the Session should orderly proceed, unless Repentance appear, and due Satisfaction be 

offered, [pg 263] till they inflict the Censure of the lesser Excommunication.
[119]

 

  



Admonition and rebuke in modern Presbyterianism are now virtually independent censures that 

arguably terminate further process unless new charges are issued and pursued. A previous 

censure of admonition becomes relevant to the aggravating circumstance of relapse, however. 

The development of a statute of limitations in most modern rules for discipline, in addition to 

explicit allowance of non-trial in some cases of increased censure (e.g. excommunication of one 

suspended who remains obstinate) supports the notion that admonition or rebuke are now 

discrete censures. 

  

SUSPENSION AND EXCOMMUNICATION 

  

Different terms and concepts have been used over time to express degrees of exclusion from the 

fellowship of the church. The following table provides a rough comparison on the how various 

parties at various times have set forth these degrees of exclusion. 

  

PARALLEL CENSURES AND TERMS 

OT THEOCRACY UNCLEANESS FOR 

SPECIFIED TIME 

EXCLUDED FROM 

CONGREGATION 

NT 2 TH. 3:6,14,15 MT. 18; 1 COR. 5 

4
TH

 CENTURY PUBLIC PENANCE TOTAL EXCLUSION 

CATHOLIC TERMS 

SOMETIMES USED 

LESSER 

EXCOMMUNICATION 

GREATER 

EXCOMMUNICATION 

PRESBYTERIAN SUSPENSION EXCOMMUNICATION 

TERMS OF ADAMS EXCOMMUNICATION REMOVAL 

  

  

The conceptual parallels in the table not always exact even when the same language is used. 

Presbyterian and Reformed clergy sometimes used the terms greater and lesser (major-minor) 

excommunication to describe what Presbyterians now call suspension and excommunication. Jay 

Adams prefers the terms excommunication and removal.
[120]

 The parallel between suspension 

and Old Testament Levitical law is one that was set forth at the Westminster Assembly as one 

justification for the censure of authoritative suspension: 

  

Authoritative suspension from the Lord’s table, of a person not yet cast out of the church, is 

agreeable to the scripture: First, because the ordinance itself must not be profaned. Secondly, 

Because we are charged to withdraw from those who walk disorderly. Thirdly, Because of the 

great sin and danger, both to him that comes unworthily, and also to the whole church. And there 

was power and authority, under the Old Testament, to keep unclean persons from holy things.
[121]

 

  

What has been conceptually summarized here for the fourth century under the term “total 

exclusion” describes a disciplined person’s relationship to the center of worship and its services. 



Depending what order of penitent the person was, they were excluded from either the whole 

worship complex or various parts of the building. They might be allowed to part of the service 

but not all of it. As a result, not all penitents could hear the sermon. The Roman greater 

excommunication had a similar affect regarding access to public worship. Calvin, far from 

banning the excommunicant from the sermon, insisted upon his attendance “in order to prove 

whether it will please the Saviour to touch his heart and turn him into the right path.
[122]

 During 

the Westminster Assembly there was some debate as to what other parts of the service an 

excommunicated person was excluded from, i.e. preaching, prayer, or only the sacraments.
[123]

 

  

The fourth century system of public penance eventually gave way to a new system in the Roman 

Church. In Reformed circles there was some use of the term “penitent” to describe one who 

professed repentance. When the Westminster Assembly was working on a portion of a directory 

concerning censures/excommunication the word was used, but Gillespie notes a change to its 

inclusion in a title (cf. Jan 2 1645 ii.99). It was not unthinkable to use the term but evidently 

some preferred its omission. 

  

The fourth century model conferred penitent status on individuals who professed repentance or 

made application to be received back into the Church. Penitent status was less than full 

communion. The theory may have started as a means of testing the penitent’s sincere purpose of 

amendment. The problem of creating discipline as a “satisfaction” could not be avoided, 

however. The Reformers traced some of their problems back to this period. In 1573 Vermigli 

wrote with regard to the Council of Nicea: 

  

Even though it rightly defined that the Father and the Son were of the same substance, it also 

sowed many seeds of impiety with regard to penance and penalties.
[124]

 

  

Melanchthon in his Loci Communes Theologici wrote: 

  

But those satisfactions now commanded are nothing but the inventions of men. They have their 

origin in the penitential canons that were established to deal with the public repentance of days 

gone by.
[125]

 

  

The parallel between being in a state of public penance and what we call suspension is the 

limited ecclesiastical standing of those affected. Each framework approaches full communion 

from a different direction and perspective. Generally in Presbyterian discipline, the presumption 

of repentance leads to full and immediate  restoration. Lack of repentance normally places one 

under suspension pending restoration or excommunication, depending on developments. The one 

exception to this appears to be when great injury has been inflicted on “the honour of religion. 

Suspension from the function of office for four Sabbaths was used on an occasion to underline 



the seriousness of the offense of a pastor who confessed to fornication but gave evidence of 

repentance.
[126]

 

  

The great seriousness of sending a message regarding the lapsed in the early church may have 

motivated the provision for postponing full restoration. Penitent status may have seemed 

gracious compared to the rigors of Donatism. The lesson is the danger of losing sight of grace 

and Christ’s sufficient satisfaction when exercising discipline. Discipline is medicine—bitter 

medicine at times, but not the exaction of legal satisfaction. The lapsed Peter did not have to wait 

a decade for full communion or restoration of office. 

  

A Normal Flow of Proper Discipline Beginning with Suspension 

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

       

       

  
       

        

    

        

      



Choice of Censure 

  

Whether a person found guilty of some serious sin should be immediately excommunicated or 

suspended is a judgment call of the judicatory. Most of the time indefinite suspension is the 

proper censure for a serious offense where repentance is not evident. Even when 

excommunication is employed—immediately or later—such a censure does not preclude later 

restoration. Suspension is a legitimate half-way measure between full communion and full 

excommunication when a church court has determined that sin is present. Fourth century 

penitence is not legitimate because it presumes repentance is present, but wants more. 

  

RESTORATION 

  

True repentance, as far as such can be determined, will normally lead one back to full 

communion, whether the case involves suspension or excommunication. This raises the issue of 

what a judicatory may require to determine repentance is present. The position of Jay Adams on 

this matter is clear: 

  

…there are always some who want to be sure the repentance is genuine. They will forgive only 

when they see fruit worthy of repentance. To all such, Jesus says, “And if he returns to you seven 

times saying, ‘I repent,’ forgive him” (Luke 17:4) Note that Jesus says to forgive the person on 

the basis of his naked word: “…saying, I repent.” You must not wait for fruit in order to grant 

forgiveness.
[127]

 

  

If Adams is correct in his interpretation of Luke 17:4, then church courts will have a major 

problem with “game players” who know the magic words. Such formal verbal power was part of 

the medieval “benefit of clergy” canon law. It empowered the person capable of reciting a verse 

from Psalm 51 to come under the ecclesiastical courts rather than remain under potentially more 

severe civil jurisdiction.
[128]

 

  

Since John the Baptist was willing to demand fruit indicating repentance (Luke 3:7,8) it is 

reasonable to infer that the Adams interpretation misses the overall point Jesus is making. The 

words “I repent” of Luke 17 are pressed in a way that would condemn John the Baptist if the 

same literalism is applied to the words of Luke 3. 

  

The Luke 17 text addresses a perceived right not to forgive after some magic number of offenses. 

Jesus denies the idea of a magic number. The number seven in the question is probably chosen to 

convey completion. Jesus’ response, besides rejecting such a limited conception of forbearance, 

may be emphasizing that no atonement is to be exacted for forgiveness. Atonement and proof of 

repentance are not the same despite the ease with which we confuse them. Atonement is different 

from a responsible determination made by the church that repentance is probably real. It also 



appears that personal offenses are addressed in the text and that these have not reached a formal 

stage of process. Finally, the term for “turn” in Luke 17, is the same as in Luke 1:16 where a 

change of heart is in view. While a judgment of charity is required when it comes to ascertaining 

the heart of another person, the word “turn” implies something more than a formal act on the part 

of the “turner.” 

  

Though not determinative of this issue, Adams’ approach is also not in line with the general 

position of Presbyterian standards (cf. OPC BD VI.B.3.b; PCA BOCO 30-3). 

  

EXCOMMUNICATION AND OBSTINACY 

  

One of the challenges facing the Westminster Assembly was a Parliament reluctant to grant the 

power of excommunication to the church. Rather than granting that church officers should have 

discretion in matters touching excommunication, the Parliament requested a listing of sins that 

warrant this ultimate censure.
[129]

  The results on excommunication never seemed to satisfy 

Parliament. They also never approved chapter XXX of theConfession which addresses 

censures.
[130]

 The Form of Presbyterial Church-Government only addressed suspension. As such, 

it appeared to occasion less general opposition from all parties than the propositions relating to 

the Directory for Church Government. The latter included a distinct “Directory for Church 

Censures” and addressed the controversial censure of excommunication.
[131]

 It never acquired the 

recognition that the Form attained. 

  

Whether certain sins warrant excommunication or whether obstinacy is the sole basis of this 

censure (or any heavier discipline) is a debate that has not disappeared. Jay Adams focuses on 

contumacy rather than the sin.
[132]

 Some Westminster Divines, particularly the Independents, had 

the same position. Gillespie resolved the impasse among the Divines by combining the concerns 

and it was decided that serious sins might be proceeded against more expeditiously.
[133]

 This 

seems to imply that a smaller window of opportunity would be given to manifest signs of 

repentance when greater sins were involved. 

  

No explicit rule appears in most Presbyterian discipline to require that the censure of suspension 

always precede excommunication. However, the sobering provisions on how to deal with one 

who is suspended, indicate a strong pastoral obligation exists before excommunication should 

take place. By inference, immediate excommunications are extraordinary. 

  



STAYS OF CENSURE AND IMMEDIATE EXCLUSIONS 

  

The term “suspension” normally describes the infliction of the censure of being excluded from 

the Lord’s Supper which typically carries with it suspension from other church privileges. 

Presbyterian disciplinary standards also typically make provision for excluding individuals from 

the Lord’s Supper while their case is in process or while awaiting appeal. The Presbyterian 

Church in America makes clear such an exclusion “shall never be done in the way of censure 

[42-6].” This logically follows from the principle that notice of appeal “shall have the effect of 

suspending the judgment of the lower court until the case has been finally decided in the higher 

court [42-6]” 



  

1821 BD PCA Rules OPC BD 

As cases may arise in which 

many days, or even weeks, 

may intervene before it is 

practicable to commence 

process against an accused 

church member, the session 

may, in such cases, and 

ought, if they think the 

edification of the church 

requires it, to prevent the 

accused person from 

approaching the Lord’s 

table until the charge 

against him can be 

examined. (IV.XVIII) 

When a member of a 

Church Court is under 

process, all his official 

functions may be suspended 

at the Court’s discretion; 

but this shall never be done 

in the way of censure. (31-

10) 

If unusual circumstances 

require it, a judicatory may 

deny an accused person the 

right of participating in the 

Lord’s Supper, or of 

performing the functions of 

his office, until the case is 

concluded. (IV.A.1.d) 

The necessary operation of 

an appeal is, to suspend all 

further proceedings on the 

ground of the sentence 

appealed from. But if the 

sentence of suspension or 

excommunication from 

church privileges, or of 

deposition from office, be 

the sentence appealed from, 

it shall be considered as in 

force until the appeal be 

issued. (VII.III.XV) 

  

Notice of appeal shall have 

the effect of suspending the 

judgment of the lower court 

until the case has been 

finally decided in the higher 

court. However, the court of 

original jurisdiction may, 

for sufficient reasons duly 

recorded, prevent the 

appellant from approaching 

the Lord’s Table, and if an 

officer, prevent him from 

exercising some or all of his 

official functions, until the 

case is finally decided (cf. 

BCO 31-10; 33-3). This 

shall never be done in the 

way of censure. (42-6) 

  

  

From the table we see two or more situations prevent a person under process from taking the 

Lord’s Supper. First, he may only be under accusation, but the session decides that the 

circumstances warrant exclusion. Secondly, he may have been convicted, but even though his 

appeal has not been exhausted, censure proposed is serious enough that practical admission to 



the Table is forbidden. The session of 1821 had little discretion unless it proposed a lesser 

censure. The Southern Book  of 1879 (XIII.III.XI) is very nearly identical to the 1821 provision 

in this regard. Finally, a censure upheld on final appeal makes the exclusion a bona fide censure. 

The PCA order clarifies the earlier status of the exclusion as not a censure. 

  

The OPC rule is most brief and appears to descend from the older provision that simply 

addressed the welfare of the church. The term “unusual” circumstances provision is less specific 

and probably necessitates a recording of the circumstances when this provision is used. An a 

fortiori argument can be made that it allows discretion to exclude the accused after the censure is 

proposed but before appeals are exhausted. Historically it does not appear to be designed for this, 

however. 

  

  



CHAPTER EIGHT: CORRECTION OF JUDICATORY ACTS 

  

SUPERVISION AND CONTROL—EARLY MODES 

  

In the Presbyterian system, the acts of lower judicatories are subject to review and correction by 

higher judicatories. The phrase “review and control” is sometimes used to describe the root basis 

for various means employed for this supervision. The phrase “general review and control” 

focuses on one means, viz. the periodic review of minutes and records. This is one of several 

methods by which supervision is exercised and is an old practice in Presbyterianism.
[134]

  

  

Two other old methods of invoking supervision are 1) the right of appeal extended to aggrieved 

individuals, and 2) the option of lower judicatories to refer difficult cases to higher judicatories. 

  

Initially, the right of appeal was conceived in broad terms. It included the power to appeal 

actions that were not always judicial in nature, but were considered to harm the interests of the 

party appealing. An example of such an appeal might include the decision of a presbytery to 

transfer a minister to another church against the will of one or more of the affected parties.
[135]

 

  

Two variations on the right of appeal are encountered in Presbyterian law. A declinature, referred 

to by Steuart of Pardovan, empowers the accused party to have his case reviewed by a higher 

judicatory after the case has commenced but before a final verdict is rendered. The basis is some 

harmful or prejudicial intermediate decision in the case: 

  

Declinatures are ante latam sententium definitivam: But appeals are made from and after 

Sentence. These Declinatures are of two sorts, the first Unwarrantable, when a Judicatory is 

Declined, as having no Authority, as if a Minister should Decline his own Presbytery, or the 

other Superior Judicatories of the Church to be his Lawful Judges, which is a higher Degree of 

Contumacy, than that which follows upon Non-compearance, and may be warrantably censured 

with Deposition by the 5th Act of Parliament 1690. There is a warrantable Declinature, when a 

Judicatory is Declined as having committed Injustice in some Interlocutor-Sentence. There is 

likewise a warrantable Declinature, which may be made against particular Members, who are 

related to the Party by Consanguinity or Affinity, nearer than a Cousin-german, or who have 

behaved themselves as Parties in the Cause. It is just now said, that Appeals are properly made 

from Definitive-Sentences, but they are likeways made from Interlocutory-Sentences, when they 

contain such damage to the Party, whereof no Reparation can be expected, from the Definitive 

Sentence that is to ensue. Thus Paul’s Appeal was Just, Acts 25.9. for albeit his Accusers could 

not prove their Libel against him, yet his Judge did not absolve him, but partially and unjustly 

Remitted him to the Judgment of his false and malicious Accusers.
[136]

 

  



In time, a second variation on the right of appeal developed, which was the complaint. This 

instrument did not require an injured party to initiate the review. It could be invoked by a 

member of the judicatory and in Scottish polity was called “dissent and complaint”: 

  

A Dissent and Complaint is the instrument by which a member, from his place in court, carries a 

decision to a higher court for review; an Appeal serves precisely the same purpose for a party at 

the bar….The two instruments are distinguished only by their nomenclature; but this distinction 

is so important that to employ either the terms of the other is fatal—in other words, either writing 

is null for the person who would have used the other (1738. ult.; 1812.9; 1838.8 Com. June 3, 

1845)….The law on appeals has all along ruled Dissents and Complaints, and the practice in 

regard to both has been the same.
[137]

 

  

Principal Hill explains the rationale of this separate instrument as follows: 

  

It is possible that the judgment of an inferior court may be favourable to the views of the only 

party who had sisted himself at their bar; that it may do no wrong to any individual; or that the 

party who is aggrieved may decline the trouble of conducting an appeal: and yet the judgment 

may appear to some of the members of the court contrary to the laws of the church, hurtful to the 

interests of religion, and such as involves in blame or in danger those by whom it is pronounced. 

In this case, the minority have a right to record in the minutes of the court, their dissent, by 

which they save themselves from any share of the blame or the danger; and they also have a right 

to complain to the superior court. This complaint brings the whole proceedings under review, 

and sists the members who concurred in the judgment, the complainers, and all parties, at the bar 

of the superior court; and if the complaint appear to be well founded, it may have the effect, not 

only of bringing censure upon those who concurred in the judgment complained of, but also of 

reversing that judgment, and placing matters in the same situation which they were before the 

judgment was pronounced…it is now understood to be a part of the law of the church, that upon 

a complaint from a minority of an inferior court, the court of review may dispose of the sentence 

complained of, in the same manner as if it had been brought before them by the appeal of the 

party.
[138]

 

  

SUPERVISION THEORY 

  

Various rationales can be given corrective procedures that invoke higher supervision from one’s 

place in a lower judicatory. One is that greater wisdom and impartiality can be obtained from 

select reviewers who represent a larger segment of the church. The desirability and need for 

correction in all institutions composed of fallen humanity requires no argument. The debate often 

concerns perceptions about what will tend toward tyranny. 

  



The Westminster Assembly was due, in measure, to the tyranny of bishops. As such, the issue of 

power colored many issues including that of appeals. An appeal can cure tyranny in the local 

church, but it subordinates that governing unit to another power which may itself be tyrannical. 

Politically speaking, higher jurisdiction is reinforced where a right of appeal is recognized. This 

can even cross ecclesiastical and civil boundaries.
[139]

 At the Westminster Assembly, an Erastian 

minded parliament wished to retain the power of final jurisdiction over the censure of 

excommunication. This kept alive the secular power’s interest in leaving final appeal with the 

state—a position introduced by Henry VIII. In previous times, the popes could leverage the 

secular realm with claims to final appellate standing (e.g. Pope Alexander III).  Final appeal to a 

Presbyterian General Assembly did not mollify Independent fears of tyranny. A General 

Assembly might also act in tyranny. If appeal is an unlimited right, appellants can even tyrannize 

the General Assembly with frequent and frivolous processes.     

  

At the same time, it is helpful to remember that infatuation with individual human rights is more 

of a modern revolutionary motive than a Presbyterian obsession. The rights of God and the unity 

of the visible Church are animating principles of Presbyterianism. As such, Presbyterians looked 

to the Scriptures as their charter of freedom from tyranny. If Presbyterianism is jus divinum, then 

civil or congregational tyranny is held in check. It remains to the plurality of delegated officers 

committed to Scripture to prevent General Assembly tyranny (history shows this did not always 

happen either, but it was better than Episcopal tyranny). 

  

The concern with tyranny is a practical concern, however. Two types of biblical justification 

exist for the power to review and control the acts of lower judicatories. First, the Presbyterians 

relied on the unity and catholicity of the visible church as a key doctrine.  The phrase that 

expressed their opposition to Independency and that ended up in the Confession was  “catholic 

church visible,” (XXV.3). Another permutation was the “one general church visible” in the Form 

for Presbyterial Church-Government (Of the Church). These formulations were opposed  by the 

Independents and not taken into their own confession a few years later, which ordinarily 

followed the Westminster Confession quite closely. They recognized that to assign any 

ordinances or oversight to more than a local congregation was to lose the debate. 

  

The formulation, while not specifically directing Presbyterian enforced unity, worked prejudice 

against the Independent polity while undermining a purely state enforced unity. In theory, 

the Confession’s formula might allow for an Episcopal supervision and unity. The concept of 

appeal also works in either the Presbyterian or Episcopal systems. In one case, the General 

Assembly or Ecumenical Synod is the final court of appeal. In the other, a Pope or archbishop is 

the practical final court of appeal.
[140]

 The Church for most of its history was concerned to 

preserve visible unity. That unity was sometimes formal at best considering the numerous orders 

within the Roman church. Still, the very name bishop means overseer. Supervision continued as 

a need in the Reformation if the vision of visible organizational unity was to be kept alive. 



Knox’s Book of Discipline provided for superintendents who would do visitation. Visitation 

remained a provision in the later policy book of Melville (VII.8), though it was pro re nata and 

not restricted to one agent.  

  

The second justification is more specific. The Bible supplies several texts that speak of removing 

a case from one qualified judicatory to some “superior” court, viz. Exodus 18, Deuteronomy 17, 

the trial of Stephen in Acts 7, and the Council of Acts 15. At the Westminster Assembly, 

William Bridge argued against using Deuteronomy 17 for appeals because 

  

(1)   It is in case a matter too hard for their judgment, therefore only in that case; 

(2)   It is not the person wronged, but the judge, to carry it up; 

(3)    All this judge was to do, was to only declare what ought to be done. He was not to be cut 

off by that court…
[141]

 

  

This fine parsing of the text may prove that a conventional appeal is not explicitly taught in 

Deuteronomy 17. Yet Bridge seems to recognize that the text could easily be used to prove the 

propriety of what Presbyterians call a transmission or reference. When he adds the words, “only 

in that case” and  “only declare,” he adds an interpretation to avoid the logical inference that a 

superior court of review is in view. He wants the review court of Deuteronomy 17 to be an 

advisor or arbiter. If the debate proves a conventional reference, the Independent case is still lost, 

even if the precise method by which the court acquires jurisdiction involves some method other 

than conventional appeal. Deuteronomy 17:10-13 makes clear that the court receiving the 

reference acquires an authoritative jurisdiction in the case. 

  

REFERENCES 

  

Among the specific texts debated at the Westminster Assembly, Acts 15 stood out.  The Council 

of Jerusalem reflects some manner of bringing a case or issue before a general council for review 

and determination. When William Bridge asked the rhetorical question, “was there any person 

wronged, and did they rescind the sentence,” he was indicating that Acts 15 also did not prove a 

conventional appeal because there was no specific individual under censure with an appellate 

case. Lazarus Seaman responded by admitting that what Acts 15 proves is a “transmission, but 

not an appeal.”
[142]

 While Presbyterians debating the texts still struggled to show that 

conventional appeals could be shown explicitly in the passages, the texts still gave problems to 

Independents. 

  

An early feature of Presbyterian discipline was the practice of referring a case to a greater 

court for advice or adjudication. This act was called a reference or transmission. If 

Scripture presents no pure ecclesiastical appeals, it is a matter of incidental significance to the 

issue of subordination of judicatories.
[143]

 The reference of Deuteronomy 17 resulted in binding 



decisions by the judicatory receiving the reference. The decision binds the referring judicatory 

and therefore implies subordination. 

  

  

  

              

  

Special 

Cases 

  

 

Difficult 

Cases 

Referred 

Exod. 18-  

        

  

  

  

  

  

  

Jethro’s advice to Moses in Exodus 18 appears to be the foundational basis for an Old Testament 

system of courts which evolved over time. Early a tribal system, the courts came to rely 

increasingly on the priesthood. By the time of Jesus, the scribes had become an important part of 

the system. Jeremias informs us that the “Pharisaic party in the Sanhedrin was composed entirely 

of scribes.”
[144]

 The Sanhedrin was the supreme court of Israel and as such was a “bond of union” 

for the nation.
[145]

It took proactive measures of governance in addition to hearing certain cases 

referred to it. It heard specialized cases that might have significant influence on the nation. 

  

According to Jeremias, “if the high priest committed a capital offense he could be sentenced only 

by the Sanhedrin.”
[146]

 The Mishna classifies cases to be heard by courts of three (e.g. property), 

the lesser Sanhedrin or court of twenty-three (e.g. capital offenses) and the greater Sanhedrin or 

court of seventy-one (e.g. tribes, false prophets, the High Priest).
[147]

The New Testament gives a 

glimpse of the Sanhedrin. When the synagogue could not deal adequately with Stephen, the case 

was referred (Acts 6:9-15), although the accusation of blasphemy seemed to be the primary basis 

of getting the hearing before the higher court. Though the Bible does not seem to ascribe a 

“right” of appeal in our modern sense to the early polity, the Mishna specified the use of 



Jerusalem’s three courts (Temple Mount, Temple Court, Chamber of Hewn Stone) to settle 

disputes that might turn on a tradition that the parties were not aware of. In the Mishna, the 

disputants appear to be elders.
[148]

 In regular gradation each court was approached until the 

relevant tradition was made known or the final court settled the matter.
[149]

It seems the decision 

of any of these courts was binding as it rested on a received tradition or the decision of the final 

court. The binding nature of these decisions is destructive to any theory of Independency, even if 

the exact form of modern appeals was not followed. 

  

In Scottish polity, certain major censures required the approval of the judicatory with immediate 

supervision over the judicatory of original jurisdiction. This policy, with some affinities in the 

continental reformed tradition (e.g. the involvement of deputies in matters concerning ministers) 

could be called a mandatory reference. Technically, however, a reference is a considered 

decision on the part of the lower judicatory to refer a case either for advice on how to proceed or 

for adjudication by the higher court. 

  

American Presbyterianism retained the reference in its practice from a very early period. In 1717 

we read of issues regarding a “removal” (ministerial transfer?) and an unlawful marriage being 

referred from the Presbytery of New Castle to Synod. Three years earlier we find a request for 

advice coming from what appears to be a congregation (“the people of Cohanzy”) to 

Presbytery.
[150]

 The reference  received formal recognition in the 1821Book of Discipline as a 

mode of supervision. The Orthodox Presbyterian Church at its founding omitted this supervisory 

mode from its Book of Discipline, but retained it, purposefully or not, in the early Form of 

Government’s definition of General Assembly powers: 

  

The general assembly shall receive and issue all appeals, complaints, and references that affect 

the doctrine or constitution of the church and are regularly brought before it from the inferior 

judicatories, provided that in administrative or judicial cases the general assembly shall have 

power to act by commission, subject to the provisions of the Book of Discipline…. [old FG XI.4] 

  

In addition to this retention by the old Form of Government, the General Assembly of the 

Orthodox Presbyterian Church rendered judicial advice in 1970 as a response to a request from 

one of its presbyteries. Though the request took the form of an overture, it had the essential 

features of a reference for advice.
[151]

 The Presbyterian Church in America has retained a more 

explicit right of reference for advice or “other action” in its disciplinary standards.
[152]

 

  

APPEALS AND LIMITS 

  

If appeals as we know them were not explicitly present in the Old Testament polity it is probably 

due to the presumption of full authority attached to decisions of the Sanhedrin. Their detailed 

decisions settled many cases in advance. The specialization of different courts also guaranteed to 



an individual a hearing at the court level which matched the importance of his case. 

Conventional appeals aim at correction of a court’s error. The theory of early Jewish courts 

seems more focused on finding a court that will not err. This is not to suggest that infallibility of 

Jewish courts was assumed, however.
[153]

 

  

Absent authoritative apostles, no human source can claim infallible “binding and loosing” power. 

The establishment of a graded series of appellate judicatories is a statement about the fallibility 

of church councils and their need for correction.  The Presbyterian appeals system appears to 

adapt an early mode of correction. As early as the Council of Nicea (325), a canon specified that 

individuals excommunicated by their bishop should not be restored by others. An inquiry into the 

actions of the excommunicating bishop may be undertaken, however, and a twice-yearly synod 

of the bishops is empowered to mitigate the sentence.
[154]

 

  

The blessing and curse of Presbyterian discipline is its provision for appeals. One individual can 

set in motion an intensive review of his case by a higher authority empowered to modify the 

decisions of a lower assembly. This empowers both the individual and higher courts of review by 

redistributing some power away from lower judicatories. At the Westminster Assembly, Sidrach 

Simpson argued that some great inconveniences arise from appeals: 

  

1. Vexatious suits bred and continued; 

2. You will defer for a long time the using of the means of repentance to the offender—at 

least a year; 

3. In those appeals you lay down a ground of monarchy and primacy: the Pope argues from 

appeals; 

4. Then you may appeal from King and Parliament to a national assembly;…
[155]

 

  

Limitations 

  

Effective right of appeal implies a subordination of one authority to another. The reverse is not 

necessarily true, however. The mere existence of graded judicatories does not in itself guarantee 

an unlimited right of appeal. For this reason Presbyterian bodies have occasionally considered 

methods of limiting or regulating appeals that threaten to overwhelm higher judicatories or create 

inconveniences. 

  

Presbyterian attempts to regulate appeals have included the following: 1) constitutional 

limitation of the number of appeals allowed, 2) limitation of the general subject matter 

admissible on appeal, 3) confinement of appeal cases to specified errors of a trial or appellate 

judicatory, 4) threat of additional censure for frivolous appeals, 5) limitation of stay on the 

execution of a censure under appeal, and 6) use of judicial commissions. 

  



Limited Reviews and Subjects of Consequence 

  

The Second Synod at Poitiers (1560) determined that an elder accused of adultery on certain 

grounds should be suspended from office and 

  

the Cognisance of the Fact should be referred to the Provincial Synod, to whose jurisdiction this 

business doth properly belong, and from whence there shall be no appeal.
[156]

 

  

The large collection of acts that came to comprise the French Discipline gives the following 

interesting canon: 

  

Forasmuch as divers persons, who that they may decline or delay the effect of Church Censures, 

passed on hem for their offences, do appeal from one Ecclesiastical Assembly unto another, yea 

and unto the National Synod also, which is by this means more incumbred [sic] about the 

decision of their matters than of anything else; It is now ordered, that for time to come, 

whatsoever differences may fall out within the Precincts of any Province, shall be definitively 

judged, and without Appeal, by the Synod of that Province, unless it be the Case of Suspension, 

or deposing of Pastors, Elders and Deacons, or the removal of Pastors from one Province unto 

another; Item, The changing of a Church in one Colloquy, and joining it unto another; as also 

whatsoever may concern the Doctrine of the Sacraments, or the whole Body of our Discipline. In 

all which Cases there shall be a gradual process observed, till they come from the Colloquy to 

the Provincial, and from the Provincial to the National Synod, that then and there it may receive 

its last and final judgment.
[157]

 

  

In this canon, certain cases are allowed to be appealed all the way to a national synod. Others are 

limited to the regional or provincial synod. It is also clear that some matters, not strictly judicial, 

were considered subject to appeal. Synodical acts that seriously affect the oversight of churches 

and placement of pastors, may create an aggrieved party who while not under judicial process, 

has need of remedy by higher authority. 

  

We see some limits on what subject matter is open to a full range of appeal. One general 

principle for determining and justifying extensive appeals is that a case be of general concern to 

the whole church. Samuel Rutherford, in the debate at the Westminster Assembly, cited the 

problem of having a congregational assembly be the final judge in a heresy case. Because such a 

matter is “of common concernment” it should be subject to a national assembly.
[158]

 Conversely, 

the Second Synod at Poitiers (1560) specified in the French Discipline that only cases “of 

general concernment to all the Churches” should be brought to a national synod.
[159]

 The unity of 

the church is a more fundamental consideration than an abstract concern for appeals based on 

human rights. 

  



Grounds of Appeal 

  

In addition to focusing the type of issue hat might be extensively appealed, American 

Presbyterianism tried to clarify the type of grounds that might be legitimate bases for bringing an 

appeal. The grounds were not categories of subject matter, but procedural factors that might 

make the original trial unfair. The grounds for appeal defined by the 1821 Book of 

Discipline (VII.III.3) were as follows: 

  

Any irregularity in the proceedings of the inferior judicatory; a refusal of reasonable indulgence 

to a party on trial; declining to receive important testimony; hurrying to a decision before the 

testimony is fully taken; a manifestation of prejudice in the case; and mistake or injustice in the 

decision—are all proper grounds of appeal. 

  

The 1934 Book of Discipline added “undue severity of censure. (XII.II.B23)” The effect of these 

last two grounds can be to open the door to retrying a whole case on appeal if care is not taken. 

Even the ground concerning “manifestation of prejudice” can open the door to retrying the facts 

of a case. Appeal cases should focus on why the facts were not properly established at trial 

before they address what the true facts of the case are. If the facts are not in dispute and the 

case centers on interpretation of the facts, then a major retrial is not necessary since deliberation 

over the significance of the facts is the chief function of the appellate judicatory. The 1821 Book 

of Discipline provides insight into the responsibility of a trial judicatory to focus its case record 

in such a way that meaningful appeals can be drafted without recovering old ground: 

  

In recording the proceedings, in cases of judicial process, the reasons for all decisions, except on 

questions of order, shall be recorded at length; that the record may exhibit every thing which had 

an influence on the judgment of the court. And nothing but what is contained in the record, may 

be taken into consideration in reviewing the proceedings in a superior court. [IV.XXIII] 

  

If the trial judicatory does not give grounds or reasons for significant findings, the 

appellant will naturally fill the vacuum by recovering disputed ground. Such a situation is 

not fair to the appellant or the appellate judicatory. Under ideal circumstances, debate over 

disputed facts will be held in reserve, and debate over the meaning of established facts will focus 

on written grounds supplied by the judicatory for its judgment. 

  

The accused also has a responsibility to provide arguments that are responsive to the accusations 

and to register exceptions to proceedings that may unfairly harm his defense. Ultimately, the 

accused wants to show that the judgment against him is false because there are flaws in the legal 

syllogism used to arrive at his sentence (the terms judgment and sentence are sometimes used 

loosely to mean the finding of guilt and/or the specific censure proposed). During to course of 

the initial trial, he presumably did this by challenging 1) rulings, 2) witnesses, 3) evidence, 4) 



alleged facts, 5) the nexus of facts and charge, and/or 6) the sufficiency of the charge itself even 

if proven. 

  

During a trial, the defense will try to show fallacies in the legal syllogism over the course of 

the case’s development. When a case reaches the appeal stage. The accused, now called the 

appellant, is examining factors that prevented his exposure of these fallacies. His ultimate 

object is to show that the conclusion or judgment is not true, but now the case must be 

responsive to the findings of the judicatory. If “wrong facts” led to an unjust decision, 

attention needs to be given to reasons “correct facts” were not established. An unfair ruling 

allowing an unqualified witness during the trial might be part of such an appeal. Refusal to allow 

an exculpatory witness would be a similar issue. A legal basis may exist for appeal. Such an 

appeal might reargue that there is no nexus between specifications of charge and the offense. 

Such reargument should respond to the final arguments of the trial judicatory. A certain 

backward retracing of the original case is involved. A purely legal defense might grant the facts 

and relevancy of thee facts to the charge, but dispute that the offense is an offense. Again, the 

appeal should address any reasons given by the trial judicatory for maintaining that the alleged 

offense is an offense. 

  

Appeals may argue both law and facts, but where a factual dispute remains, the reasons for a 

judicatory not grasping the true facts should be given as far as possible. It will be important to 

address the reasons or grounds of the ruling. Even if a trial ruling wrongly refused a reasonable 

indulgence, for example, the relevancy and weight of such an errors remains a factor in 

determining the outcome of the appeal. Just because a trial judicatory errs at certain points, it 

does not follow that the error materially negates its judgment. The error must be germane to 

modify a judgment. 

  

EXAMPLE: The appellant is charged and found guilty of breaking the Sabbath because two 

church members see him coming out of the football stadium as they drive home from church. 

His defense is that he was not at the football game; he was searching for his nephew who was 

missing and last reported as going to the game. The defense thus challenges (1) the factual 

assertion that he was at the game and (2) the legal implication he was Sabbath breaking, even 

though he was not in church that Sunday. He also challenges (3) the admissibility of the charge 

because Matthew 18 was not followed. The trial proceeds and the following rulings issued: (1) 

The accused is not allowed to call his brother as witness because he is a close relative and (2) 

Matthew 18 is not necessary because the offense is public. Exceptions are taken to the rulings by 

the accused and noted in the record. The session ultimately finds the accused guilty and proposes 

the censure of excommunication. It issues the following grounds for its decision: (1) Other 

witnesses were present at the stadium making the offense public and removing the necessity of 

the brother’s testimony which is subject to bias; (2) the accused missed church to which the 

session is witness; and (3) thus the Sabbath was broken. 



  

The accused, now the appellant, specifies in his appeal that: (1) He was refused a reasonable and 

even necessary indulgence when denied permission to call his brother as witness. The indulgence 

was reasonablebecause the brother is only one of two witnesses the defense wished to call and 

the witness would have been subject to questioning by the judicatory for those concerned with 

bias. Furthermore, the judicatory should be capable of weighing potential bias in its 

deliberations. Finally, no rule forbids such witnesses. The indulgence was also 

necessary because the appellant is not disputing the fact that he was absent from church or on 

stadium property.  He was prepared to argue from church and biblical law, a necessity defense 

that such actions, normally censurable, were justified by the safety needs of his nephew. Neither 

the two witnesses who prompted the case nor the people present on stadium property were privy 

to the information related by appellant’s brother. (2) Thus the competency of these potential or 

actual witnesses is irrelevant to the guilt or exculpation of appellant’s necessity defense. 

(3) Matthew 18 was not followed which would have potentially resolved the issue at stake. (4) As 

such, appellant was prevented from establishing the true and relevant facts of his case, or 

providing a foundation for his legal reasoning. (5)The grounds for the decision are not 

relevant to the defense envisaged. (6)The censure proposed on almost any construction of the 

facts is extreme. 
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Logically—if not pedagogically—the appeal ordinarily begins by addressing the grounds of the 

judgment and tracing backward to refute the judgment. If no grounds are adopted, the appellant 

will need to review the trial record to explain the de facto grounds of judgment. Since trial 

judicatories may not agree on all grounds, minority opinions are an option. This option might 

weaken the force of the judgment. 

  



In the example given above, the appellant’s appeal turns heavily on being refused the testimony 

of an important witness, i.e. his brother. The ground that other witnesses were available is not 

responsive to the defense which appellant proposed to offer but was hindered from making. If 

grounds are given which obscure the real issue or issues of a case, the appeal must find an 

economical way of explaining this. A more responsive ground would be something to the effect 

that (1) no necessity existed for the action taken, or (2) the measures taken were out of 

proportion to the emergency, or (3) there is no such thing as a necessity defense as defined by the 

appellant. If the third ground is given, then the appeal would logically begin to deal with this 

assertion first, since the relevant facts are not as great an issue. If ground one is given, then it 

may be important to hear the witness, depending on what the judicatory means by “no 

necessity.” Is this a different interpretation of proffered testimony or is it an absolute denial to 

hear the witness and the proffer.  

  

EXAMPLE CONTINUED: the appellant logically might argue back through the case that the 

judgment is in error because 

  

a. The grounds of judgment are erroneous in the following respects to wit: appellant merely 

asked others at stadium if they had seen a nine ear old boy. The emergency factors were 

not explained and not obvious. Therefore the testimony of the brother is important. The 

appellant’s absence from church is conceded as is the public nature of the absence. This 

is not equivalent to a public offense since such a caricature begs the question. 

b. Had the Brother’s testimony been admitted he would have verified the phone call made 

early Sunday that appellants nephew had been missing overnight and friends said he was 

planning to be at the game with an older boy. None of those friends would appear as 

witnesses and are not church members. Further, since no witnesses placed appellant as a 

spectator, and since Matthew 18 was not followed, no factual basis exists in the 

accusation for determining that the public absence from church was a public offense and 

the ruling that absence alone constituted an offense was without substantiation or 

refutation of the brief offered. 

c. And since the two witnesses to the appellant coming from the stadium testified they 

had not followed Matthew 18 nor seen appellant as a spectator, 

d. And because the law of the church provides that works of necessity and mercy on the 

Sabbath are lawful—therefore the public absence which is all that has been established—

does not constitute an offense; and because the case should not have been heard absent 

the process of Matthew 18 being followed, etc… 

  

In doctrinal cases an appeal tends to focus on the law of the church so a rigorous tracing of the 

process backwards is not always practical. The facts are presumably known. Dr. X taught a 

Sunday school class and admits he advocated mercy killing for all over the age of 50. When the 

case against him was appealed to Presbytery, the Presbytery upheld the conviction but said in the 



grounds that the age should have been 55. When the appeal came before the Assembly, Dr. X 

challenged the ground by pointing to studies showing that no substantial medical or productive 

ability separated age 50 and 55. 

  

Higher judicatories should not be forced to rely on erroneous conceptions of church law that are 

used but still result in a valid verdict. The issue is larger than whether the second appeal is 

responsive to the grounds. The judgment of the General Assembly must be doctrinally sound. 

Review and control serves the interest of unity and truth. 

  

The basic reason for having appeals trace the purported errors backwards is that higher 

judicatories have expertise in law but not nearness to facts. Even a doctrinal case will be 

processed better if the intermediate appeal court gives solid reasons and the appellant supplies 

solid responses. The more ripe or developed the case is, the more an Assembly can focus on the 

key issues. 

  

  

  

  

            Frivolous Appeals, Added Censure, and Limited Stays 

  

One device used to deter vexatious and frivolous appeals is the addition of censure when a 

“litigious or otherwise unchristian spirit in the prosecution of his appeal” is manifest 

(PCA BCO 42-12). This appears to be limited to a “suitable rebuke” in the PCA order. 

Interestingly, rebuke is not enumerated as a formal censure in that order. The OPC has no formal 

provision for this, but its General Assembly has sent a letter of reproof to appellants on one 

occasion in 1995 (Minutes, p. 43-44). Any “malignancy” in prosecuting a case which does harm 

to the good name of others also deserves attention even when provisions for summary censure 

are not explicit. 

  

            Limitation of Stay on Execution of Judicatory Decisions 

  

A further deterrent to using appeal as a delaying tactic is placing a limitation on their power to 

stay a court decision. This generally contradicts an integral aspect of appeals, but is not without 

precedent.  In 1584, a conference in London stimulated the production of a book of discipline 

which is in a broad sense what we call a “form of government.” This was revised and brought 

out by Walter Travers in 1587. This work was published in 1644 during the Westminster 

Assembly and contains the ideas of lesser and greater assemblies together with a provision for 

appeal: 

  



Those assemblies, according to their kinds have great authority, if they be greater; and less, if 

they be less. Therefore (unless it be a plain act, and manifest unto all) if any think himself injured 

by the less meeting, he may appeal still unto a greater, till he come to a general council, so that 

he ascend orderly from the less to the next greater. But it is to be understood, that the sentence of 

the assemblies be holden firm until it be otherwise judged by an assembly of greater 

authority.
[160]

 

  

This proposed method of dealing with appeals is interesting because it appears to impose no stay 

of execution on a judicatories decision. Rather it affirms the judgment of the most recent court 

hearing the case.  We have seen an approximation to this in the 1821 American Book of 

Discipline’s exclusion of certain appellants from the Lord’s Supper. The French Discipline is 

similar: 

  

Henceforward all Sentences of Excommunication, confirmed by the Provincial Synod, shall be 

of full power and valid, as also all Sentences of Suspension from the Lord’s Supper made by the 

Consistory, which were not declared unto the People, shall hold good, although the Person 

suspended had entered his appeal unto the Colloquy or Provincial Synod.
[161]

 

  

The effect of this policy is to remove one incentive of appealing, viz. delaying adverse 

consequences. 

  

Commissions 

  

The cumbersome difficulty of large judicatories handling the minutiae of judicial cases amid 

other pressing business has motivated the formation of judicial commissions. These can be 

standing or elective. Charles Hodge was an early proponent of this method of handling judicial 

business. 

  

Without entering fully into the debate on this controversial subject, it may be noted that the 

theory of review and control calls for ultimate General Assembly review of cases immediately 

under its jurisdiction. This review and control is impaired by granting sole powers of deliberation 

to judicial commissions. Efficiency and theory are not infrequently in conflict when it comes to 

appeals. Interestingly, Hodge was in favor of judicial commissions while against limiting appeals 

to lower judicatories because of the need for review and control. One advantage of the 

commission is that these bodies, at lower level, may be more able to present coherent grounds for 

judgments subject to appeal. A judicial commission of the GA can do the same thing for 

presentation to an up and down vote of the Assembly. 

  

When a case entails a purely behavioral offense, a court as unwieldy as the General Assembly is 

challenged to render any better or more informed judgment than lower judicatories or well 



constituted commissions. The chief theoretical problem arises when  so much authority is 

delegated to a commission to resolve a major doctrinal issue confronting the church. It is 

precisely such matters that general councils are most designed to address for the sake of church 

unity and purity. It might be desirable to specify that a plenary judicatory handle doctrinal cases. 

The loophole this invites, as history suggests, is that one protester’s doctrinal issue is another 

prosecutor’s sin of schism or rebellion (e.g. Machen). A facile separation of “behavior cases” for 

treatment by judicial commissions may not always be possible. 

  

The Presbyterian Church in America, which provides for judicial commissions, has studied the 

implementation problems involved during the 1990’s. An appendix to 

Smith’s Commentary (3
rd

 edition) contains an annotated bibliography compiled by David Coffin 

which is useful on this subject.  The Orthodox Presbyterian Church, despite its aversion to 

commissions, had explicit allowance for GA judicial commissions in its early Form of 

Government XI.4 (cited above under “References”). It is also clear from early draft work on the 

first OPC Book of Discipline that consideration had been given to explicit provision in that 

standard (Cf. Archives). Machen’s trial had been conducted by an elected commission. Standing 

commissions were in place for appeals to the General Assembly by 1934. The Machen case has 

clearly influenced perceptions toward judicial commissions adversely in the OPC, but the reason 

for their mention in the early Form of Government and exclusion from the Book of Discipline is 

curious. It appears that the Stonehouse committee moved (or retained?) material on minute 

review, references, and judicial commissions to the Form of Government. This gave the 

OPC Book of Discipline some of its unique and terse character. 

  

COMPLICATIONS OF APPEALS 

  

Hodge and Thornwell worked on the revision to the Book of Discipline and in their writings we 

see concern that an appeal not be taken as a case against the previous judicatory as a party. In 

earlier Presbyterian discipline, an erring judicatory might expect to be censured. The Hodge view 

was that appeals should simply transfer the original case instead of creating a new party to 

litigation.  

  

To the degree that an appeal “removes a case” and is not initiating a new case against a 

judicatory, the original issues of the case are not entirely removed from the view of the appellate 

judicatory. Older books also allowed for completion of a case by the appellate judicatory when 

the welfare of the church seemed to dictate expediting a matter. Thus, when a specification of 

appeal is upheld, it is desirable that the importance or relevance of such a specification to the 

errant judgment be set forth or be capable of immediate presentation. The appellate judicatory 

can then more easily determine if the final judgment is likely to be affected by the finding. If the 

upheld specification is of minimal importance, the appellate judicatory might decide there is no 

solid basis for modifying the judgment or remitting the case. 



  

Some churches specify an order of proceeding in appeals, similar to the order for proceeding in 

trials, in their constitution. Other churches, like the OPC, either place the order in standing rules, 

or allow a committee to recommend the order on a case by case basis. The former practice makes 

the order more publicly accessible. The latter makes the order more flexible. Fair time allocation 

must always be considered and cannot be legislated in a fixed form for every case. The appellant 

should be given time commensurate with that of his accusers and sufficient time to make a 

reasonable presentation. Some wisdom may dictate that an appellant be allowed to both open and 

close the argument phase of an appeal. Pardovan indicates the appellant should be allowed to 

speak last. When a committee reports before the argument phase and grounds for the judicial 

decision are known to the appellate judicatory, having the appellant begin arguments makes 

sense since he can then address the grounds given for judgment. 

  

Some churches provide that an appellant must actually appear in person or by counsel or his 

appeal is abandoned (this appears in Pardovan also). Thornwell argued against imposing this 

necessity (e.g. the expense of attending a GA). The Canadian Reformed churches deliberate on 

appeals without give the appellant a personal hearing, so that written arguments are vital. When a 

prescribed order for hearing appeals exists, as in the PCA, the personal presence of an advocate 

may be vital to explaining the case. The distinction between presenting an appeal (in writing 

and/or in person) from deliberating on it (by the judicatory only) is important. This distinction 

explains why some provisions forbid members of these judicatory from which appeal is taken 

from even debating during the deliberation phase. In such a case they are treated as a “party” to 

the case. If so, then the other “party” is unfairly treated if forbidden to deliberate. The use of 

judicial commissions in larger denominations tends to lessen the significance of the issue since 

most judicatory members lack power to deliberate. The physical presence of the appellant may 

be important for presentation of the appeal, depending the procedures of the appellate judicatory. 

Demonstration of serious purpose is also shown when an appellant personally appears. The time 

of the judicatory is respected by the appellant taking his time to clarify and resolve questions that 

arise. Because the appellant often is given the last chance to speak (cf. Pardovan) before the 

deliberation phase, he misses an important opportunity if he is not present. 

  

It is hard to maintain that a modern focus on human rights explains the incorporation of appeals 

into Presbyterianism. The practice of admitting appeals to higher judicatories pre-dates the 

“Enlightenment.” Extensive consideration of appeals appears in the African code of canon law, 

A.D. 419 (cf. “Seven Councils”). For major censures like excommunication, the old Scot’s 

church virtually required higher review beyond what would transpire in the examination of 

minute books. The problem of vexatious appeals was not unwillingness by higher courts to 

supervise lower courts. Hardness of heart in appellants, further evils committed while 

prosecuting appeals, and excessive time expenditure in a process more cumbersome and exacting 

than regular minute review are frequent concerns connected to appeals. 



  

  



CHAPTER NINE: 

COMPLAINTS AND JUDICATORY CORRECTION 

  

SUPERVISION AND UNITY 

  

The complaint is traditionally one of four modes for invoking supervision by a higher court on 

the act of a judicatory, the other three being record review, references, and appeals. Appeals and 

complaints eventually evolved into more distinct methods of invoking supervision and 

correction. The complaint was increasingly used to correct non-judicial acts of judicatories. In 

judicial cases, the preferred method of seeking correction is the appeal. In some denominations, 

it may be the only means of correcting a judicial case. 

  

A more substantive distinction between appeals and complaints began to grow in 1835. Charles 

Hodge reported that in 1834 Samuel Winchester had argued that ‘it is only from the decisions of 

a judicatory sitting as a court, for judicial business, that appeals and complaints can be 

entertained.’
[162]

Though not immediately successful, the argument planted a seed of distinction 

between judicial and non-judicial discipline. At the time, the argument maintained the essential 

similarity of appeals and complaints. Its force of the new argument was to remove “non-judicial” 

actions from the sphere of actions subject to complaint or appeal. Appeals and complaints entail 

a more intense procedure of supervision than minute review. Thus, the new argument envisaged 

a significant change in supervision. 

  

A few years later (Hodge’s article was in the Princeton Review of 1839 and was reprinted in his 

work on polity) the General Assembly sustained a complaint by A.D. Metcalf et al. against the 

Synod of Virginia. It decided that appeals may only be used in judicial cases. Hodge was not 

pleased, even if this decision was less damaging in his mind than the view of Winchester. He 

argued plausibly from history and the Book of Discipline that “every kind” of action is subject to 

the four modes of supervision outlined in the standards. He later focuses on the word “cause” to 

show not just judicial “cases” are subject to the use of appeal.
[163]

 The word  “cause” was 

retained in the later 1884 revision at the heading “of the ways in which a cause may be carried 

from a lower to a higher judicatory (BD IX),” but the distinction between appeals and complaints 

was hardened. In BDIX.III.85 a complaint was the defined instrument for pursuit of “a non-

judicial or administrative case.” 

  

Overtime, the complaint achieved a unique character defined by: 1) standing, 2) stay provisions, 

and 3) substance of consideration. Initially, the only thing that distinguished an appeal from a 

complaint concerned who had standing to initiate the call for review and correction. 

Constitutionally, a further provision was added to specify that appeals stayed the decisions of the 

lower judicatory until the appeal was exhausted. A complaint only stayed the decision if one 

third of the original judicatory voted against the decision (cf. Machen transfer to Presbytery of 



Philadelphia). No explicit stay provision exists in the OPC order. The most radical distinctive 

was development of two separate types of discipline. The distinction between administrative and 

judicial discipline appears in both the 1879 Southern Church Rules of Discipline and the 1884 

Northern Church Book of Discipline. 

  

JUDICIAL DISCIPLINE ADMINISTRATIVE DISCIPLINE 

PERSONS JUDICATORIES 

CHARGES COMPLAINT(S) 

CENSURES AMENDS 

The above chart shows 1) types of discipline, 2) objects of the type of discipline, 3) the formal 

instrument for initiating each type of discipline, and 4) the corrective result in each type of 

discipline. 

  

A fourth distinctive of complaints entered the disciplinary rules of the OPC and PCA. As early as 

1937 or 1938, the provisional Book of Discipline of the OPC (then Presbyterian Church in 

America) specified that “the complaint shall first be presented to the judicatory which is alleged 

to be delinquent or in error….”
[164]

 This new provision did not exist in the early PCA rules (cf. 

Chapter 44 of the 1980 BCO). Sometime subsequent to the third edition of 1980, a provision 

similar to that in the OPC Book of Discipline was adopted by the PCA (BCO 43-2). This 

development, probably based on Matthew 18 considerations, renders a complaint something 

different than just a mode of invoking higher supervision. Because it is initiated at the lower 

level and can be disposed of there, it is a unique process. 

  

Related to the fourth distinctive initiated by the OPC, was a provision which gave standing to 

judicatories to complain against parallel judicatories (i.e. session against session, presbytery 

against presbytery). By this provision, the OPC book incorporated the concept of a memorial as 

set forth in the 1884 Book of Discipline. In its earliest usage, a memorial amounted to little more 

than a petition to bring business before a judicatory. The 1879 Southern rules mention it under 

“general review and control” (XIII.I.VI[245]; cf. PCA BCO 40-5). As formalized in the 1884 

standard (BD XIV), it was equivalent to a complaint made by a judicatory. 

  

The PCA recognizes a limited right to complain a judicial action, viz. when an appeal is not 

pending. The OPC, by recent practice, discourages mingling of complaints with judicial cases. 

This is because all objections are to be subsumed in an appeal aimed at correcting the judgment 

rather than the errors occasioned by the case. An exception to this unofficial reticence is 

generally made for complaints related to dismissed charges that never were heard and tried in 

judicial session. 

  

Some of the confusion over the term “judicial” in Presbyterian usage arises because various 

church business and correcting actions are administered by “judicatories.” The judicial power, 



being one of the three assigned to judicatories, is also subdivided into judicial and administrative 

discipline. The term “administrative” emphasizes that we are now slower to censure judicatories 

and prefer to correct their errors of administration. 

Development of Special Supervisory Review Methods 

  

  

                                    Mid 1800’s & before                           Mid to late 1800’s 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

CHAPTER TEN: CONSTITUTIONAL DISCIPLINE 

  

Because Presbyterian Discipline is regulated by canons or constitutions, special attention has 

been given to some of those regulations in this work.. More research could be done, particularly 

on mid-nineteenth century discussions on the proposed revisions of the Book of Discipline. The 

foundations of Presbyterian constitutional discipline were well in place with the 1821 Book of 

Discipline, however. The 1788 Forms of Processappear to have been little more than an 

appendage to the first Form of Government. The 1821 Book of Discipline shows the influence of 

Samuel Miller’s lectures at Princeton Seminary which in turn appear to be built on George Hill’s 

teaching on the Scottish Church constitution. The fundamental process and concerns of modern 

Presbyterian discipline are still discernable from the 1821 standard. 

  

CANON LAW AND CONSTITUTIONALISM 

 

 



  

The development and consciousness of constitutionalism in the Presbyterian Church was the 

culmination of a historical process. The type of constitutionalism that evolved in the PCUSA 

enabled the church to better recognize its fundamental law and distinguish it from a mass of 

synodical acts that accumulated over time. In addition to the difficulty of sheer volume, 

synodical decisions are prone to conflict with each other over time. The whims of any given 

synod are not conducive to long term consistency. Churches that rely on state recognition for 

constitutional stability are depending on stable civil government. 

  

Otherwise, churches have relied on an historical sense of which acts of General Synods are 

fundamental. This sense is aided by civil recognition, tradition, and the collector-harmonizer 

bringing order to church canons. The most famous collector-harmonizer was probably Gratian in 

the Roman Church. The same impulse for order explains the more modest but helpful work of 

Walter Steuart in 1709: 

  

It was a Matter [of] Regrate [“Regret”-later edition], especially about the Beginning of our happy 

Revolution in the Year One Thousand Six Hundred and Eighty Nine, that the Judicatories of this 

Church, very much wanted fix’d and establish’d Rules, for directing their Proceedings; Or, tho’ 

they had them, yet they lay so scattered and hid, that Intrants to the Holy Ministry, and the 

Younger Pastors, yea even some among the more Aged of that Sacred Order, were too much 

Strangers to them.
[165]

 

  

Steuart only had to go back to 1560 for the bulk of his work, but he occasionally cites from older 

canon law to provide a definition of heresy or schism.  He also relied on James Dalrymple Stair’s 

work for some legal illustrations and the French Discipline (perhaps John Quick’s edition). He 

also refers to Melville’s Book of Discipline for an overall polity guide (called the Book of Policy) 

as well as the Form of Process enacted in 1707. The latter form is concerned primarily with 

procedural aspects of discipline, though it focuses on classes of sins in a substantive way to a 

greater degree than the American Forms of Process. The cozy relationship that existed between 

church and state probably made it important to address different classes of offense in the Scottish 

Church.  Knox had done this in his own Book of Discipline in 1560. The Scottish plan of 

discipline, with more substantive canons, probably reflects a closer historical connection of that 

Church to a period when church administered canon law was an important compliment to the 

civil common law in maintaining social order. 

  

The Reformation began a process of sorting out secular and church law. Canon law had adopted 

the sphere of marriage law and testaments for its sphere.
[166]

 Civil rulers often assumed the right 

of appointing church benefices. Whatever abuses canon law posed to the Reformation 

soteriologically, it had insinuated itself into the social order to an extent that prohibited its 

absolute dismissal. Perhaps this explains why American discipline, farther removed from 



medieval culture and nurtured in a free-church environment, focused more on procedure. Church 

judicatories were freer to deliberate de novo on the substantive definition of offenses. Like their 

civil counter parts, Presbyterian jurists focused on a brief well-defined constitution for 

procedural guidance. 

  

Though Pardovan’s work amounted to a collection with no innate authority—similar to Gratian 

in the Roman Church—his work acquired special importance where no official constitution or 

summary of fundamental law existed. Thus we find the American Church, just prior to formation 

of its General Assembly, mentioning this collection in terms that are quasi official: 

  

The Rules of our discipline, & the form of process in our Church Judicatures, are contained in 

Pardovan’s (alias Stewarts) collections, in conjunction with the Acts of our own Synod, the 

power of which, in matters purely ecclesiastical, we consider as equal to the power of any Synod 

or general Assembly in the world. Our church judicatures, like those in the Church of Scotland, 

from which we derive our origin, are Church sessions, Presbyteries, and synods, to which it is 

now in contemplation to add a national & general Assembly.
[167]

 

  

It would appear from the forgoing that the American Church relied on a later edition of Pardovan 

which would had the Form of Process appended (it is lacking in the 1709 edition). It also 

suggests the basis for the American plan of discipline that was to emerge in 1788. The committee 

to work on the tertiary standards, which included the renowned John Witherspoon, was chosen in 

1785.
[168]

 

  

A century after Pardovan’s first edition, his work and other important sources of Scot’s polity 

had become rare. New developments in the Scottish Church also had to be accounted for. The 

result was publication of a compendium in 1830 that incorporated Pardovan, the Form of 

Process, previous Assembly acts, and selections from Principal Hill. The latter authority was 

relied on by Charles Hodge to justify broad powers of the General Assembly. Hill’s articulation 

of how higher judicatories come to supervise the acts of lower ones also seems to have 

influenced expansions which were incorporated into the 1821 American Book of 

Discipline.
[169]

 Samuel Miller seems to have used Hill both in his lectures and work on revising 

the Book of Discipline. At this point, the American Church had no need for a collection to serve 

as a compiled constitution. The 1830 compendium rather served to illuminate the Presbyterian 

constitutional principles, now incorporated in fixed documents. American Presbyterian law did 

continue with interpretive development in printed digests, minutes, and occasional 

commentaries, however. 

  

Constitutional stability was developed in America by the precedent of the Scottish Barrier Act 

(cf. Baird’s Digest), the Adopting Act of 1729, and the clear commitment to a fixed and defined 

constitution in 1788. Because all government of the church was under its own control, the self-



restraining power of a fixed constitution had enhanced importance. No civil power was going to 

reform the Church. On the other hand, patronage never skewed American church polity as it did 

in Scotland. 

  

Though the constitution was subject to amendment, the large issues often turned on 

constitutional interpretation rather than revision. Amendment is just one of several intricate 

processes that the constitution addresses. While special parliamentary procedures (e.g. Roberts 

Rules) govern many mundane procedural matters in Presbyterian judicatories, other processes are 

given a distinct set of rules superior to these. Majoritarian impulsiveness is checked at several 

points. Amendment to the constitution, resolution of disciplinary cases, appeals, and ordination 

are prime examples. These acts have far reaching consequences so that special processes within 

the constitution are defined for them, beyond the basic principles that may be gleaned from 

Scripture or the Confession. 

  



PRESBYTERIAN CANONS OF DISCIPLINE: THE 1788 FORMS OF PROCESS 

  

            The main text is taken from THE CONSTITUTION OF THE PRESBYTERIAN 

CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Printed by Thomas Bradford, 

Philadelphia, 1789. The 1805 changes are taken from the edition printed by Jane Aitken, 

Philadelphia, 1806 (cf. Robert Aitken, Philadelphia, 1797). 

  

FORMS OF PROCESS IN THE JUDICATORIES OF THIS CHURCH 

[1788-PAGES 175-182, 427ff] <427-435> 

  

  

The 1805 additions are in bold; the deletions in 1805 are in {braces}; page numbers for   [1788] 

and [1805] are given in [brackets]. Items <in angle brackets> are from the <1797> edition. These 

<items> are either new in 1797 or are part of the text from 1788 which is  {deleted in 

1805}.  Otherwise the same text for 1788, 1797, and 1805 is presupposed except for matters of 

style. Italics small type is used for selected—not exhaustive—comparisons with 1707 Form of 

Process of the Church of Scotland, etc. 

  

CHAP. I 

  

With regard to SCANDALS, or OFFENSES that may arise in our Churches, we agree to observe 

the following rules of proceeding. [175, 427] 

  

1. Inasmuch as all baptized persons are Members of the Church, they are under its care; and 

subject to its government and discipline: and, when they have arrived at years of discretion, they 

are bound to perform all the duties of Church-Members. 

  

2. No accusation shall be admitted, as the foundation of a process before an ecclesiastical 

Judicatory, but where such offences are alleged, as appear from the Word of God, to merit the 

public notice and censure of the Church. And in the accusation, the times, places, and 

circumstances, should be ascertained, if possible; that the accused may have an opportunity to 

prove an alibi; or to extenuate or alleviate his crime. [176; 427-428] 

  

FP 1707-Ch I, §4. Nothing ought to be admitted by any church judicatory as the ground for a 

process for censure, but what hath been declared censurable by the word of God, or some act of 

universal custom of this national church agreeable thereto: and the several judicatories of this 

church ought to take timeous notice of all scandals; but it is judged, that if a scandal shall 

happen not to be noticed in order to censure for the space of five years, it should not be again 

revived, so as to enter in a process thereanent, unless it be of an heinous nature, or become 



again flagrant, but the consciences of such persons ought to be seriously dealt with in private to 

bring them to a sense of their sin and duty.  [p 207] 

  

3. No complaint or information, on the subject of personal and private injuries, shall be admitted; 

unless those means of reconciliation, and of privately reclaiming the offender, have been used, 

which are required by Christ, Mat. XVIII.15,16. And in all cases, the ecclesiastical Judicatories, 

in receiving accusations, in conducting processes, or inflicting censures, ought to avoid, as far as 

possible, the divulging of offences, to the scandal of the Church: because the unnecessary 

spreading of scandal hardens and enrages the guilty, grieves the godly, and dishonours religion. 

And if any private Christian shall industriously spread the knowledge of an offence, unless in 

prosecuting it before the proper Judicatories of the Church, he shall be liable to censure, as an 

uncandid slanderer of his brother. [428] 

  

FP 1707, Ch ii, § 8 There seems to be no need of accusers or informers in ecclesiastical 

Processes, where the same are not raised at the instance of a party complaining formally, but the 

party if cited by order of the judicatory, is to answer the judicatory in what is laid to his charge: 

yet so, that if the party cited be found innocent and acquitted, those who informed the judicatory, 

whether the party require it or not, ought to be noticed, for either their calumny or imprudence, 

as the judicatory shall find cause[pg 209]. This suggests a distinction between a formal accuser 

and an informer. Cf. Pardovan. Note: This is a basis in later BDs for making even a “properly” 

filed charge a basis for censure if it fails to meet certain prima facie requirements 

  

4. When complaint is made of a crime, cognizable before any Judicatory, no more shall be done 

at the first meeting, unless by consent of parties, than to give the accused a copy of each charge 

with the names of the witnesses to support it; and a citation of all concerned, to appear at the next 

meeting of the Judicatory, to have the matter fully heard and decided. Notice shall be given to 

the parties concerned, at least ten days, previously to the meeting of the Judicatory. [428-429] 

  

Note: The term ‘complaint’ here is used in the above two sections in a way different from both 

the formal use of the term in the 1821 BD--a special species of appeal--and the later sense of 

administrative discipline. It seems the term here is closer to civil law usage. 

  

FP 1707, Ch ii, § 3 In proceeding in all causes, where there is any person or parties concerned, 

the judicatory is to see, that before they proceed, these persons or parties shall be duly sisted 

[seized?] before them by a legal and timeous citation in writ, bearing the cause, either at the 

instance of a party complaining, or at least by order of the judicatory; …[p 208] 

ch ii, § 6 If the person do not appear on the third  citation, or upon a citation apud acta, and no 

relevant excuse adduced …[p 209] 



ch ii, § 7 If the party appear, then the moderator is to inform the person of the occasion of his 

being called, and to give him, if desired, a short note in writing thereof, with the names of the 

witnesses that are to be made use of. [p 209] 

  

5. The Judicatory, in many cases, may find it more for edification, to send some Members to 

converse, in a private manner, with the accused person; and, if he confess guilt, to endeavour to 

bring him to repentance; than to proceed immediately to citation. [429] 

  

FP 1707 Ch ii, §4 Sometimes it may be fit that the party be privately spoken to, before any 

citation or process begun, for their better gaining, in which case he minister is to use his own 

discretion,…[p 208] 

  

6. When an accused person, or a witness, refuses to obey the citation, he shall be cited a second, 

and a third time; and if he still continue [pg 177] to refuse, he shall be excluded from the 

communion of the Church, for his contumacy; until he repent. [429] 

  

7. No crime shall be considered as established by a single witness. 

  

Note: the term “crime” is used several times in this manual. The end of sec 2 is the first such 

usage. Sec 3 does not use this term, perhaps because the issue is more akin to a tort as “personal 

and private injuries” are the main subject. The term offense is used here. This may suggest that 

sec 4 introduces a new class of offense which is not a matter of purely personal or private injury. 

On the other hand, it suggests the possibility that “torts” left unresolved are encompassed in 

“crimes” and must follow the procedure of sec 4. 

  

8. The oath, or affirmation, to be taken by a witness, shall be administered by the moderator, and 

shall be in the following or like terms: “I solemnly promise, in the presence of the omniscient 

and heart-searching God, that I will declare the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth; 

according to the best of my knowledge, in the matter in which I am called to witness, as I shall 

answer it to the great Judge of quick and dead.” 

  

Note: Such an oath reminds us that the truth is already known in heaven. A trial is an intensified 

struggle against sin and blindness in the “not yet” aspect of Christ’s kingdom judgments. This 

contrasts the “already” perfect judge of Rev 1 as seen from the perspective of heaven and 

history’s end. 

  

9. The trial shall be open, fair, and impartial. The witnesses shall be examined in the presence of 

the accused; or at least after he shall have received due citation to attend: and he shall be 

permitted to ask any questions tending to his own exculpation. [429-430] 

  



Note: The latter phrase suggests a relevancy test for questioning. 

  

10. No witness afterwards to be examined, shall be present, during the examination of another 

witness on the same <case> {cause}. [430] 

  

11. The testimony, given by witnesses, must be faithfully recorded; and read to them, for their 

approbation or subscription. 

  

12. The judgment shall be regularly entered on the records of the Judicatory: and the parties shall 

be allowed copies of the whole proceedings, if they demand them. {And} in case of references, 

or appeals, the Judicatory appealed from shall send authentic copies of the whole process to the 

higher Judicatories{.}; and it shall be considered as regular, for any member or members 

who may have dissented from the judgment of the inferior judicatory, to state and support 

their reasons, on the appeal. 

  

[<bold 1805 material not in 1797>] 

  

Note: This article introduces appeals and references without elaboration or definition. It reflects a 

situation where a common law understanding exists, much as we have today with the term 

“overture“. The same assumptions appear to reign in the FG. The term “judgment“ is also left 

without precise definition. Cf. OPC BD. 

  

13. The person found guilty shall be admonished, or rebuked, or excluded from Church privi-[pg 

178] leges, as the case shall appear to deserve; and this only till he 

{give} gave satisfactory  evidence of repentance. 

  

[<give> is also in 1797]  

  

Note: Some later BDs omit rebuke (cf. PCA, PCUS). This may reflect an eye on the WCF. Some 

elaboration is given later of exclusion in terms of suspension or excommunication. Thornwell 

mentions the desirability of harmonizing WCF and theBOCO.). See also item 15 below. In 

later BDs exclusion is an option prior to trial or after trial and before appeal. Here it is somewhat 

ambiguous in view of art. 15. Cf. FG above, Ch. vii. 

  

14. The sentence shall be published, only in the Church or Churches which have been offended. 

Or, if it be a matter of small importance, and it shall appear most for edification not to publish it, 

it may pass only in the Judicatory. [430] 

  

15. Such gross offenders, as will not be reclaimed by the private or public admonitions of the 

Church, are to be cut off from its communion, agreeably to our Lord’s direction, Mat.XVIII.17. 



and the Apostolic injunction respecting the incestuous person, I Cor. V.1-5. But as this is the 

highest censure of the Church, and of the most solemn nature; it is not to be inflicted without the 

advice and consent of, at least, the Presbytery under whose care the particular Church is, to 

which the offender belongs; or the advice of a higher Judicatory, as the case may appear to 

require. [430-431] 

  

16. All processes, in cases of scandal shall commence within the space of one year, after the 

crime shall have been committed; unless it shall have become recently flagrant. [431] 

  

Note: Cf. PCA BOCO 32-20. 

  

17. When any Member shall remove from one Congregation to another, he shall produce proper 

testimonials of his Church-membership, before he be admitted to Church-privileges; unless the 

Church, to which he removes, has other satisfactory means of information. [179, 431] 

  

Note: Jurisdiction is not yet specifically addressed. This article may be the seed of that later 

development in the BD. Not much attention is given to jurisdiction in the early FG either.] 

  

  

  

CHAP. II 

  

                                              Of Process against a Bishop or Minister. 

  

As the success of the Gospel, in a great measure, depends upon the credit and good report of its 

Ministers, each Presbytery ought, with the greatest attention, to watch over all their Members; 

and to be careful to censure them, when necessary, with impartiality; either for personal crimes, 

which they may commit in common with other men; or those that are vocational, arising from 

the manner in which they may discharge their important office. [431-432] 

  

1. Process, against a Gospel Minister, shall always be entered before the Presbytery of which he 

is a member. And in case it shall be found that the facts with which he shall be charged happened 

without the bounds of his own Presbytery, they shall send notice to the Presbytery within whose 

bounds they did happen: and desire that Presbytery, either (if within convenient distance) to cite 

the witnesses to appear at the place where the trial began. Or, if otherwise, to take the 

examination themselves: and transmit an authentic record of their testimony. Always giving due 

notice to the accused person of the time and place of such examination. [432] 

  

[Change punctuation marks, caps, etc.] 

  



FP 1707, Ch vii, § 1”All processes against any minister, are to begin before the presbytery to 

which he belongeth, and not before the kirk-session of his own parish.”[p 216] 

  

2. Nevertheless, in case of a Minister being supposed to be guilty of any crime, or crimes, at such 

a distance from his usual place of residence, as that the offence is not likely to become otherwise 

known to the Presbytery to which he belongs; it [pg. 180] shall, in such case, be the duty of the 

Presbytery within whose bounds the facts shall have happened, after satisfying themselves that 

there is {a} probable ground of accusation, to send notice to the Presbytery of which he is a 

member; who are to proceed against him; and to take the proof by Commission, as above 

directed. [432-433] 

  

[1797 also deletes <a>] 

  

 3. Process, against a Gospel Minister, shall not be entered upon; unless some person, or persons, 

undertake to make out the charge: or when common fame so loudly proclaims the scandal, that 

the Presbytery find it necessary to prosecute, and search into the matter, for the honour of 

religion. [433] 

  

4. As the success of the Gospel greatly depends on the unblemished character of its Ministers; 

their soundness in the Faith, and holy, and exemplary conversation: and as it is the duty of all 

Christians to be very cautious in taking up an ill report of any man, it is especially so of a 

Minister of the Gospel. If, therefore, any man know a Minister guilty of a private censurable 

fault, he should warn him in private. But if he persist in it; or it become public; he should apply 

to some other Bishop of the Presbytery, for his advice in the matter. 

  

Note: The allowance of consultation for the wisdom of advice. 

  

FP 1707 Ch vii, § 2. “The credit and success of the gospel (in the way of an ordinary mean) 

much depending on the entire credit and reputation of ministers, their sound doctrine and holy 

conversation, no stain thereof ought lightly to be received, nor when it comes before a judicatory 

ought to be negligently enquired into, or when found evident, ought to be slightly censured.[p 

216] 

  

FP 1707 Ch vii, § 4. “All Christians ought to be prudent and wary in accusing ministers of any 

censurable fault as that they ought neither to publish nor spread the same nor accuse the 

minister before the presbytery without first acquainting the minister himself if they can have 

access thereto, and then, if need be, some of the most prudent of the Ministers and Elders of that 

presbytery, and their advice got in the affair.[p 217] 

  



5. When complaint is laid before the Presbytery, it must be reduced to writing; and nothing 

farther is to be done at the first meeting, unless by consent of parties, then  {<than>} giving the 

Minister a full copy of the charges, with the names of the witnesses annexed thereto: and citing 

all parties, and their witnesses, to appear and be heard at the next meeting: which meeting shall 

not be sooner than ten days after such citation. [434-435] 

  

Note: The 1805 plan directs immediate transmission of the charge. 

  

6. At the next meeting of the Presbytery, the charges must be read to him, and his answers [begin 

page 181] heard. If it appear necessary to proceed farther, the Presbytery ought to labour to bring 

him to confession. And if he confess, and the matter be base and flagitious; such as drunkenness, 

uncleanness, or crimes of a higher nature; however penitent he may appear, to the satisfaction of 

all, the Presbytery must, without delay, suspend him from the exercise of his office; or depose 

him from the ministry; and appoint him a due time to confess publicly before the Congregation 

offended; and to profess his repentance. [434] 

  

Note: Here and in article 8 below, is the first use of the term “suspend” that I find. Cf. above for 

the enumerated censures. Limited instruction is given on drafting charges and specifications. In 

Ch 1, the ‘alibi’ suggestion seems to be the basis of what has come to be termed ‘specifications’, 

though the term is not used. 

  

7. The prosecutor shall be previously warned, that, if he fail to prove the charges, he must 

himself be censured, as a slanderer of the Gospel ministry; in proportion to the malignity, or 

rashness, that shall appear in the prosecution. [434] 

  

Note: This carries no assumption of a pre-trial investigation to decide whether to proceed to trial. 

When compared to later BDs, this makes a special case of charges brought against a minister and 

implies a required a conviction of either the accuser or accused. 

  

8. If a Minister, accused of atrocious crimes, being twice {<three times>} duly cited, shall refuse 

to attend the Presbytery, he must be immediately suspended. And if, after another citation, he 

still refuse to attend, he shall be deposed as contumacious. [434] 

  

9. If the Minister, when he appears, will not confess; but denies the facts alleged against him: if, 

on hearing the witnesses, the charges appear important and well supported, the Presbytery must, 

nevertheless, censure him; and suspend or depose him; according to the nature of the offence. 

[434-435] 

  

Note: This suggests the trial began and ended. It seems to imply discretion for determining a 

chargeable offense, viz. what is de minimis versus “important.” 



  

10. Heresy and schism may be of such as nature as to infer deposition: but errors ought to be 

carefully considered; whether they strike at the vitals of religion, and are industriously spread; or 

whether they arise from the weakness of the human understanding; and are not likely to do much 

hurt. [435] 

  

FP 1707 Ch vii, § 8 If the matter laid to the minister’s charge be such practices as in heir own 

nature manifestly subvert that unity, order and peace, which Christ hath established in his 

church, or unsoundness and heterodoxy in doctrine, then great caution should be used, and the 

knowledge and understanding of witnesses much looked into, and withal, if the errors are not 

gross and striking at the vitals of religion, or if they be not pertinaciously stuck unto, or 

industriously spread, with a visible design to corrupt, or that the errors are not spreading among 

the people, then lenitives, admonitions, instructions and frequent conferences are to be tried 

without cutting off, and the advice of other presbyteries sought; and unless the thing be doing 

much hurt, so as it admits of no delay, the synod or general assembly may be advised with in the 

affair, and the same intimate to the minister concerned.[p 218] 

  

11.  A Minister, under process for heresy or schism, should be treated with christian and 

brotherly tenderness. Frequent conferences ought to [begin pg 182] be held with him, and proper 

admonitions administered. Yet, for some more dangerous errors, suspension becomes necessary. 

But a Synod should be consulted in such cases. [435] 

  

Note: The end provision—like a similar one for “expulsion”—entails something like an 

automatic appeal or reference. Cf. the synod deputies of Reformed Polity and the special rules of 

the French Discipline. Review and control is a more dominant principle than an abstract right of 

appeal here (though the “review and control” formula is not yet in use.). 

  

12. If the Presbytery find, on trial, that the matter complained of amounts to no more than such 

acts of infirmity, as may be amended and the People satisfied; so as little or nothing remains to 

hinder his usefulness; they shall take all prudent measures to remove the offense. [435] 

  

13. A Minister, deposed for scandalous conduct, may not be restored; even on his deepest sorrow 

for sin; without some time of eminent and exemplary, humble and edifying conversation, to heal 

the wound made by his scandal. 

  

14. As soon as a minister is deposed, his Congregation shall be declared vacant. [end 182, 435—

Directory for Worship follows] 

  

FP 1707 Ch vii, §14 Immediately on the minister’s being deposed by the presbytery, the sentence 

is to be intimate in the congregation, the church declared vacant, the planting thereof with 



another minister hastened, and never delayed on the expectation of his being reponed, it being 

almost impossible, that ever he can prove useful in that parish again.[pg 218-9] 

  

  

THE 1821 BOOK OF DISCIPLINE: 

  

The first major revision of the disciplinary standards took place in 1821. Other amendments to 

the constitution were made in 1833. The 1821 BD text is given here with additions in bold and 

deletions in {braces}. An edition authorized by the Act of General Assembly in 1839 is used to 

supply changes in the interim from 1821. Style changes are not necessarily accounted for. Page 

numbers are given in [brackets] per the later edition. . 

  

BOOK II. 

OF DISCIPLINE. 

[pg 460, pg 391 in 1821] 

  

CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF DISCIPLINE. 

  

I.                    Discipline is the exercise of that authority and the application of that system of 

laws which the Lord Jesus Christ has appointed in his church. 

  

II.                 The exercise of discipline is highly important and necessary. Its ends are, the 

removal of offenses; the vindication of the honour of Christ; the promotion of the purity and 

general edification of the church; and also the benefit of the offender himself. 

  

Note: Cf. Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. I, §3 

  

III.               An offense is any thing in the principles or practice of a church member, which is 

contrary to the word of God; or which, if it be not in its own nature sinful, may tempt others to 

sin, or mar their spiritual edification. 

  

IV.              Nothing, therefore, ought to be considered by any judicatory as an offense, or 

admitted as a matter of accusation, which cannot be proved to be such from Scripture; or from 

the regulations and practice of the church{.}, founded on Scripture; and which does not 

involve those evils, which discipline is intended to prevent.  [pg 461] 

  

V.                 The exercise of discipline in such a manner as to edify the church, requires not only 

much of the spirit of piety, but also much prudence and discretion. It becomes the rulers of the 

church, therefore, to take into view all the circumstances which may give a different character to 



conduct, and render it more or less offensive; and which may, of course, require a very different 

mode of proceeding in similar cases, at different times, for the attainment of the same end. 

  

Note:  Thornwell describes certain potions of the old Book of Discipline as “sermonic” when he 

speaks for the Revision Committee (Cf. Works, Vol. IV). This is a good example. Pardovan 

makes the same sermonic point expressed here. 

  

VI.              All baptized persons are members of the church, are under it care, and subject to its 

government and discipline{.}: and when they have arrived at the years of discretion, they 

are bound to perform all the duties of church members. 

  

Note: Cf. the 1788 plan, I.1; also the 1812 report to GA, published 1813. 

  

VII.            Offenses are either private or public to each of which, appropriate modes of 

proceeding belong. 

  

CHAPTER II. 

OF PRIVATE OFFENSES 

  

I.                    Private offenses are such as are known only to an individual, or, at most, to a very 

few. 

  

II.                 Private offenses ought not to be immediately prosecuted before a church judicatory, 

because the objects of discipline may be quite as well, and, in many cases, much better [pg 462] 

attained, by a different course; and because a public prosecution, in such circumstances, would 

tend unnecessarily to spread the knowledge of offenses, to exasperate and harden offenders, to 

extend angry and vexatious litigation, and thus to render the discipline of the church more 

injurious than the original offense. 

  

III.               No complaint or information, on the subject of personal and private injuries, shall be 

admitted, unless those means of reconciliation and of privately reclaiming the offender, have 

been used, which are required by Christ, Mat. xviii. 15,16. And in case of offenses, which though 

not personal, are private, that is known only to one, or a very few, it is proper to take the same 

steps, as far as circumstances admit. 

  

Note: Cf. the 1788 plan, I.3; also Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. I, §5. Here the term “complaint” appears 

to refer to a formal charge of personal offense. Information appears to refer to an informal 

relating of the offense to an officer, or what Pardovan refers to as a delation. 

  



IV.              Those who bring information of private and personal injuries before judicatories, 

without having taken these previous steps, shall themselves be censured, as guilty of an offense 

against the peace and order of the church. 

  

Note: A distinct peace and order reason for censure based is developed here apart from slander, 

cf. below. 

  

V.                 If any person shall spread the knowledge of an offense, unless so far as shall be 

unavoidable, in prosecuting it before the proper judicatory, or in {the} due performance of some 

other indispensable duty, he shall be liable to censure, as a slanderer of his brethren. [pg. 463] 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I.3. 

  

CHAPTER III. 

OF PUBLIC OFFENSES. 

  

I.                    A public offense is that which is attended with such circumstances as to require the 

cognizance of a church judicatory. 

  

II.                 This is always the case when an offense is either so notorious and scandalous, as 

that no private steps would obviate its injurious effects; or when, though originally known to 

one, or a few, the private steps have been ineffectual, and there is, obviously, no way of 

removing the offense, but by means of a judicial process. 

  

III.               An offense, gross in itself, and known to several, may be so circumstanced, that it 

plainly cannot be prosecuted to conviction. In such cases, however grievous it may be to the 

pious, to see an unworthy member in the church, it is proper to wait until God, in his righteous 

providence, shall give further light; as few things tend more to weaken the authority of 

discipline, and to multiply offenses, than to commence process without sufficient proof. 

  

Note: Cf. Pardovan, Bk. IV. Tit. I, §2. 

  

IV.              When any person is charged with a crime, not by an individual, or individuals, 

coming forward as accusers, but by general rumour, the previous steps prescribed by our Lord in 

case of private offenses, are not necessary; but the proper judicatory is bound to take immediate 

cognizance of the affair. [pg 464] 

  

V.                 In order to render an offense proper for the cognizance of a judicatory on this 

ground, the rumour must specify some particular sin or sins; it must be general, or widely spread; 

it must not be transient, but permanent, and rather gaining strength than declining: and it must be 



accompanied with strong presumption of truth. Taking up charges on his ground, of course, 

requires great caution, and the exercise of much Christian prudence. 

  

VI.              It may happen, however, that in consequence of a report, which does not fully 

amount to a general rumor as just described, a slandered individual may request a judicial 

investigation, which it may be the duty of the judicatory to institute. 

  

CHAPTER IV. 

OF ACTUAL PROCESS. 

  

I.                    When all other means of removing offense have failed, the judicatory to which 

cognizance of it properly belongs, shall judicially take it into consideration. 

  

II.                 There are two modes in which an offense may be brought before a judicatory: either 

by an individual or individuals, who appear as accusers, and undertake to substantiate the charge; 

or by common fame. 

  

Note: Cf. Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. I, §13. 

  

III.               In the former case, process must be [pg 465] pursued in the name of the accuser or 

accusers. In the latter, there is no need of naming any person as the accuser. Common fame is the 

accuser. Yet a general rumor may be raised by the rashness, censoriousness, or malice, of one or 

more individuals. When this appears to have been the case, such individuals ought to be censured 

in proportion to the degree of criminality which appears attached to their conduct. 

  

Note: Cf. Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. I, §13. 

  

IV.              Great caution ought to be exercised in receiving accusations from any person who is 

known to indulge a malignant spirit towards the accused; who is not of good character; who is 

himself under censure or process; who is deeply interested, in any respect, in the conviction of 

the accused; or who is known to be litigious, rash, or highly imprudent. 

  

 Note: Cf. Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. I, §13. 

  

V.                 When a judicatory enters on the consideration of a crime or crimes alleged, no more 

shall be done, at the first meeting, unless by consent of parties, than to give the accused a copy of 

each charge with he names of the witnesses to support it; and to cite all concerned to appear at 

the next meeting of the judicatory, to have the matter fully heard and decided. Notice shall be 

given to the parties concerned, at least ten days previously to the meeting of the judicatory. 

  



Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 4. 

  

VI.              The citations shall be issued and signed by he moderator or clerk, by order, and in 

the name of the judicatory. He shall also furnish [pg 466] citations for such witnesses as the 

accused shall nominate, to appear on his behalf. 

  

VII.            Although it is required that the accused be informed of he names of all the witnesses 

who are to be adduced against him, at least ten days before the time of trial, (unless he consent to 

waive the right and proceed immediately) it is not necessary that he, on his part, give a similar 

notice to he judicatory of all the witnesses intended to be adduced by him for exculpation. 

  

VIII.         In exhibiting charges, the times, places, and circumstances should, if possible, be 

ascertained and stated, that the accused may have an opportunity to prove an alibi, or to 

extenuate or alleviate his offense. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 2; also Pardovan Bk. IV, Tit. III, §2. 

  

IX.              The judicatory, in many cases, may find it more for edification, to send some 

members to converse, in a private manner, with the accused person; and if he confess his guilt, to 

endeavor to bring him to repentance, than to proceed immediately to citation. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 5; also, an 1839 edition 1839 omits “his” ( bold above). This raises a 

question about the precise date of my edition carrying the 1839 authorization of GA, in which no 

publication date is given. 

  

X.                 When an accused person, or a witness, refuses to obey the citation, he shall be cited 

a second time; and if he still continue to refuse, he shall be excluded from the communion of the 

church, for his contumacy, until he repent. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 6. 

  

XI.              Although, on the first citation, the person cited shall declare in writing, or otherwise, 

his fixed determination not to obey it; this declaration shall in no case, induce the judicatory [pg 

467] to deviate from the{ir} regular course prescribed for citations. They shall proceed as if no 

such declaration had been made. The person cited may afterwards alter his mind. 

  

XII.            The time which must elapse between the first citation of an accused person, or a 

witness, and the meeting of the judicatory at which he is to appear, is at least ten days. But the 

time allotted for his appearance in the subsequent citation is left to the discretion of the 



judicatory; provided always, however, that it be not less than is quite sufficient for a seasonable 

and convenient compliance with the citation. 

  

XIII.         The second citation ought always to be accompanied with a notice, that if the person 

cited do not appear at the time appointed, the judicatory, besides censuring him for his 

contumacy, will, after assigning some person to manage his defence, proceed to take the 

testimony in his case, as if he were present. 

  

XIV.         Judicatories, before proceeding to trial, ought to ascertain that their citations have 

been duly served on the persons for whom they were intended, and especially before they 

proceed to ultimate measures for contumacy. 

  

XV.           The trial shall be fair and impartial. The witnesses shall be examined in the presence 

of the accused; or, at least, after he shall have received due citation to attend; and he shall be 

permitted to ask any questions tending to his own exculpation. [pg 468] 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I,9. 

  

XVI.         The judgment shall be regularly entered on the records of the judicatory: and the 

parties shall be allowed copies of the whole proceedings, at their own expense, if they demand 

them. And in case{s} of references or appeals, the judicatory referring, or appealed from, shall 

send authentic copies of the whole process to the higher judicatory. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 12 

  

XVII.      The person found guilty shall be admonished or rebuked, or excluded from church 

privileges, as the case shall appear to deserve, until he give satisfactory evidence of repentance. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 13. 

  

XVIII.    As cases may arise in which many days, or even weeks, may intervene before it is 

practicable to commence process against an accused church member, the session may, in such 

cases, and ought, if they think the edification of the church requires it, to prevent the accused 

person from approaching the Lord’s table until the charge against him can be examined. 

  

XIX.         The sentence shall be published only in the church or churches which have been 

offended. Or, if the offence be of small importance, and such as it shall appear most for 

edification not to publish, the sentence may pass only in the judicatory. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 14. 



  

XX.           Such gross offenders as will not be reclaimed by the private or public admonitions of 

the church, are to be cut off from its communion, agreeably to our Lord’s direction, [pg 469] 

Mat. xviii. 17, and the apostolic injunction respecting the incestuous person, 1 Cor. v. 1 to 5. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 15. The new form removes the mandatory reference. Cf. Pardovan, Bk. 

IV, Tit. VI, §3. 

  

XXI.         No professional counsel shall be permitted to appear and plead in cases of process in 

any of our ecclesiastical courts. But if any accused person feel unable to represent and plead his 

own cause to advantage, he may request any minister or elder, belonging to the judicatory before 

which he appears, to prepare and exhibit his cause as he may judge proper. But the minister or 

elder so engaged, shall not be allowed, after pleading the cause of the accused, to sit in judgment 

as a member of the judicatory. 

  

XXII.      Questions of order, which arise in the course of process, shall be decided by the 

moderator. If an appeal is made from the chair, the question on the appeal shall be taken without 

debate. 

  

XXIII.     In recording the proceedings, in cases of judicial process, the reasons for all decisions, 

except on questions of order, shall be recorded at length; that the record may exhibit every thing 

which had an influence on the judgment of the court. And nothing but what is contained in the 

record, may be taken into consideration in reviewing the proceedings in a superior court. [pg 

470] 

  

CHAPTER V. 

OF PROCESS AGAINST A BISHOP OR MINISTER 

  

[Cf. CHAP. II, 1788] 

  

                                              Of Process against a Bishop or Minister. 

  

I.                    As the honour and success of the gospel depend, in a great measure, on the 

character of its ministers, each presbytery ought, with the greatest care and impartiality, to watch 

over the personal and professional conduct of all its members. But as, on the one hand, no 

minister ought, on account of his office, to be screened from the hand of justice, nor his offences 

to be lightly censured; so neither ought scandalous charges to be received against him, by any 

judicatory, on slight grounds. 

  



Note: Cf. 1788/1805 plan, II, preface. The old preface receives its own number; renumbering and 

changes are made throughout. 

  

II.                 Process against a gospel minister shall always be entered before the presbytery of 

which he is a member. And the same candour, caution, and general method, substituting only the 

presbytery for the session, are to be observed in investigating charges against him, as are 

prescribed in the case of private members. 

  

Note: the corresponding article from the 1788 plan is divided here. 

  

III.               If it be found that the facts with which a minister stands charged, happened without 

the bounds of his own presbytery, that presbytery shall send notice to the presbytery, within 

whose bounds they did happen, and desire that them either (if within convenient distance) to cite 

the witnesses to appear at the place of trial; or, (if the distance be so great as to render that 

inconvenient) to take the examination [pg 471] themselves, and transmit an authentic record of 

their testimony: always giving due notice to the accused person of the time and place of such 

examination. 

  

IV.               Nevertheless, in case of a minister being supposed to be guilty of a{ny} crime, or 

crimes, at such a distance from his usual place of residence, as that the offence is not likely to 

become otherwise known to the presbytery to which he belongs; it shall, in such case, be the duty 

of the presbytery within whose bounds the facts shall have happened, after satisfying themselves 

that there is  probable ground of accusation, to send notice to the presbytery of which he is a 

member, who are to proceed against him, and either send and take the testimony themselves, by 

a commission of their own body, or request the other presbytery to take it for them, and transmit 

the same, properly authenticated. 

  

V.                 Process against a gospel minister shall not be commenced, unless some person or 

persons undertake to make out the charge; or unless common fame so loudly proclaims the 

scandal, that the presbytery find it necessary, for the honour of religion, to investigate the charge. 

  

VI.              As the success of the gospel greatly depends on the exemplary character of its 

ministers, their soundness in the faith, and holy conversation; and as it is the duty of all 

Christians to be very cautious in taking up an [pg 472] ill report of any man, but especially of a 

minister of the gospel; therefore, if any man knows a minister to be guilty of a private, 

censurable fault, he should warn him in private. But if the guilty person persist in his fault, or if it 

become public, he who knows it should apply to some other bishop of the presbytery, for his 

advice in the case. 

  

 Note: Cf. 1788 plan, II, 4; also cf. 1707 Form of Process. 



  

VII.            The prosecutor of a minister shall be previously warned, that if he fail to prove the 

charges, he must himself be censured as a slanderer of the gospel ministry, in proportion to the 

malignancy or rashness that shall appear in the prosecution. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, II, 7; three grounds of censure are given for unwarranted charges in the new 

plan. 

  

VIII.         When complaint is laid before the presbytery, it must be reduced to writing; and 

nothing further is to be done at the first meeting, (unless by consent of parties) than  giving the 

minister a full copy of the charges, with the names of the witnesses annexed;  and citing all 

parties, and their witnesses, to appear and be heard at the next meeting; which meeting shall not 

be sooner than ten days after such citation. 

  

IX.              When a {minister} member of a church judicatory is under process, it shall be 

discretionary with the judicatory whether his privileges of deliberating and voting, as a member, 

in other matters, shall be suspended until the process is finally issued or not. 

  

X.                 At the next meeting of the presbytery, the charges shall be read to him, and he  shall 

[pg 473] be called upon to say whether he is guilty or not. If he confess, and the matter be base 

and flagitious; such as drunkenness, uncleanness, or crimes of a higher nature, however penitent 

he may appear, to the satisfaction of all, the presbytery must, without delay, suspend him from 

the exercise of his office, or depose him from the ministry; and, if the way be clear for the 

purpose, appoint him a due time to confess publicly before the congregation offended; and to 

profess his penitence. 

  

XI.              If a minister accused of atrocious crimes, being twice duly cited, shall refuse to 

attend the presbytery, he shall be immediately suspended. And if, after another citation, he still 

refuse to attend, he shall be deposed as contumacious. 

  

XII.             If the minister, when he appears, will not confess; but denies the facts alleged against 

him; if, on hearing the witnesses, the charges appear important, and well supported, the 

presbytery must, nevertheless, censure him; and admonish, suspend, or depose him, according to 

the nature of the offence. 

  

XIII.          Heresy and schism may be of such as nature as to infer deposition; but errors ought to 

be carefully considered; whether they strike at the vitals of religion, and are industriously spread; 

or, whether they arise from the weakness of the human understanding, and are not likely to do 

much injury. 

  



XIV.          A minister under process for heresy [pg 474] or schism, should be treated with 

Christian and brotherly tenderness. Frequent conferences ought to be held with him, and proper 

admonitions administered. For some more dangerous errors, however, suspension may become 

necessary. 

  

Note: In this plan, a synod consultation is no longer required. 

  

XV.           If the presbytery find, on trial, that the matter complained of amounts to no more than 

such acts of infirmity as may be amended, and the people satisfied; so that little or nothing 

remains to hinder his usefulness, they shall take all prudent measures to remove the offense. 

  

XVI.         A minister deposed for scandalous conduct, shall not be restored, even on the deepest 

sorrow for his sin, until after some time of eminent and exemplary, humble and edifying 

conversation, to heal the wound made by his scandal. And he ought in no case to be restored, 

until it shall appear, that the sentiments of the religious public are strongly in his favour, 

and demand his restoration. 

  

XVII.      As soon as a minister is deposed, his congregation shall be declared vacant. 

  

CHAPTER VI. 

OF WITNESSES. 

  

I.                    Judicatories ought to be very careful and impartial in receiving testimony. All [pg 

475] persons are not competent as witnesses; and all who are competent are not credible. 

  

II.                 A competent witness is one who ought to be admitted and heard. The competency 

of a witness may be affected by his want of proper age; by want of any of the senses essential to 

a knowledge of the matter which he is called to establish; by weakness of understanding; by 

infamy of character; by being under church censure for falsehood or perjury; by nearness of 

relationship to any of the parties; and by a variety of considerations which cannot be specified in 

detail. 

  

III.               Where there is room for doubt with regard to any of these points, either party has a 

right to challenge witnesses; and the judicatory shall candidly attend to the exceptions, and 

decide upon them. 

  

IV.              The credibility of a witness, or the degree of credit due to his testimony, may be 

affected by relationship to any of the parties; by deep interest in the result of the trial; by general 

rashness, indiscretion, or malignity of character; and by various other circumstances; to which 



judicatories shall carefully attend, and for which they shall make all proper allowance in their 

decision. 

  

V.                 A husband or wife shall not be compelled to bear testimony against each other in 

any judicatory. 

  

VI.              The testimony of more than one witness is necessary in order to establish any charge; 

[pg 475] yet if several credible witnesses bear testimony to different similar acts, belonging to 

the same general charge, the crime shall be considered as proved. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 7.  In the 1934 revision a bigger loophole was introduced by allowing two 

specifications each attested by one person to confirm a matter. Firmer guidance for framing 

specifications is desirable with such a provision. 

  

VII.            No witness, afterward to be examined, except a member of the judicatory, shall be 

present during the examination of another witness on the same case, unless by consent of parties. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 10. 

  

VIII.         To prevent confusion, witnesses shall be examined first by the party introducing them, 

then cross-examined by the opposite party: after which, any member of the judicatory, or either 

party, may put additional interrogatories. But no question shall be put or answered, except by 

permission of the moderator. 

  

IX.              The oath or affirmation to a witness shall be administered by the moderator, in the 

following or like terms: “You solemnly promise, in the presence of the omniscient and heart-

searching God, that you will declare the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 

according to the best of your knowledge, in the matter in which you are called to witness, as you 

shall answer it to the great Judge of quick and dead. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 8. 

  

X.                 Every question put to witness shall, if required, be reduced to writing. When 

answered, it shall, together with the answer, be recorded, if deemed by either party of sufficient 

importance. [pg. 477] 

  

XI.              The records of a judicatory, or any part of them, whether original or transcribed, if 

regularly authenticated by the moderator and clerk, or either of them, shall be deemed good and 

sufficient evidence in every other judicatory. 

  



XII.            In like manner, testimony taken by one judicatory, and regularly certified, shall be 

received by every other judicatory, as no less valid than if it had been taken by themselves. 

  

XIII.         Cases may arise in which it is not convenient for a judicatory to have the whole, or, 

perhaps, any part of the testimony in a particular cause, taken in their presence. In this case a 

commission of he judicatory, consisting of two or three members, may be appointed, and 

authorized to proceed to the place where the witness or witnesses reside, and take the testimony 

in question, which shall be considered as if taken in the presence of the judicatory: of which 

commission, and of the time and place of their meeting, due notice shall be given to the opposite 

party, that he may have an opportunity of attending. And if the accused shall desire on his part to 

take testimony at a distance, for his own exculpation, he shall give notice to the judicatory of the 

time and place when it is proposed to take it, that a commission, as in the former case, may be 

appointed for the purpose. 

  

XIV.         When the witnesses have all been [pg 478] examined, the accused and the prosecutor 

shall have the privilege of commenting on their testimony to any reasonable extent. 

  

XV.           A member of the judicatory may be called upon to bear testimony in a case which 

comes before it. He shall be qualified as other witnesses are; and after having given his 

testimony, he may immediately resume his seat as a member of the judicatory. 

  

XVI.         A member of the church summoned as a witness, and refusing to appear, or having 

appeared, refusing to give testimony, may be censured for contumacy, according to the 

circumstances of the case. 

  

XVII.      The testimony given by witnesses must be faithfully recorded, and read to them, for 

their approbation or subscription. 

  

Note: Cf. 1788 plan, I, 11. 

  

  

CHAPTER VII. 

OF THE VARIOUS WAYS IN WHICH A CAUSE MAY BE CARRIED FROM A LOWER 

JUDICATORY TO A HIGHER 

  

I.                    In all governments conducted by men, wrong may be done, from ignorance, from 

prejudice, from malice, or from other causes. To prevent the continued existence of this wrong, 

is one great design of superior judicatories. And although there must be a last resort, beyond 

which there is no appeal; yet the security against permanent wrong will be as great as the nature 

of the case admits, when those [pg 479] who had no concern in the origin of the proceedings, are 



brought to review them, and to annul or confirm them, as they see cause; when a greater number 

off counselors are made to sanction the judgments, or to correct the errors of the smaller; and, 

finally, when the whole church is called to sit in judgment on the acts of a part. 

  

Note: Cf. Samuel Miller class lecture for April 10, 1815  (box 3, folder 12) at Princeton 

Seminary Library Archives. The wording appears based on George Hill’s lectures 

or Institutes concerning the constitution of the Church of Scotland (reprinted in an 

1830 Compendium). A report of the revision committee (1819) is available on microfische, Early 

American Imprints. It appears much of the American Book of Discipline which deals with modes 

of supervision, received structure and wording traceable to Hill. 

  

II.                 Every kind of decision which is formed in any church judicatory, except the highest, 

is subject to the review of a superior judicatory, and may be carried before it in one or the other 

of the four following ways. 

  

Note: The words “every kind” appear to subject matters other than judicial (i.e. where censures 

are in view) to higher scrutiny. Cf. Charles Hodge’s work on polity. The word “cause” in the 

chapter title has been subjected to exegesis to interpret it as wider in meaning than the term 

“case.” This then left a debate about the term which controls this article, viz. “judicatory.” 

  

  

SECTION I. 

GENERAL REVIEW AND CONTROL. 

  

I.                    It is the duty of every judicatory above a church session, at least once a year, to 

review the records of the proceedings of the judicatory next below. And if any lower judicatory 

shall omit to send up its records for this purpose, the higher may issue an order to produce them, 

either immediately, or at a particular time, as circumstances may require. 

  

II.                 In reviewing the records of an inferior judicatory, it is proper to examine, First, 

Whether the proceedings have been constitutional and regular: Secondly, Whether they have 

been wise, equitable, and for the edification of the church; Thirdly, Whether they have been 

correctly recorded. [pg 480] 

  

III.               In most cases the superior judicatory may be considered as fulfilling its duty, by 

simply recording, on its own minutes, the animadversion or censure which it may think proper to 

pass on records under review; and also by making an entry of the same in the book reviewed. But 

it may be that, in the course of review, cases of irregular proceedings may be found so 

disreputable and injurious as to demand the interference of the superior judicatory. In cases of 

this kind he inferior judicatory may be required to review and correct its proceedings. 



  

IV.              No judicial decision, however, of a judicatory shall be reversed, unless it be regularly 

brought up by appeal or complaint. 

  

Note: Per Paradigms in Polity (pg 405), several amendments were proposed to the BD in 1826. 

A proposal to add the words, “or order of the General Assembly” to the end of this article failed. 

  

V.                 Judicatories may sometimes entirely neglect to perform their duty; by which 

neglect, heretical opinions or corrupt practices may be allowed to gain ground; or offenders of 

very gross character may be suffered to escape: or some circumstances in their proceedings, of 

very great irregularity, may not be distinctly recorded by them. In any of which cases, their 

records will by no means exhibit to the superior judicatory a full view of their proceedings. If, 

therefore, the superior judicatory be well advised, by common fame, that such neglects or 

irregularities have occurred on the part of the inferior judicatory, it is incumbent on them to take 

cognizance of the same; and to examine, deliberate, and judge in the whole [pg 481] matter, as 

completely as if it had been recorded, and thus brought up by the review of the records. 

  

VI.              When any important delinquency, or grossly unconstitutional proceedings, appear in 

the records of any judicatory, or are charged against them by common fame, the first step to be 

taken by the judicatory next above, is to cite the judicatory alleged to have offended, to appear at 

a specified time and place, and to show what it has done, or failed to do in the case in question: 

after which the judicatory thus issuing the citation, shall remit the whole matter to the delinquent 

judicatory, with a direction to take it up, and dispose of it in a constitutional manner, or stay all 

further proceedings in the case, as circumstances may require. 

  

Note: New proposed articles (1826) VII and VIII failed to be adopted. Cf. Paradigms in Polity; 

also Baird’s Digest, pg. 24. 

  

  

SECTION II. 

OF REFERENCES 

  

I.                    A reference is a judicial representation, made by an inferior judicatory to a 

superior, of a case not yet decided; which representation ought always to be in writing. 

  

II.                 Cases which are new, important, difficult, of particular delicacy, the decision of 

which may establish principles or precedents of extensive influence, on which the sentiments of 

the inferior judicatory are greatly divided, or on which, for any reason, it is highly desirable that 

a [pg. 482] larger body first decide, are proper subjects of reference. 

  



III.               References are either for mere advice, preparatory to a decision by the inferior 

judicatory; or for ultimate trial and decision by the superior. 

  

IV.              In the former case, the reference only suspends the decision of the judicatory from 

which it comes: in the latter case, it totally relinquishes the decision, and submits the whole 

cause to the final judgment of the superior judicatory. 

  

V.                 Although reference{s} may in some cases, as before stated, be highly proper; yet  it 

is, generally speaking, more conducive to the public good, that each judicatory should fulfill its 

duty by exercising its judgment. 

  

Note: Two BDs authorized by the 1939 GA differ on the singular or plural of “reference.” 

  

VI.              Although a reference ought, generally, to procure advice from the superior 

judicatory; yet that judicatory is not necessarily bound to give a final judgment in the case, even 

if requested to do so; but may remit the whole cause, either with or without advice, back to the 

judicatory by which it was referred. 

  

VII.            In cases of reference, the members of the inferior judicatory making it, retain all the 

privileges of deliberating and voting, in the course of trial and judgment before the superior 

judicatory, which they would have had, if no reference had been made. 

  

VIII.         References are, generally, to be carried to the judicatory immediately superior. [pg 

483] 

  

IX.              In cases of reference, the judicatory referring ought to have all the testimony, and 

other documents, duly prepared, produced, and in perfect readiness; so that the superior 

judicatory may be able to consider and issue the case with as little difficulty or delay as possible. 

  

Note: In 1826 a new proposed article “X ” failed to be adopted. 

  

SECTION III. 

OF APPEALS. 

  

I.                    An appeal is the removal of a cause already decided, from an inferior to a superior 

judicatory, by a party aggrieved. 

  

II.                 All persons who have submitted to a regular trial in an inferior, may appeal to a 

higher judicatory. 

  



III.               Any irregularity in the proceedings of the inferior judicatory; a refusal of reasonable 

indulgence to a party on trial; declining to receive important testimony; hurrying to a decision 

before the important testimony is fully taken; a manifestation of prejudice in the case; and 

mistake or injustice in the decision—are all proper grounds of appeal. 

  

Note: Later BDs specify the degree of censure as a ground for appeal. 

  

IV.              Appeals may be, either from a part of the proceedings of a judicatory, or from a 

definitive sentence. 

  

Note: Cf. Pardovan on Declinature, Bk. IV, Tit. V, §1 and §9. 

  

V.                 Every appellant is bound to give notice of his intention to appeal, and also to lay the 

reasons thereof, in writing, before the judicatory appealed from, either before its rising, or within 

ten days thereafter. If this notice, or [pg 484] these reasons, be not given to the judicatory while 

in session, they shall be lodged with the moderator. 

  

Note: Roman law may leave a trace here. Cf. Stair Bk. IV, Tit. 1, §32: “When appeals were in 

force, they had no effect after parties did acquiesce in the sentence of the judges, interlocutory or 

definitive, … and therefore, by the Roman law, appeals were not competent, not being brought 

within ten days after the sentence appealed from: for then parties were presumed to acquiesce in 

the sentence… And if they did not bring in their appeal to the judge appealed to, within thirty 

days after their appeal, they were in the same way understood to have passed from the appeal, 

and to have acquiesced in the sentence.” 

  

VI.              Appeals are generally to be carried in regular gradation, from an inferior judicatory 

to the one immediately superior. 

  

Note: This provision has early roots in Presbyterian discipline. Cf. the 1638 Scottish General 

Assembly in the 1830 Compendium (on Appeals). 

  

VII.            The appellant shall lodge his appeal, and the reasons of it, with the clerk of the higher 

judicatory, before the close of the second day of their session. 

  

Note: Absence of a thirty-day advance rule here might be a concession to the once yearly nature 

of some judicatories. By the same reason, the passage of nearly thirty days might prevent a 

recent appeal from being heard at that year’s assembly. 

  

VIII.         In taking up an appeal, after ascertaining that the appellant on his part has conducted it 

regularly, the first step shall be to read the sentence appealed from: secondly, to read the reasons 



which were assigned by the appellant for his appeal, and which are on record: thirdly, to read the 

whole record of the proceedings of the inferior judicatory in the case, including all the testimony, 

and the reasons of their decision: fourthly, to hear the original parties: fifthly, to hear any of the 

members of the inferior judicatory, in explanation of the grounds of their decision, or of their 

dissent from it. 

  

IX.              After all the parties shall have been fully heard, and all the information gained by the 

members of the superior judicatory, from those of the inferior, which shall be deemed requisite, 

the original parties, and all the members of the inferior judicatory, shall withdraw; when the 

clerk shall call the roll, that every member may have an opportunity to express [pg 485] his 

opinion on the case; after which the final vote shall be taken. 

  

X.                 The decision may be either to confirm or reverse, in whole, or in part, the decision 

of the inferior judicatory; or remit the cause, for the purpose of amending the record, should it 

appear to be incorrect or defective; or for a new trial. 

  

XI.              If an appellant, after entering his appeal to a superior judicatory, fail to prosecute it, 

it shall be considered as abandoned, and the sentence appealed from shall be final. And an 

appellant shall be considered as abandoning his appeal, if he do not appear before the judicatory 

appealed to, on the first or second day of its meeting, next ensuing the date of his notice of 

appeal{:}. E{e}xcept in cases in which the appellant can make it appear that he was prevented 

from seasonably prosecuting his appeal by the providence of God. 

  

Note: “On motion, resolved, that in case of an appeal or complaint, entered in an inferior 

judicatory to a superior, if the appellant or appellants do not appear at the first meeting of the 

superior judicatory, protest may be admitted at the instance of the respondents, at the last session 

of such meeting, that the appeal is fallen from and the sentence so appealed from, shall be 

considered as final.” –Cf. Extracts of GA Minutes, May 18, 1791, pg. 14. 

  

Note: “§13. When the Judicatory ad quem meets, the Party Appealed, and oftentimes the Judge a 

quo, craves that the Appellant be may called, and if he appear not, the Appeal is holden as 

deserted; in which Case firmatur sententia.If the Appellant fail, then to Insist, it ipso facto falls, 

becomes Void, and the Sentence of the Judicatory appealed from is to be put in Execution. 

See The Form of Process on this Head, Enacted 1707. Unless the Appellants send full 

Instructions and Documents for the Necessity of their Absence. See Cap. 9 Art. 9. French 

Church Discipline.”—Pardovan 1709, Bk. IV., Tit. V, §13, pg 301. 

  

  

XII.            Members of judicatories appealed from cannot be allowed to vote in the superior 

judicatory, on any question connected with the appeal. 



  

XIII.         If the members of the inferior judicatory, in case of a sentence appealed from, appear 

to have acted according to he best of their judgment, and with good intention, they incur no 

censure, although their sentence be reversed. Yet, if they appear to have acted irregularly or 

corruptly, they shall be censured as the case may require. [pg 485] 

  

XIV.         If an appellant is found to manifest a litigious or other unchristian spirit, in the 

prosecution of his appeal, he shall be censured according to the degree of his offense. 

  

Note: “§15. When an Appeal is brought from a Kirk-Session to the Presbytery, they are to 

consider, whether the Cause is of that Nature, as it behoved at length to come to the Presbytery, 

by the Course of Discipline, before the final Determination thereof: As, if it be a Process 

alledged Adultery or such like; in which Case, they may to have [pg 302] themselves time, fall 

upon consideration of the Affair, without insisting upon the  Bene or Male Appellatum, even tho’ 

it seem to preposterously appealed. but if the Cause be such, as the Kirk-Session are the 

competent and proper Judges of , to its ultimate Decision, and if there hath no Cause been given 

by the Session, through transgressing the Rules of an orderly Process, or by the Incompetency of 

Censure, the Presbytery is not to sustain the Appeal; And if they do not sustain it, but find the 

Appellants to have been Malicious, Litigious, or Precipitant, then they are to Inflict some 

Censure, such as  Reproof before the Presbytery, or appoint them to acknowledge their 

Precipitancy before their own Session, and that beside Remitting the Process to them. If the 

Appeal be sustained, and yet upon proceeding in the Cause, the Presbytery find the Appellant 

Censurable, they are to order him to be censured accordingly: But if they find, that the Kirk-

Session hath unwarrantably proceeded, either to the Contributing to the raising of a Scandal, or 

Inflicting a Censure without a sufficient Cause, they are then not only to absolve the Appellant, 

but to take proper Ways for vindicating his Innocence; Yet so as not to weaken the Kirk-Sessions 

Authority, for which end, they may give that Session suteable Instructions and Rules to walk by, 

or private Admonition, or to call for a Visitation of their Session Register. See that 

forecited  Form of Process, Assembly 1707.”—Pardovan, Bk. IV, Tit. V, §15, pg 301-302] 

  

  

  

XV.           The necessary operation of an appeal is, to suspend all further proceedings on the 

ground of the sentence appealed from. But if a {the} sentence of suspension or excommunication 

from church privileges, or of deposition from office, be the sentence appealed from, it shall be 

considered as in force until the appeal shall be issued. 

  

Note: “§11. As to the Effect of Appeals, non sortiuntur Effectum suspensivium sed devolutivum 

tantum, and consequently resolve only in the Nature of Protests for Remeed of Law against a 

Sentence pronounced by the Lords of Session, and not in the Nature of Suspensions. By the last 



Article Cap. 5 Act 11. Assem. 1707. An Appeal being made by Parties, should sist [stay] the 

execution of the Sentence appealed from, only while the Appeal is duely [sic] and diligently 

prosecute[d], and may thereby be determined, otherwise not; unless the Judicatory appealed to, 

receive the Appeal, and take the Affair before them: and in that Case the Judicatory appealed 

from is to Sist till the Appeal be discussed.”—Pardovan 1709, Bk. IV, Tit. V, §11, pg 300. 

  

XVI.         It shall always be deemed the duty of the judicatory, whose judgment is appealed 

from, to send authentic copies of all their records, and of the whole testimony relating to the 

matter of the appeal. And if any judicatory shall neglect its duty in this respect; especially if 

thereby an appellant, who has conducted with regularity on his part, is deprived of the privilege 

of having his appeal seasonably issued; such judicatory shall be censured according to the 

circumstances of the case. 

  

XVII.      An appeal shall in no case be entered, except by one of the original parties. 

  

Note: An article proposed in 1826 which would have limited appeals, failed to be adopted 

(XVIII). 

  

  

SECTION IV. 

OF COMPLAINTS 

  

I.                    Another method by which a cause which has been decided by an inferior [pg 487] 

judicatory, may be carried before a superior, is by complaint. 

  

Note: Complaints were sometimes termed “dissent and complaint” in the Scottish church, yet 

were distinct from a mere “dissent.” 

  

II.                 A complaint is a representation made to a superior, by any member or members of a 

minority of an inferior judicatory, or by any other person or persons, respecting a decision by an 

inferior judicatory, which in the opinion of the complainants, has been irregularly or unjustly 

made. 

  

III.               The cases in which complaint is proper and advisable, are such as the following, 

viz{:}. The judgment of an inferior judicatory may be favourable to the only party who has been 

placed at their bar; or the judgment in question may do no wrong to any individual; or the party 

who is aggrieved by it may decline the trouble of conducting an appeal. In any of these cases no 

appeal is to be expected. And yet the judgment may appear to some of the members of the 

judicatory, to be contrary to the constitution of the church, injurious to the interests of religion, 

and calculated to degrade the character of those who have pronounced it. In this case the 



minority have not only a right to record, in the minutes of the judicatory, their dissent from this 

judgment, or their protest against it, but they also have a right to complain to the superior 

judicatory. 

  

IV.              Notice of a complaint shall always be given before the rising of the judicatory, or 

within ten days thereafter, as in case of an appeal. [pg 488] 

  

V.                 This complaint brings the whole proceedings in the case under the review of the 

superior judicatory; and if the complaint appears to be well founded, it may have the effect not 

only of drawing down censure upon those who concurred in the judgment complained of; but 

also of reversing that judgment, and placing matters in the same situation in which they were 

before the judgment was pronounced. 

  

VI.              In cases of complaint, however, as in those of appeal, the reversal of a judgment of 

an inferior judicatory is not necessarily connected with censure on that judicatory. 

  

VII.            None of the members of the judicatory whose act is complained of, can vote in the 

superior judicatory, on any question connected with the complaint. 

  

Note: An article proposed in 1826 which would have limited complaints, failed to be adopted 

(VIII). 

  

CHAPTER VIII. 

OF DISSENTS AND PROTESTS. 

  

I.                    A dissent is a declaration on the part of one or more members of a minority, in a 

judicatory, expressing a different opinion from that of the majority in a particular case. A dissent, 

unaccompanied with reasons, is always entered on the records of a judicatory. 

  

II.                 A protest is a more solemn and formal declaration, made by members of a minority 

as before-mentioned, bearing their testimony [pg 489] against what they deem a mischievous or 

erroneous judgment; and is generally accompanied with a detail of the reasons on which it is 

founded. 

  

III.               If a protest or dissent be couched in decent and respectful language, and contain no 

offensive reflections or insinuations against the majority of the judicatory, those who offer it 

have a right to have it recorded on the minutes. 

  



IV.              A dissent or protest may be accompanied with a complaint to a superior judicatory, 

or not, at the pleasure of those who offer it. If not thus accompanied, it is simply left to speak for 

itself, when the records containing it come to be reviewed by the superior judicatory. 

  

V.                 It may sometimes happen that a protest, though not infringing the rules of decorum, 

either in its language or matter, may impute to the judicatory, whose judgment it opposes some 

principles or reasonings which it never adopted. In this case the majority of the judicatory may 

with propriety appoint a committee to draw up an answer to the protest, which, after being 

adopted as the act of the judicatory, ought to be inserted on the records. 

  

VI.              When, in such a case, the answer of the majority is brought in, those who entered 

their protest may be of the opinion that fidelity to their cause calls upon them to make a reply to 

the answer. This, however, ought by no means [pg 490] to be admitted, as the majority might, of 

course, rejoin, and litigation might be perpetuated, to the great inconvenience and disgrace of the 

judicatory. 

  

VII.            When, however, those who have protested, consider the answer of the majority as 

imputing to them opinions or conduct which they disavow; the proper course is to ask leave to 

take back their protest, and modify it in such a manner as to render it more agreeable to their 

views. This alteration may lead to a corresponding alteration in the answer of the majority; with 

which the whole affair ought to terminate. 

  

VIII.         None can join in a protest against a decision of any judicatory, excepting those who 

had a right to vote in said decision. 

  

CHAPTER IX 

NEW TESTIMONY. 

  

I.                    If, after a trial before any judicatory, new testimony be discovered, which is 

supposed to be highly important to the exculpation of the accused, it is proper for him to ask, and 

for the judicatory to grant, a new trial. 

  

Note: The issues raised in this and the following articles appear to have engaged Samuel Miller’s 

interest in his April 17, 1815 lecture (PTS archives, Box 3, folder 13). Judging from cross-outs 

and questions posed in his lecture book, he struggled with the challenge new evidence presents to 

the competing interests of justice and case resolution. Miller’s concerns appear to be reflected in 

this chapter; also, placement of this chapter toward the end of the BD rather than in chapter VI 

suggests Miller’s treatment of  the subject as a special case. Cases involving new evidence from 

1793, 1811, and 1829 are reported by Baird (Digest, pg. 111). 

  



II.                 It sometimes happens, in the prosecution of appeals, that testimony, which had not 

been exhibited before the inferior judicatory, is represented to exist, and to be of considerable 

importance in the case. [pg 491] 

  

III.               Representations of this kind ought not to be lightly, or of course, sustained. But the 

superior judicatory ought to be well satisfied, that the alleged testimony is of real importance, 

before they determine to put the inferior judicatory to the trouble of a new trial. 

  

IV.              When such testimony, therefore, is alleged to exist, either by the appellant, or the 

judicatory appealed from, it will be proper for the superior judicatory to inquire into the nature 

and import of the testimony; what is intended to be proved by it; and, whether there is any 

probability that it will really establish the point intended to be established. 

  

V.                 If it appear that the fact proposed to be established by the new testimony is 

important; that is, if it {would} appear to be such a fact as, if proved, would materially alter the 

aspect of the cause; and if there be any probability that the testimony in question will be 

sufficient to establish the alleged fact; then the superior judicatory ought to send he cause back to 

the inferior for a new trial. 

  

VI.              Cases may arise, however, in which the judicatory appealed from, and the appellant 

may concur in requesting the superior judicatory to take up and issue the appeal, with the 

additional light which the new evidence may afford. In this case, and especially if very serious 

injury is likely to happen, either to the appellant, or to the church, by the delay which a new trial 

would occasion, the superior [pg 492] may proceed to hear the new testimony, and issue the 

appeal, with the aid of the additional light which that testimony may afford. 

  

VII.            When, however, he judgment of the inferior judicatory is reversed; and it is apparent 

that the new testimony had considerable influence in procuring the reversal; it ought to be so 

stated in the decision of the superior judicatory; inasmuch as it would be injustice to the inferior 

judicatory to reverse their decision, upon grounds which were never before them, without 

explaining the fact. 

  

CHAPTER X. 

JURISDICTION 

  

I.                    When a member shall be dismissed from one church, with a view to his joining 

another, if he commit an offense previous to his joining the latter, he shall be considered as under 

the jurisdiction of the church which dismissed him, and amenable to it, up to the time when he 

actually becomes connected with that to which he was dismissed and recommended. 

  



Note: The jurisdiction chapter is moved forward to Ch. 2 in 1934. 

  

II.                 The same principle applies to a minister, who is always to be considered as 

remaining under the jurisdiction of the presbytery which dismissed him, until he actually 

becomes a member of another. [pg 493] 

  

III.               If, however, either a minister, or a private member, shall be charged with a crime 

which appears to have been committed during the interval between the date of his dismission, 

and his actually joining the new body, but which did not come to light until after he had joined 

the new body, that body shall be empowered and bound to conduct the process against him. 

  

IV.              No presbytery shall dismiss a minister, or licentiate, or candidate for licensure, 

without specifying the particular presbytery, or other ecclesiastical body, with which he is to be 

connected. 

  

  

CHAPTER XI. 

LIMITATION OF TIME. 

  

I.                    When any member shall remove from one congregation to another, he shall 

produce satisfactory testimonials of his church membership and dismission, before he be 

admitted as a regular member of that church; unless the church to which he removes has other 

satisfactory means of information. 

  

II.                 No certificate of church membership shall be considered as valid testimony of the 

good standing of the bearer, if it be more than one year old, except where there has been no 

opportunity of presenting it to a church. 

  

III.               When persons remove to a distance, [pg. 494] and neglect, for a considerable time, 

to apply for testimonials of dismission, and good standing, the testimonials given them shall 

testify to their character only up to the time of their removal, unless the judicatory have good 

information of a more recent date. 

  

IV.              If a church member have been more than two years absent from the place of his 

ordinary residence and ecclesiastical connextions [sic], if he apply for a certificate of 

membership, his absence, and the ignorance of the church respecting his demeanour for that 

time, shall be distinctly stated in the certificate. 

  

Note: “On motion, resolved, that no judicatory or private member, shall certify any person’s 

character as having been good for a space of time, without mentioning if he has been under 



process for scandal during that time and the issue of it.”—Extracts of GA Minutes, May 18, 

1791, pg 16. 

  

  

V.                 Process, in case of scandal, shall commence within the space of one year after the 

crime shall have been committed; unless it shall have recently become flagrant. It may happen, 

however, that a church member, after removing to place far distant from his former residence, 

and where his connextion [sic] with the church is unknown, may commit a crime, on account of 

which process cannot be instituted within the time above specified. In all such cases, the recent 

discovery of the church membership of the individual, shall be considered as equivalent to the 

crime itself having recently become flagrant. The same principle also applies to ministers if 

similar circumstances should occur. [ends at pg 494] 
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